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Oxygen and Other Atmospheric Gases

W.A. Chupka, b.D. Colson and E.E. Eyler

Yale University

Final Report (May 15, 1989)

I. Introduction

The purpose of the work done under this contract can be broadly

described as follows: (1) to locate and characterize previc: ",

unknown or very poorlj known excited states of diatomic oxygen

(and other important atmospheric gases), (2) to explore and

elucidate the spectroscopic, photophysical and other dynamical

characteristics of molecules in these states and (3) to develop

methods for preparing the molecular ions as purely as possible in

selected vibronic states (for subsequent studies of their

reactivities as a function of internal excitation).

In spite of nearly a century of countless studies of the

spectroscopy of 02, there exist glaring gaps of understanding of

its excited states as may be seen from the many questionable and

even total lack of assignments in the most recent compilation of

diatomic spectral data This gap is especially prominent and

important below the ionization limit, and expecially above the

onset of the Schumann-Runge continuum at 175nm. Thus, in contrast

to the case of most common diatomic molecules, there is no

spectroscopic determination of its first ionization potential, no

assignment of any Rydberg series converging to that limit and even

the identification of the lowest (3sa) member of the energetically

lowest Rydberg series converging to the first ionization limit was
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inaccurate, having been done by inelastic electron scattering. This

situation is due in large part to the fact that from two oxygen

atoms in their lowest electron cont iguraLions, a tuLal of 62

valence states are formed. A few of the lowest states are bound

but most arc repulsive, with potential curves which intersect

those of the Rydberg states and interact with them to varying

degrees. Some interactions are so strong as to result in adiabatic

curves of mixed Rydberg-Valence character which are not readily

recognizable spectroscopically. Other interactions which are

weaker nevertheless produce such strong predissocation of the

Rydberg state that rotational analysis is impossible and hence

useless in characterizing the state. Still weaker interactions

produce predissociation that severely suppresses photon emission

and eliminates emission spectroscopy as a useful tool except in a

very few cases. Since Rydberg-Valence interaction strength

decreases as (n*) - 3 , where n* is the effective principal quantum

number, the higher Rydberg states might seem to provide useful

data. However at the necessary high values of n* the absorption

spectrum (for instance) is hopelessly congested by the rapidly

converging and overlapping bands.

Modern techniques including the use of multiphoton ionization and

multi-laser spectroscopy coupled with mass and photoelectron

spectroscopy have made it possiole to do experiments which can

evade many of the difficulties which have thwarted classical

spectroscopists. This report, together with the attached

appendices, records the progress we have made in th- course of

this contract.

The work on 02 in this laboratory began even before the

2
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initiation date of this contract. The initial result 2 ' 3 was the

first location of the lowzst Rydberg states of the 02 molecule by

an optical spectroscopic technique. These states were the v=0-4

vibrational levels of the 3fl and 29 (3s) s8at- which are
g g

optically forbidden by one-photon excitation from the ground 9Zg

state of 0_. Since these states were opcically forbidden by

classical absorption they had previously been located only by

theoretical calculation and by inelastic electron scattering' 5

wi.th some errcr. The electron scattering data were far too crude

,o provide information nn the lifetime of these states. However,

the spectroscopic data showed (from line width measurements and

application of the uncertainty principle) that all levels were

predissociated to greatly varying degrees.

Under this contract, the study of the (3so) Rydberg states has

ccntinued and has been extended to Rydberg states which had never

teen previ.usly detected by any method, namely the 4s-3d and 5s-4d

Rydberg complexes. Before continuing, we explain why, if these

states are optically forbidden from the ground state of 02 and

hence do not contribute to its conventional absorption spectrum,

thesc states are important. Firstly, these states can play a

decisive role in non-optical processes such as dissociative

electron-ion recombinatinn and other physical processes occuring in

the upper atmosphere and in plasmas. In fact the (3so) Rydberg

states have been shown in recent work 6 to play the dominant role
+

in diss,ciative charge exchange reactions or 0 ions. This latter
23

work depended heavily on our previous work 2,3. An excellent review

which details both theoretical and experimental approaches to the

problem of dissociative recombination has been written by Bardsley
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and Biondi 7 .  A more recent theoretical treatment applied

8
specifically to 02 has been given by Guberman . Secondly, the

strength of the interaction of these Rydberg states with the

repulsive valence states which are responsible tor their

predissociation yields a general parameter which characterizes the

strength of interaction with all ns and nd Rydberg states. This

latter parameter can be obtained from our linewidth measurements

and the necessary analysis has been in progress. Thirdly, while

these states do not contribute to ordinary optical absorption, they

play a large part in the interaction of 02 with electrons (as

shown by scattering experiments 4 5 ) and other particles and in the

increasingly important area of non-linear interaction with intense

light bcams. In fact, the way we observe these states is by a two-

photon resonant, throe-photon ionization experiment using an

intense focused laser beam.

The facts that 1) predissociation is so pervasive throughout all

th- cTc t - of 0 in, that 2 dissociative continua are so

prominent in the ordinary ultra-violet absorption spectrum make it

essential, for an adequate fundamental understanding of the

photophyscs and chemistry of 02f that the valence states

responsible for these effects be identifie, and the amounts of the

various atomic products of these di3sociative processes be

determined. While the lowest m,,ergy ordinary absorption

continuum(the intense Schumann-Runge continuum) has been well

characterized and its products(3 P and 'D oxygen atoms) reliably

identified for sometime, very little i3 reliably known for

optically allowed states at higher energies and nothing (until the

recent charge exchange work 6 which supplemented our work) is
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known experimentally of the dissociative behaviour of optically

forbidden states and continua. in the course of this work, we have

developed, in part, techniques to detect and identify products of

dissociative processes.

A further very brief digression into the reasons for the general

importance for the study of Rydberg states, especially those

converging to the first ionization limit, will be useful at this

point. The class of molecular states which are most intractable to

both theoretical and experimental investigations are continuum

states, i.c. both dissociative and ionization continua and yet these

states play very important roles in the behavior of molecules at

high energies (5eV) and in media where ionization occurs such as

discharges, plasmas, etc. Our investigations deal with both types

of continuum problems in both direct and indirect ways. We now

focus on ionization continua. The onset of ionization at threshold

is really a continuation of Rydberg excitations beyond n= (i.e.

the "same channel"). The very successful Quantum Defect Theory of

Seaton 9 makes explicit use of this connection, whereby the quantum

defect parameter 6 of bound Rydberg states [determined by fitting

Rydberg state energies referred to the ionization potential to the

expression E=-Ry/(n-6) 2 ] becomes 1 Limes . h . , 6,

which characterizes continuum functions. Thus the study of Rydberg

states is the best and most detailed way to characterize an

ionization continuum for energies within several or more eV of the

ionization limit. The greater detail results from the fact that

inguilar momenta are readily characterized for Rydberg states from

the rotatio,,di structure while nearly the only way such

cnaracoeL zation con be done from measurement of ionization

5
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and molecular systems at higher energies below and above their

ionization limits.

II. Experimental Methods

A number of state-of-the-art experimental techniques used in this

work are briefly described as follows.

a) Resonantly-Enhanced Multiphoton Ionization (REMPI) (single

color): By using a wavelength-tunable, focused and pulsed laser

beam, excited states of molecules (and atoms) can be formed and

ionized by a process which can be schematically indicated as:

-IoNIZATION LiMir

-RESoNA Jr StATE

- GROUND STATE

where the resonant state is usually reached by two or three

photons. (The above sketch illustrates what will be called a 2+1

REMPI process) Since the ionization intensity is enormously

enhanced when the photons are energetically resonant with one of

the states of the molecule, a plot of ion intensity versus laser

wavelength resembles a conventional spectrum. (see fig 2. which
+

shows the spectrum of the 3diT Z state produced from the

metastable 'A state of 0 2). One advantage of the multiphotong2

resonant excitation is that it can provide excitation of states

which are forbidden in conventional one-photon spectroscopy. Thus

for molecules with a ce-ter of symmetry (such as 02), g4.g and

8
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u-4u transitions are forbidden for one-photon excitation but are

allowed for even numbers of photons absorbed. Also many other

kinds of experiments become feasible due to the high

concentrations of excited states and of photons that can be

attained with pulsed lasers.

b) Op~ical-Optical Double Resonance (ODR): Because of the high

spatial and temporal concentrations of excited species and photons

attainable with pulsed lasers, it becomes possible to perform such

an OODR experiment as:

't tbNIZ.A-r/od 1,v:T*
WPRObED STITF

,7 P)MPED STATE

(SROUND 5TATE

FIGURE 3

In this experiment w is kept fixed and w2 is scanned. Thus the

spectrum generated originates from a single rovibronic excited

state, providing a spectrum of state B which is enormously

simplified and more easily analyzed. However, not all "pumped"

states are suitable for this technique. For instance, it must

sufficiently long-lived with respect to predissociation and with

respect to photoionizatlon by w 1 , Part of the effort of this

contract has been directed to finding such a suitable state(s) for

0 2 or to devising techniques to otherwise ci-cumvent unsuitable

circumstances.
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c) Time-of-flight Mass Spectrometry: The short time of ion

formation by a .10 nsec laser pulse lends itself to ion mass

analysis by acceleration by a constant voltage and then a simple

measurement of the time-of-flight to a charged-particle detector.

The mass analysis provides nearly perfect assurance that the

recorded spectrum is that of the molecule of interest rather than

that of some readily ionizable impurity. Thus NO, which has a

readily detectable spectrum at the part-per-million level, is

distinguished by production of a mass 30 ion, easily separated from
+

the mass 32 ion 02 The apparatus also has the ability not only
+

to detect and identify fragment ions (such as 0 ), but also to

measure the kinetic energy released on formation, from a

measurement of the time-of-flight peak width. This is one method

ised to determine the state of excitation of product atoms and

ions since kinetic energy is the only form of external energy

release in the case of a diatomic molecule.

d) Time-of-flight Photoelectron Spectrometry: Again, the short

time of photoelectron formation lends itself to the time-of-flight

method for electron kinetic energy analysis. We use a recently-

developed technique of magnetic collimation whereby essentially

all the photoelectrons emitted in a 21 solid angle are

magnetically collimated with minimum flight-time deterioration

before entering the flight tube region. This near 50 percent

detection efficiency makes it possible to energy analyze

photoelectrons from relatively weak transitions. Such measurements

are very valuable in several ways: (1) they provide a method for

identifying resonant states and distinguishing between badly

overlapped transitions; (2) they provide the only certain

11



measurement of the internal energy distribution of the ions

produced, and (3) they provide valuable information about the

details of the process of photoionization of the rzsnan.tly excited

states.

e) Supersonic Molecular Beams: Wherever possible we have used the

phenomenon of rotational cooling by supersonic jet formation in

order to collapse the extensive rotational distribution

characteristic of a room-temperature gas to that of the gas at

temperatures of the order of 10K. This cooling is accomplished by

expanding the gas at the highest practical pressure through an

orifice which is very much smaller than the molecular mean free

path. We have used a pulsed gas valve where possible, in order to

minimize the pumping speed, and also continuously emitting nozzles

where necessary. The narrower rotational distribution results in

spectral simplifica ion, although not to as high a degree as the

OODR technique.

f) Microwave Discharge Excitation Source: In addition to using the

ground 3 state of 02 as the initial state of our experiments,g2

we have used a microwave discharge in 02 at low pressures (10

Torr) to generate the long-lived metastable 'A state ,f 02 andg

inject it into the photoionization region of our time-of-flight

mass spectrometer. This technique has been used by an earlier

worker in this field but we have improved it to obtain much

superior spectra. As will be explained later, this enabled us to

obtain extensive spectra of singlet 3d Rydberg states which were

readily analyzable and will be of great help in the interpretation

of the much more intractable triplet spectra.

12



III. Results

Since in any one experiment we often investigated several

aspects of the contracted research, and since major results became

clear only after several different experiments, it is probably

clearer for the reader to have the results gathered under several

main topic headings. Otherwise, while a reading of the attached

appendices would constitute the most comprehensive and detailed

final report, it would tend to obscure the most important

accomplishments in a mass of detail. Therefore we present the

research results in a distilled form as follows.

A. Detection, analysis and assignment of the 4s-3d and 5z-1 4d

Rydberg complexes of 02

1) The Triplet System

The v=O-3 levels of the 4s-3d levels of the 5s-4d Rydberg

complexes have been identified by a (2+1) REMPI process (appendices

5 and 8). The electronic states are g (gerade) states and are

accessed from the 3E ground state of 0 . The reason for theg2

description as a "complex" is due to the fact that ns and (n-1)d

Rydberg electrons have approximately the same effective principal

quantum number (i.e. binding energy), and hence have about the same

energy. Since the nsa orbital and (n-1)da orbital have the same

symmetry, the resulting states can interact and perturb each other

yielding "mixed" states which complicates analysis and assignment.

These states have not been detected previously by any method

'4
although a theoretical calculation exists. Vibrational analysis

(and rotational analysis of two bands) shows that the states are

very nearly pure Rydbergs in character, with no detectable

-1
perturbation. Line widths are laser band-width limited (-1 cm 1

13



indicating little or no predissociation. However, only one band

system, 3d6T1fg could be identified reliably by rotational analysis

and the theoretical calculations are of limited reliability in band

assignment. In fact, one of the major goals of this part of the

research is to assess the accuracy of these calculations. Sinne

publication of appendices 5 and 8, better spectra of higher

resolution and improved signal/noise ratio have been obtained and

are in the process of analysis with good prospect of success in

additional assignments.

2) The Singlet System

Since the analysis of these data is still proceeding and no paper

can yet be written, these experiments and their results will be

described in somewhat more detail than those for which reprints

and manuscripts are available and are appended here. Using the 'A
g

metastable state of 02 prepared in a microwave discharge, the

energy region of the 4s-3d Rydberg complex was explored and a

number of states identified by a 2+1 REMPI process. Due to

improved laser resolution and somewhat less band complexity and

overlap compared with the triplet system, it has been possible to

identify pf ositi ,y every hand of s!inificant intensity. This

analysis is now nearly complete, and has yielded positive
+

identification of (3drr)1A , (3d )'E+, (3d6)'D and (3d6)3D states ing g ' g g

the v=0-3 vibrational levels (see appendix 15). Nearly all line
-1

widths are laser-bandwidth limited (< 0.1 cm ) and therefore

-10
nearly all lifetimes are > 10 sec. Relative rotational line

intensities of most of the bands follow theoretical values given

by generalized Honl-London line strength formulas for 2-photon

transitions (Note that such line strength formulas depend onl on

14



geometry as expressed by Wigner 3-j symbols and hence do not

require knowledge of the physics of the transition). However, in a

number of cases, measured rotatLcnal line inensitits decrease

with increasing rotation compared with theoretical values,

indicating the existence of heterogeneous predissociation, i.e.

predissociation by valence states with values of A (or ) differing

from that of the Rydberg states, hence requiring significant

coupling between electronic and rotational degrees of freedom. In

some of these cases, e.g. the (3d )'A state, linewidths at higher

rotational quantum number (J 4 or 5) become larger than the laser

bandwidth and the widths and hence decay rates become measurable.

In these cases the linewidths increase with rotational quantum

number as expected for tie proposed heterogeneous predissociation.

Quantitative analysis of these effects is still in progress.

Successful analysis may lead to the identification of the valence

states responsible for the predissociation and, at least in some

cases such as the 'A state, will give parameters characterizingg

the particular Rydberg-Valence interaction.

The success in characterizing in detail many (not yet all) of the

3d Rydberg states is important in many ways.

a) These are the first gerade Rydberg states of 02 to yield

spectra with so many bands which are rotationally analyzable in

such detail. (The earlier work on the 3sa states provided only two

bands which were rotationally analyzable to some degree and there

is some question about one of them). In fact, in the detail of

analyzable rotational qtructure, these spectra are qinprior te

those of any (u or g) Rydberg states of 0 . For instance, band

origins are so accurately located for all vibrational levels v=0-3

15



that there is a very good probabiliLy that they represent more

accurate values for the vibrational spacings of the 0 2  ion, the

core of the Rydberg state, than the values obtained from band head
+

positions of the spectrum of the bare 0 2  ion itself. Certainly

this will be the case if we succeed in obtaining similar spectra

for the 4d Rydbergs, since the very small bonding or anti-bonding

effect of the 4d Rydberg will be completely negligible at least

for the 16 and 1Z states.g g

Table I give, the energies of the band origins determined from

our data for the singlet 3d P , ' and E + states which we have
g' g g

observed. The vibrational spacings are compared to literature

11
values obtained from extensive analysis of many bands of the A

+

X transition of the 0 2  ion and correspond to the RKR potential

curve which best explains both band positions and intensities. It

should be noted that from molecular orbital correlation diagrams

nd6 Rydberg orbitals are expected to be very slightly bonding

while ndiT orbitals are expected to be very slightly antibonding

for small displacements from the equilibrium internuclear

separation. Comparisons among the data of Table I agree with this

expectation. Extension of those data to the 4d Rydbergs should

+

give very accurate and reliable vibrational spacings for the 02

ion.

b) We have with certainty located the (3d6)'D and all three

components (Q=2,3 and 4) of the (3d6) states (for v=0-3). The

positions of none of the (3d6) Rydberg states were calculated in

the earlier theoretical work 4 and hence this is the first

determination of their energies by any method. Furthermore, the

Intensity of the formally-spin-forbidden transition 3p ( Q3)-4-1A is
g1

16



Tdble I. Energies and Vibrational Spacings (in cm-1) of Some 3d

Sing!et Rydberg States of Oxygen

IV8g 13 3 3  &,(o +)

0 85684.5 85506.3 85035.2 84832.2
(1871.1) (1872.1) (1866.9) (1880.6) (1872.6)

1 87555.6 87378.4 86902.1 86712.8
(1840.3) (1839.4) (1840.0)

2 89395.9 89217.8
(1804.5) (1804.3) (1807.4)

3 91200.4 91022.1

17



nearly the same as that of the allowed 1) (Q=3)+*--A transition.g g

This fact and the relative energies of all three a-components of

the 3( state give a very clear indication of the breadkown of the

usual LS-type coupling scheme which is only semi-quantitatively

4
alluded to in the theoretical paper . Upon further analysis our

experimental spectra should address this problem quantitatively

and be very helpful in treating the general problem of transition

between coupling cases in the Rydberg states of 02, a problem

which very often complicates analysis of Rydberg spectra.

c) The reliable determination of the energies of assigned

electronic states in the 3d singlet Rydberg manifold will be of

great assistance in reliably assigning states in the triplet

manifold. This is due to the fact that, in general, the energy

ordering is expected to be the same (as indicated by the

theoretical calculations), with the triplet states lying below the

singlets by -0.01-0.04 eV. The ongoing re-analysis of improved

triplet spectra is proceeding with this in mind.

d) In the rotational analysis of three of the electronic

excitations, namely excitations to the (3dW5)'D (Q-3), (3d6) 3€D(Q=3),

(3d6)Ag ( =2) states, certain aspects of line-strength theory have

been used which apparently have not been appreciated before,

although they are implicitly contained in well-known theory for

two-photon excitation. Namely for 0=3 4- Q=2 transitions the R(4)

line strength is identically zero while all other R's are not.

While a very few comparisons of multiphoton line-strength theory

with experiment have been made, they have never dealt with either

of the types of transitions given above and, given the commonly

large fluctuations in pulsed laser intensity, state assignment

18



based on line strengths is not usually very trustworthy. However

in this case, the complete absence of the R(4) line in the (3d6)4

4- * spectrum provides strong support for our assignment.g

Similarly for the excitation of the (3d)LA g state (an 11-2 4-4- 0-2

transition), the line strength is composed of two different

transition tensor components for linearly polarized li ht while

one of these components becomes exactly zero for circularly

polarized light. In the excitation to (3di)A the component whichg

becomes zero for circularly polarized light is responsible for

over 90% of the intensity for linearly polarized light and the

dramatic difference between the two spectra (see fig.4) is

additional proof of the electronic assignment. Differences bettieen

spectra taken with linearly and circularly polarized light have

been used before in the case of (polyatomic) symmetric top

molecules, but this is the first case of such a strong difference

for a diatomic molecule.

e) There remain some important questions brought out by this

research and which remain to be answered (an example of the trite

but true description of a good piece of research as one which

raises more questions than it answers). Only a few will be

mentioned here. In the singlet system we have found only the

(3di)' ' (3d T)1 A and (3d)'4 states. The (3do) 1 flg, (4so) 1 andg g g g

(3d6)'fl states are formally allowed by 2-photon selection rulesg

but we have not been able to detect these states. At our very

highest laser powers we have seen some very weak peaks which may

belong to une of these states but we cannot exclude other

possibilities, since not enough lines to permit analysis were seen.

This is especially disturbing in the case of the (4s0)nI state
g19
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sinc the (3sa)'Tg state appears very strongly in the 2-photon

qpetrum, even though these latter states are mostly strongly

predissociated while the (4s 0 ) state should be less predissociated

and hence easier to detect by REMPI. In single photon spectroscopy

one expects (and finds) Rydberg intensities to decrease as (n*) 3

where n* is the effective principle quantum number. "All else

being equal" one expects the same decrease (by -3.5 in this case)

for the 4so state in 2-photons in which case the state would be

very readily detectable. However, the 2-photon amplitude involves

a complicated sum over many states and also the (4s0) state

differs from the (3s) state in having considerable admixture of

(3da) so that a rationalization is possible, although a reliable

explanation is not readily apparent at present. Another unanswered

qestirn is the following. We have seen very strong transitions

from the singlet ' metastable state to the Q-3 spin-orbitg

component of the L 3, state and this formally spin-
g

forbidden transition is obviously (from the spectrum) due to strong

interaction with the Q-3 component of the singlet 1 state. Whyg

don't interactions of comparable magnitude occur between other

singlet and triplet states of the same value of Q, for instance

between (3dr)'Ag (Q-2) and (3d)'A g(0-2)? From the absence of

resulting spectra we infer that such interactions must be at least

about two orders of magnitude weaker than that for the '4 -g g

case. The explanation is not readily apparent but should come from

a detailed understanding of angular momentum coupling strengths in

the molecule.

3)General Overview of (gerade) Rydberg States
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We have made very great progress In locating and characterizing

the s (Z-0) and d (1-2) Rydberg states. We can eliminate, for all

but the most esoteric processes, the g (meaning 1-4, not meaning

gerade here) Rydberg states as being unimportant. Thus, when we

have located all members of the 4s-3d complex, (both singlets and

triplets) and characterized their interactions with each other and

with valence states, the major part of the level structure of the

gerade Rydbergs converging to the ground state of the ion will be

well understood. Doing the same for the 5s-4d and higher Rydbergs

will be less important since well known and reliable scaling laws

can predict the most important properties of all higher Rydbergs.

One exception is the characterization of certain vibronic

interactions which can produce the phenomenon of vibrational

autolonization above the ionization limit.

The most important remaining block of information necessary for

an overall understanding of the entire gerade structure and

spectrum of 02 below its ionization limit is the set of repulsive

gerade valence potential curves in this region and the strength of

their interaction with the Rydberg states. The MIX information

presently available on this subject, (other than the inferences

that can be drawn from the predissociation widths of our data) is

the set of theoretical calculations made by a number of

8,12;13
groups . All these groups calculate their valence state

potential curves using molecular orbital basis functions which are

spatially compact, so that they are not suitable for descrP'ing

Rydberg states with their far more extended (or diffuse) orbitals.

Thus they calculate diabatic potential curves which exclude the

possibility of describing the interaction of a Valence state with a
22



Rydberg state. Calculations employing basis sets suitable for

describing both Rydberg and valence states are difficult and have

only rarely been done in high quality calculation. A few such

calculations involving a few u (ungerade) Rydberg states of 02

have been done and will be discussed later. While we cannot, from

our data alone, extract experimental curves for the valence states

which are predissociating our Rydberg states, we can often use the

theoretically calculated curves to identify a single plausible

predissoclating valence state and then vary its position atid

interaction strength in an attempt to reproduce our experimentally

measured predissociating rates. For instance for the (3dw)'Ag

Rydberg state we have four vibrational levels, v-O-3, for which we

have linewidth data and we have identified the lowest energy ng

valence state from the theoretical calculations as seemingly the

only plausible predissociating state. Therefore we expect to be

able to extract the interaction energy and optimize the position of

the valence state potential curve to give agreement with our data.

B. The E (3PT) 3
Eu state of 0 . Demonstration of its mixed Rydberg-

Valence character.

Only two states of the u (ungerade) Rydberg system of 0 2 have
2

been identified up to the present. They are the E(3pir)3E and theu

F (3pa) 3R states. While Thsorption features corresponding to these
u

states have long been known, only recently have they been assigned

with any confidence based on a theoretical calculation1 4 showing

that both states are really strongly mixed Rydberg-Valence states.

The calculated potential curves, shown in Fig.5(a) and (b) result

from one of the very few accurate calculations of Rydberg-Valence

23



interaction. They also demonstrate why the Rydberg states

optically allowed from the ground state are essentially unknown

except for the E and F states, since the higher u Rydbergs will be

similarly perturbed and difficult to identify.

We have confirmed the mixed Rydberg-Valence character of the E

state directly by measuring the photoelectron spectrum produced by

(2+1) REMPI via the v-O level of the E state as the resonant

intermediate and shown in Fig.5(c). If the E state were a "normal"

unperturbed Rydberg state, the photoelectron peak corresponding to

producing the ion in the v-O state should be the most intense,

whereas it is one of the least intense. In Appendix 2, a more

quantitative discussion of the photoelectron spectrum is given in

terms of the Rydberg-Valence potential curve of Fig.5(a). More

15recently Wang et al , using improved potential curves very

similar to those of Fig.5(a) have calculated a photoelectron

spectrum which gives even better agreement with our datd, but

which we believe is not appropriate to our experiment. Briefly, we

prefer a calculational method which assumes that the process of

formation of the E state is not coupled coherently to the

subsequent photoionization of the E state, while their method

assumes that the overall (2+1) REMPI process is completely

coherent. The arguments for our point of view are given in the

preprint Appendix 12. This disagreement is not simply academic,

since it concerns a very important aspect of the general REMPI

process including the validity of many conclusions regarding

lifetimes of intermediate states drawn by other researchers in

16
this field. As detailed in the preprint of Appendix 12, each

procedure is correct in two different limits of laser conditions
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and intermediate state lifetime. The correct treatment for

conditions far from these two different limits remains to be

developed, although we present arguments to show that most cases

for which REMPI is used correspond to our "incoherent process"

limit.

C. Photoionization and Photoelectron Spectroscopy of ns and nd

Rydberg States (Appendices 5,6,7 and 8)

Until the last several years it was generally thought that

photolonlzation of a Rydberg state was a very simple and well

understood process. Since the Rydberg orbital is very nearly

hydrogenic, except for being shifted inward by an amount

determined by the quantum defect, the photoionization cross

section versus photon energy was thought to be hydrogenic. Indeed

if the ionization continuum is also assumed to be hydrogenic,

theory shows that the cross section would be hydrogen-like, i.e.

having a finite value at threshold and decreasing slowly with

energy such as:

H

12

10

LI 2
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For instance a calculation of the photoionization cross section by

Cohn1 7 has precisely such behavior.

If the photoionization cross-section has such behavior and if the

Born-Oppenheimer separation of electronic and nuclear motions was

valid, it is easy to show by the Franck-Condon principle that

photoionization of a true unperturbed Rydberg state should leave

the vibrational quantum number of the ion core unchanged, i.e. that

a Av-0 selection rule should hold for photoionization. Such a Av-O

selection rule is indeed shown to hold very well in a large number

of cases and forms the basis of the best current method for

preparing molecular ions in selected vibrational states as has

18
been done by a number of workers.

However, an increasing number of strong deviations from the Av-0

selection rule has been observed and a general consideration of
19

possible reasons for these deviations has been given. In that

analysis, the example of flagrant violation of the tv-O rule in

the photoionization of the C (2pW) 1 1 u state of H2 was attributed to

photon absorption by the ion core of the Rydberg state to produce

an electronically doubly excited state which was repulsive (i.e.

purely dissociative potential curve) but autoionlzed as it

dissociated. This process has since been confirmed by more

accurate theoretical calculations.
2 0

19
In that paper , two other general phenomena were mentioned as

potentially very effective in causing AvOO transitions. These were:

(1) shape resonances in the ionization continuum, and (2) Cooper

19
minima in the ionization continuum. At the time that paper was

written there were no examples of either.

In the course of our work on this contract we measured the
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photoelectron spectrum produced by (2+1) REMPI via the 3so states

in an attempt to see whether that process afforded a satisfactory

method for production of vibrationally state-selected 02  ions.

The photoelectron spectra showed very significant deviations from

the Av-0 rules, especially for v-1 and 3 (see appendix 6). In this

case, enough is known about the absorption spectrum of the 02 ion

core to eliminate core-absorption as the mechanism for the AvAO

transitions. However, an examination of theoretically calculated

potential curves for excited valence states of 02 led us to

believe that a shape resonance might be responsible in this case. A

shape resonance is an electronically excited state, lying above the

ionization potential, and in which the electron is temporarily

bound by virtue of some potential barrier (i.e. by the "shape" of

the potential) in this case due to an angular momentum (i.e.

centrifugal) barrier. It can also be thought of as a valence state

lying above the ionization limit and which differs from the

ionization continuum by only one orbital. In fact, the shape

resonance in question is actually formed by the repulsive 3 0u

valence state of Fig.5(b) when it goes above the potential curve of
+

02 shown in fig.5(a). The strong interaction (energy splitting of

-2eV) shown in Fig.5(b) is a semi-quantitative indication of the

width of the resulting shape resonance. (It would be quantitative

except that this width changes rapidly with internuclear distance,

and in fact it is just this change of width and energy position of

the resonance with internuclear distance which makes the Franck-

Condon approximation invalid and causes AvOO transitions.)

This explanation of strong Av O transitions as due at least in

great part to the effects of a shape resonance were verified by
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theoretical calculations and both our results (appendix 6) and the

21
calculations of McKoy and co-workers were published together as

Communications to the Editor. The effect of a shape resonance was

further confirmed by measuring the angular distribution of the

photoelectrons ejected in ionization of the (3sa) v-O-3 Rydberg

states (appendix 7). The measured angular distributions were in

very good agreement (see Table 1 of appendix 7) with calculations

of McKoy and co-workers (also given in appendix 7). The measured

angular distributions for the AvOO transitions were much more

nearly Isotropic than those for the v-conserving transitions (see

Fig.1 of appendix 7). This can be explained by the (scmewhat

simplified) picture that while v-conserving transitions consist in

large part of transitions "directly" into the continuum, the Av#O

trensitions resuit predominantly frow transitions in which the

emerging electron is trapped briefly by the angular momentum

barrier and "rattles around" a few times before escaping, hence

producing a more nearly isotropic angular distribution.

Photoelectron spectra were also taken for the (2+1) REMPI process

via the triplet 4s-3d complex states as described In appendix 8.

These photoelectron spectra also show very considerable

intensities for Av O transitions for ionization via most of the

resonant levels as can be seen in Fig.3 of appendix 8. This

observation is important for the following reason. The (3sa)

Rydberg states are rather strongly predissociated and this factor

apirt from the shape resonance, can contribute somewhat to Av#O

transitions by an amount which is not readily calculated

accuratteLy. However, the members of the 4s-3d complex are so

weakly predissociated (if at all) that this factor cannot make any
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significant contribution to AviO transitions and yet we find them

to occur. Therefore it is certain that the reason for Av O

transitions does not lie in distortions (perturbations) of the

Rydberg state but must be attributed to unusual features in the

ionization continuum. From calculated potential curves (see Fig.9

of appendix 8) it can be seen that the situation in the continuum

is more complex than that for ionization via the 3so Rydbergs. Not

only does the shape resonance still play a role (although

diminished compared to the 3so case) but other valence states

which do not form shape resonances (because they differ in

electron configuration from the continuum by more than one

orbital) can become important because they can autoionize by

configuration interaction. That is, they autoionize by exchanging

energy between two elections rather than by an Plectron tunneling

through a potential barrier as in the case of a shape resonance

(These latter states are sometimes called "core-excited" or

"Feschbach" resonances).

The importance of these investigations of shape and other

resonances lies in the following. Firstly there is the intrinsic

interest in a fundamental phenomenon. Shape resonances in such

diatomic molecules as N2 and NO have drawn considerable scientific

Interest in the past decade or so. An excellent review is given by

22
Dehmer et al . All previous experimental work on shape resonances

accessed them by ionization of inner core electrons from the

ground vibrational and electronic state of the molecule. In our

case, we were able to vary both vibrational and electronic states

and hence probe a larger range of internuclear distance which, as

detailed earlier, changes both position and width of the shape
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resonance. Also our method circunvents certain problems of

autolonization structure which plagued earlier investigations of

shape resonances by the excitation from the ground state of 02.

In a very apt analogy we have Just begun to make use of a

technique which allows us to look at ionization (and dissociation)

continua from many angles and many distances (i.e. from many

states of different energy spanning a wide range of internuclear

distances) instead of from one viewing point (the ground electronic

and vibrational state of the molecule). While a continuum, for
+-

instance the au continuum of 02 + e in which our shrpe resonance

(as well as core-excited resonances, etc) is embedded, is

unchanging no matter how one accesses it, what the experiment sees

of it depends on the initial state. This technique of using various

R~dberg states (as well as valence states where possible),

especially if two-color experiments are practical, promises

enormous advances in the understanding of continua.

D. Ion State Preparation

One of the goals of this contract was to find a method for
+

preparing 02 ions as purely as possible in selected vibrational

levels. Initially it was hoped that ionization via the various

vibrational levels of 3so Rydberg state would result in adequate

preparations, but this was not the case as discussed earlier.

However, in the investigation of the 3d Rydberg states, ioriz;,'Aon

via one of the states, tentatively identified as (3d6)3H g, did
+

produce fairly pure (>80 % ) preparations of 02 ions in the

vibritional levels v=O-3 as detailed in appendices 5 and 8. See

especially Figure 4 of appendix 8. This -3houla a very useful
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technique in investigating the effects of vibrational excitation of

'he O ion on its reactions with neutral molecules. It may even

be possible to study the effect of vibrational energy In other

processes such as dissociative recombination in which theoretical

7,8
calculations predict the effect can be very large

E. Detection of 0 atoms (appendix 14)

Oxygen atoms in the three fine-structure components of the

ground 3P state were detected by a (2+1) REMPI process as

described in appendix 14. The atoms were formed by dissociation of

ground state 02 by the same laser pulse which was used for

detection. The detection sensitivity was estimated crudely to be of

the order of 106 atoms/cm3 and the REMPI spectrum readily

distinguishes among the fine structure levels (Fig.1 of appendix

14). This detection method should be especially useful in

identification of the state of 0 atoms produced by various pulsed

methods. It was developed here as a tool in determining the states

of oxygen atoms produced in the many predissociating states

observed in this study, but has not yet been successfully applied

to this problem.

The process of multiphoton photodissociation of 02 which produced

the 0 atoms is of considerable interest. It is tentatively

determined to be a 2-photon dissociation producing two ground

state atoms statistically distributed among the fine-structure

components. This process may be useful in producing ground state 0

atoms with controlled and variable kinetic energy for further

experiments.
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F. Pump-Probe (OODR) Studies

The feasibility of pump-probe methods has h~en extensively

investigated and serious difficulties have been found. The 3so

Rydberg states provide very poor pump states because of the very

short lifetime of most levels. However, experiments indicate that

an intense effort using photoelectron spectra may very well be

successful. The 4s-3d and 5s-4d levels would provide excellent

pump states but would require infrared probe lasers which we do

not have at present. The energies and other characteristics of

those levels which would serve as good pump states to be probed

by a second laser are given in appendix 8.

A perhaps more promising set of possibilities have resulted from

the work using the A metastable state of 0 One of the (3so)'Tlg g

levels (apparently near v-2) has fairly sharp rotational structure

and may serve well as a pumped state. In addition most of the 3d

singlet Rydbergs referred to in section A(2) have very sharp

rotational structure indicating long lifetime, but again infrared

probe lasers would be required for upward excitation.

Other possibilities using resonant "bleaching" methods exist and

have been considered but not yet tried experimentally.

G. Excitation of (and via) repulsive states

As a test system for developing methods for studying dissociation

and other dynamical processes of 02, studies were carried out on

Cl 2 The excited states and potential energy curves of Cl 2 have

many qualitative similarities to those of 02 but the energies are

lower making transitions more easily accessible with our lasers.

We demonstrated the feasibility and certain advantages of carrying
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out multiphoton transitions via repulsive intermediate states. This

demonstration illustrated for the first time a new metiod for

following the time-evolution of rapidly decaying states which has

considerable promise. We also investigated a case of very strong

Rydherg-valence interaction producing an adiabatic potential curve

with two minima. Details are given in appendices 1 and 3. In

addition the identification of specific atomic states produced in

photofragmentation is demonstrated in appendix 4. This latter

process of photodissociation is also potentially useful in

providing a source of Cl atoms of precisely known and variable

kinetic energy and in a specific electronic state, the 2p ground

level, for kinetic studies of CI atomic reactions.

H. Anomalous Lineshape Studies

The potential utility of certain lineshape phenomena in

determining decay rates of excited states was demonstrated for N2

(see appendix 9) and applied to the v-2 level of the ply K211

Rydberg state of NO. Neither the lifetime nor the mode of decay of

this state was known previously. We have determined that its

lifetime is < 2 nsec and the decay is predominantly by

predlssoclatlon. The details are giver in appendix 10.
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Dynamics and spectroscopic manifestations of two-photon bound-bound
absorption through a repulsive intermediate state

Leping Li, Robert J. Lipert, Haiyoon Park, William A. Chupka, and Steven D. Colson
Sterling Chemistry Laboratory, Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut 06511

(Received 28 August 1987; accepted 29 September 1987)

The work by Heller et al. on the time-dependent theory same time, the wave packet propagation on the repulsive
of Raman scattering provides a simple physical picture potential surface will enable us to obtain information about
which separates the static effect due to the coordinate de- excited bound states in regions which are normally inaccessi-
pendence of the electronic transition dipole, from the dy- ble due to unfavorable Franck-Condon factors.
namic effects that arise from wave packet propagation on the To apply this idea we have recently carried out an exper-
Born-Oppenheimer surfaces. These concepts have been apt- iment on the Cl2 molecule by a 2 + I multiphoton ionization
ly applied by Kinsey and his co-workers to the study of emis- process in which the first photon falls into a fairly strong
sion spectroscop) of dissociating molecules as a means of repulsive continuum but far from any effective bound trans-
probing details of dynamics in extremely short-lived spe- fer state. A detailed spectroscopic analysis will be given in a
cies.2  separate paper.' Here we focus on the role of the repulsive

Both the theory and cxperiment can be extended to two- state as an intermediate in a two-photon, bound-bound tran-
photon absorption between two bound states through a re- sition, and illustrate a conceptually intuitive connection
pulsive intermediate state, since Raman scattering is just a between the spectroscopic features and the underlying wave
special case of a two-photon process. In this extension, the packet dynamics on the repulsive potential surface.
wave packet dynamics on the repulsive potential urface will The experiment was performed in a time-of-flight mass
be probed by projection of the evolving wave pacKet into the spectrometer under collision-free conditions in a c%, fr-c jet
discrete levels of an excited, instead of ground, state. At the of a 1% CI 2/He gas mixture. The molecular beam was
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' -~ fig 9

FIG. 1. 2 -1- l multipho-)n ionization spec-
I trum of 2 lC, molecule to vibronic levels be-

low and above tl.. double-well barrier of the
- 'l state. Notice that the red (blue) shaded
- 1bands correspond to transitions to above (be-4,, low) barrier levels. The observation of the

II } highly excited vibronic states is made possible
/I t through a repulsive state at the one photon en-

ergy.

Lr t -
,,"j z .'j290.2

Laser Wavelength (nm)

crossed by the tunable doubled output of a YAG-pumped vertical region. No longer in the stationary state, it evolves in
dye laser of 8 ns pulse width, and approximately I cm-' time and moves on the excited repulsive surface. Along the
bandwidth. direction of motion, the wave packet will sequentially devel-

The MPI spectra of chlorine exhibit two very long vi- op significant overlap with higher and higher stationary ei-
bronic progressions. One of them is assigned to the genfunctions in the upper bound states. The time evolution is
,fI g -X 1'g, and the other to the 3llg - _X '1g two- determined by the shape of the potential and the position of
photon transitions. In the limited wavelength region the wave packet at I = 0. Typically, short-time behavior is
scanned at present, the observed singlet progression extends dominated by forces (dV/oR), and the spreading of the
from v' = 0 to ' = 15 with only moderately decreasing in- packet is governed by second derivatives (a 2V/dR ).2 Since
tensity and the triplet progression extends to u' > 100.since tbi, secon4.photou absorption into theexcited bound state
the top of the double well barrier of 'IT, lies near v' = 75.' depends critically upon the local Franck-Condon overlap,
The appearance of these astonishingly long progressi6tis is two-photoir ab16ip'tion through a repiilsive intermediate
obviously due to the presence of a repulsive state at the one-. stateis a very sensitive probe of the change of the wave pack-
photon energy since 100 eV inelastic electron, scattering et position and shape due to its evolution on the repulsive
data, which should represent the Franck-Condon factors potential. At the same time, this enables us to probe highly
between the ground and excited states, show a very strong excited vibronic levels which are otherwise inaccessible due
decrease in relative intensity from a maximum at v' = 2 to to the very small Franck-Condon overlap. Thus, the obser-
undetectable values for v'> 6. vation of the two unusually long progressions is merely a

For the long 3 ig - - X '1g7 progression, one expects to spectroscopic manifestation of the wave packet dynamics on
see a dramatic change of the spectral profiles for levels below the reptilsive potential and its subsequent excitation by the
and above the barrier due to the change of rotational con- second photon absorption into the discrete levels ofthe excit-
stant from a value somewhat larger to one much smaller ed bound state that have the correct energy and right
than that of the ground state. Thus transitions to (inner Franck-Condon overlap at a given time during the laser
well) levels below the barrier should give blue shaded pro- pulse.
files while levels above the barrier ought to yield strongly red , Although our interpretation parallels that given by Kin-
shaded profiles. This is exactly what we have observed. As sey et al., the spectroscopic information obtained in the two
shown in Fig. 1, the blue shaded profile corresponding to sets of experiments are quite different. In our case the wave
u' = 9 is in marked contrast to the red shaded profiles for packet is projected onto an excited bound state by absorption
u' 88 and 89 of the '11g - _X 'I,' progregsion. The essen- of the second photon and detected by subsequent one-pho-
tial physical features of this two-photon, bound-repulsive- ton ionization. This has the advantage that spectroscopic
bound absorption process can be viewed in the spirit of the information can be obtained on numerous excited states in
established time-dependent semiclassical quantum the- regions farfrom the groundstate equilibrium position (rath-
ory. ' 2 At t = 0, the wave packet on the repulsive potential is er than just the ground state). A further advantage of this
the initial ground state vibrationless wave function prepared method stems from the very high detection efficiency of
by one-photon excitation. It has vanishingly small Franck- mass-selected ion signals, in contrast with the difficulty of
Condon overlap with the excited bound state beyond the detecting the small number of photons emitted by a very
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short-lived ( 1 ps) molecule. In addition, the bound-repul- ing molecules. Also the potential surface of the ground state

sive-bound, two-photon excitations can be made to compete is usually better known than those of excited states.
more effectively with photodissociation by increasing the This work was performed under Contract No. F19628-
probe laser intensity, an advantage similar to that of the sti- 86-C-0214 with the Air Force Geophysical Laboratory and

mulated emission pumping." However, the vibronic intensi- sponsored by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research

ties observed in emission are simpler to analyse than those in under Task No. 231 X)4. We would also like to thank Dr. Jim

NIPI. The latter result from a convolution of absorption and Lo Bue for his assistance during this work.

ionization cross sections. 'S Y Lee and E, J Heller. J Chem Phys 71, 4777 (1979)
In conclusion, we have demonstrated experimentally D. Imre, J L. Kinse,, A Sinha. and J. Krenos, J. Phys. Chem. 88, 3q54

that the study of two-photon, bound-bound transitions ( 1984), and references thereti

through an intermediate continuum is an effective way to 'L. L,, R J. Lipert, W. A. Chupka. and S. D. Colson (in preparation)

obtain spectroscopic information on highly excited states i 'J.Fourner, F. Salama. andR. I LeRoy. . Phys. Chen. 89, 3530(1985).

'R. J. Stubbs, T. A York. and J Corner. J. Phys. B 18. 3229 (1985).
normally inaccessible regions, and in principle can provide "C, E Hamilton J. L Kinsev. and R W Field, Annu. Rev. Phys. Chem 37,

an alternative method for probing the dynamics ofdissociat- 493 ( 1986).
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Observation of strong Rydberg-valence mixing in the E 3Z- state of 02 by
3+1 MPI photoelectron spectroscopy

Paul J. Miller, Leping U, William A. Chupka, and Steven 0. Colson
Sterling Cheirnstry Laboratory. Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut 06511

(Received 21 October 1987; accepted I I November 1967)

The photoelectron spectrum (PES) of the E 'I.- state of 02 has been measured with 3 + I
multiphoton ionization (MPI). The observed vibrational progression in the PE spectrum is
interpreted as due to ionization from a (3pir)31," Rydberg state which is strongly mixed with
the (r, 'ir )B 'I'- valence state. Tht. observation of this mixing is in near agreement with the
calculation by Buenker et al.

I. INTRODUCTION pumped dye laser (Questek 2240, Lambda Physik FL2002)
In recent studies, the lowest two Rydberg states of oxy- with a pulse width of approximately 8 ns and a repetition

gen, (3so)' l and , n. , have been identified and some mo- rate of I I Hz. The photoelectron spectrum of the E state at
lecular parameters measured by two-photon resonant three- 80 404.01 cm-' w-- obtained through three-photon excita-
photon ionization."2 These two states are well behaved, tion using QUI dye. The output of the dye laser had a pulse
predominantly single-configuration Rydberg states, and by energy of I mJ and was focused with a 3 in. lens into the
far the strongest peak in the respective photoelectron spectra ionization region (about 5 mm from an effusive nozzle) in a
corresponds to Au = 0 in the ionization step. More recently, "magnetic bottle" time-of-flight photoelectron spectrom-
we have extended our investigation to states of higher ener- eter.' The electrons were detected and amplified by multi-
gy. In this region of energy the spectroscopy, level structure, channel plates mounted at the end of a 50 cm flight tube and
configuration description, and state assignments become fed into a transient digitizer (Tektronix 7612D) interfaced
more complicated and difficult. The major cause of this state to an LSI1 1/23 computer for electron kinetic energy analy-
of affairs is the extensive occurrence of Rydberg-valence in- sis and signal averaging. The resulting P E spectrum con-
teractions o, widely varying strengths, often resulting in tained an average of 10 000 laser shots and had an experi-
such strongly avoided crossings as to yield drastically dis- mental resolution of = 15 meV for the lowest energy peak.
toned adiabatic potential curves. The resulting rotational
and vibrational level structures are quite different from those IlL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
of the ion and the corresponding photoelectron spectra can- The measured photoelectron spectrum, seen in Fig. 1,
not be analyzed in terms of a simple diabatic description of shows increasing electron intensities from u' = 0 to 3, and
the potential curves. One of these examples is the so-called very much lower intensity for v " = 4 (see Table I). This
"longest band," whose upper state was initially assigned to result contrasts sharply with the photoelectron spectra of the
the u' = I level of the (3pir)E JI; Rydberg state by Ogawa 3so Rydberg states which are only slightly perturbed and
et al.' on the basis of its isotopic shift. Subsequent theoretical conform strongly to the Au = 0 selection rule expected for
calculations' 5 have shown that the E state potential curve is unperturbed Rydberg states.' This expectation is based on
formed by a very strongly avoided crossing, yielding an un- the fact that an ion in a specific electronic state and the well-
usually shaped potential curve and an anomalous isotope described Rydberg state with that specific ion core have
shift. These calculations strongly support the assignment of nearly identical potential curves in the region of small nu-
the "longest band" to the E-X(O-0) transition. clear displacements. The Franck-Condon principle then

In this paper, we report the measurement of the photo- leads to an intensity maximum at Au = 0 for all vibrations in
electron spectrum of the E 'I.- state which was resonantly one-photon ionization. However, according to the large
populated by three-photon excitation, and probed by a scale ab injijo calculations on the E 1Z" state of molecular
fourth photon ionization at a wavelength of 373.12 nm. The oxygen (which include extensive configuration interaction),
photoelectron spectrum of the (3pv)E -Z; Rydberg state one expects to see departures from u-conserving photoioni-
shows strong evidence for mixed Rydberg-valence charac- zation from this state. This is the case since the diabatic
ter. Our observation and analysis agree well with the identifi- (3pir) 3Y. Rydberg and the (i 3 V.' ) 3 1- valence states
cation of the upper state of the longest band as a strongly undergo strong configuration interaction (0.98 eV minimal
mixed Rydberg-valence state as predicted by Buenker et splitting at = 2.28 bohr) resulting in two adiabatic potential
al." The relative band intensities of the photoelectron spec- curves. The equilibrium internuclear distance of the bound
trum can also be rationalized in terms of their calculation. potential curve (r, = 1.206 A) is considerably greater than

thatoftheX 2[I stateofO2 (r, = 1.1164,k), giving rise to
It. EXPERIMENTAL intense peaks corresponding to &u : 0 transitions.

The 3 +" I resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization However, it has been shown' that anomalous photoelec-
(REMPI) experiment was performed using a XeCI excimer tron spectra of unperturbed Rydberg states can sometimes
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TABLE 1. Relative Franck-Condon factors.

v--' Expenmental

0-0 1
v.., 1-0 2.11

2-0 2.26

4-0 0.38

pure Rydberg state. However, the E state is a mixture of the
1P. r- and the e. rr 3pir. configurations in which the coeffi-
cients of the valence and the Rydberg components vary rap-
idly with internuclear distance, especially near the potential

2 4 .r , f 1. 1. 9 ie minimum. Furthermore, the photoelectron spectrum main-
ciicrmoui aigric ee (.V) ly arises from the photoionization of the Rydberg compo-

nent, since the formation of the er. i X 2 l'. state of O by
FIG. I. The three-photon resonance enhanced one-photon ionization pho- direct ionization would require a two electron jump from the
toelectron spectrum of the longest band of 02 at 373.12 nm. In the present v . configuration of the valence component. Therefore,
one color experiment, the highest energetically accessible vibrational quan-
tum number of O, in its X 1 Ii, state is 4. Partial photoelectron spectra an accurate calculation of the photoelectron intensities must
taken at higher resolution clearly resolve the spin-orbit splitting of the 02' take account of this factor. The semiquantitative behavior of
ground state ( 200 cm -) for each vibrational level, the Rydberg character of the Estate as a function of internu-

clear distance is shown in Fig. 2(F). (The calculation used a
two-level model"0 with the calculated' interaction matrix
element W, 2 = 0.49 eV. Separations of the unperturbed lev-

result from photoexcitation of the ion core followed by auto- ss were estimated from Fig. I of Ref. 4.) The consequence of
ionization of the doubly excited state produced. This situa- thie introduction of this factor is equivalent to a further
tion is extremely unlikely in the present case, since the near- outward shift and distortion of the v' = 0 wave function of
est allowed absorption by the bare ion core is about 13 730 the E state.
cm-I above the photon energy (26 337 cm -') used in this We note that according to Buenker et a/. this valence
experiment. While the position of the doubly excited state is state also contains a considerable amount of the secondary
only crudely estimated by this procedure, the error (at the configuration (3a, lir In-, 3a.). This configuration still
internuclear distance of concern here) is very unlikely to be requires a two-electron jump for ionization. High photoioni-
of the magnitude to invalidate our qualitative analysis. zation probability for such configurations could only occur

The gross features of the observed photoelectron spectra by one-electron excitation to a still higher autoionizing va-
can be discussed by reference to Fig. 2. This figure shows the lence state. An examination of the calculations of Michels "
potential curves calculated by Buenker et al. together with shows no such optically allowed state in this energy region.
the relevant vibrational wave functions. The energy levels We also note that if the original assignment by Ogawa of
are taken from Huber and Herzberg. 9 For the present semi- the longest band to the (1-0) transition is correct, then the
quantitative purpose, harmonic oscillator wave functions Franck-Condon factors calculated for ionization of V = I of
are used for O". An approximate wave function for the the E state will be very different from those calculated for
v = 0 level of the E state was calculated by a perturbation v' = 0. A cursory examination of the Franck-Condon over-
technique. The Franck-Condon region is shown by vertical laps indicates that the maximum will likely occur at v = 3.
lines. The center line indicates the position of the maximum However, the Franck-Condon factors for the other values of
of the wave function. It should be noted that this maximum t' will deviate significantly from our experimental data.
is shifted from the potential minimum to a larger value of the Also, this possibility seems unlikely in light of the high quali-
internuclear distance, due to the very asymmetric shape of ty of the ab initio calculations by Buenker et al.
the potential curve. A careful examination of the figure In this experiment we only see transitions from the
shows that the Franck-Condon factor will increase from v' = 0 of E state to levels of 2 " state with v less than or
u+ - 0 to a maximum at either v' = 2 or 3 then decrease cqual to 4 since our four-photon energy is only 685 cm-
considerably for u" = 4. above the v' = 4 2H threshold. However, it is possible tri

In order to make a quantitative comparison with the produce ions with v s larger than 4 in a two-color experi-
experimental data, a detailed calculation is necessary mak- ment where part of the photoionization can be carried out by
ing full use of both experimental parameters and the ab initio photons of higher energy.
vibrational wave functions complited by Buenker et al. In We have also carried out wavelength scans of the "Ion-
addition it is important to take into account the variation of gest band" in a supersonically cooled beam with both linear-
the transition moment to the ionization continuum with in- ly and circularly polarized light. While the spectra were ro-
ternuclear distance. This factor is normally negligible for a tationally collapsed compared to room temperature, no

J. Chwn. P "y.. Vol. 88. No. 5. 1 March 1988
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I G. 2 Adiabatic potential curve,. calculated by Buenker ei al.. together wit h vibrational wave function, ofO,; for if 0-4 The outer venicat iiicc sOi.i

tie FraiiiA- C,,iidon regioi. The center line indicates the position of the effective maximum of the Euv 0 wave function corrected for te %.ictdtioti ol
Rydberg charao ter with internuclear distance. This variation is shown in (F) and discussed in the text.

distinct rotational structure was resolved and no discernible served spectra] behavior in the PES is shown to arise via one
difference was observed between the spectra obtained using particular intermediate Rydbcrg, state with strongly mixed
the two polariattons. In additton, wavelength scans were valence character, the upper state of the so-callcd longest
also carried out in the photoelectron spectrometer by moni- band. At internuclear distances relevant for opttcal absorp-
toring simultaneously each of the photoelectron bands of tion, the extensive mixing manifests itself in the photoelc-
Fig. 1. Again all scans yielded ideutical band shapes and tron spectrum. Our data clearly show that as calculated by
eniergy positions within experimental error. From these ob- Buenker et al., the potential curve of the E state ts very
scivtions, it seemns virtually impossible that the observed strongly distorted from that of' alt unipct taibed 3r..- 'Y
band might be a comnposite' 2 of more than one transition to Rydberg state and that an adiabatic descnrption of its potcLv1
closely lying internliedmate states, each with its owrt eharac- tial curve ts more approprtate tn the spectroscopic analysis oI
teris tic photoclectron specti tint. this state.
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Spectroscopy and photophysics of 111g and 3I1i Rydberg, ion-pair states of
C12 , revealed by multiphoton ionization

Leping Li, Robert J. Lipert, Haiyoon Park, William A. Chupka, 7nd Steven D. Colson
Sterling Chemistry Laboratory Yale University, New Haven. Connecticut 06511
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Mass-resolved, two-photon resonant, three-photon ionization of jet-cooled Cl, has been used to
study the spectroscopy and photophysics of the lowest energy, double-well 'II. and 3ng states
of mixed Rydberg (4sa) and ion-pair character. Inner well levels from v' = 0 (64 027 cm- )
toy = 15 (./.S-ticm j have oeen obsened for '1'1 of'hc, a 3 is 7Cn .:..
isotope. Inner well levels for '!1, have been observed from v' = 0 at 63 472 cm- to the top of
the barrier, and well beyond that to levels spanning both wells. Observation of these long
progressions is attributed to excitation via a repulsive continuum at a well-phonon level. The
photophysics of this latter process as well as the mechanism for copious atomic ion formation
are discussed. Variation of linewidth with vibrational quantum number due to the
predissociation of inner well levels is observed and attributed to repulsive valence states. The
data are in good agreement with the theoretical calculations of Peyerimhoff and Buenker, and
Tuckett and Peyerimhoff.

I. INTRODUCTION Part of the purpose of this experiment was to meazP,r,-

Although a large number of conventional spectroscopic accurately the energies of the vibrational levels with ampli-
investigations have been carried out on molecular chlo- tudes predominantly in the inner wells of the 'H, and 31,
rne, 1-7 characterization of the electronically excited gerade states, to determine the barrier height for the 'II, state, and

states remains very limited and poor. This situation is pri- to study the photophysics of the atomic ion production in the

marily due to the fact that excitation of these states by single- multiphoton process.

photon absorption from the ground state is forbidden but
also partly due to the complication resulting from strong
Rydberg-valence and ion-pair state interactions, and the dif- A mixture of 1.0% C12 (with natural isotopic abun-
ficulty of working with such a corrosive gas. While conven- dance) in He (CryoDyne Specialty Gases) was expanded
tional spectroscopy has produced significant information on cw through a 25,um nozzle at a backing pressure of 3 atm
the optically allowed ungerade states, only recently has mul- into a vacuum chamber maintained at 1.0 X 10-" Tort. Ap-
tiphoton spectroscopy and inelastic electron scattering proximately 1 mm from the nozzle the gas jet produced by
yielded some useful information on the g states. The outer free expansion intersected a laser beam from the frequency
well of the lowest bound g states, the E(0, ') and f(0 y) doubled UV output of a Nd:YAG pumped dye laser (Quan-
states, have been investigated by stepwise (two-color) two- ta-Ray DCR-2, PDL) focused with a 6 in. lens. The laser
photon excitation."s 1o However, the inner well (with 4sa bandwidth was around 0.3 cm - '. The resulting photoions
Rydberg character) of the state, 3 -, in Hund's case (a) were accelerated into a time-of-flight mass spectrometer by a
notation, and that of the related '-i state, have been investi- repelling field of 300 V/cm. The ion signals in mass channels
gated only by the relatively low resolution technique of in- 35, 37, 70, 72, and 74 were monitored as a function of wave-
elastic electron scattering, 1- 13 in which isotope effects re- length. The resulting mass spectra varied greatly with wave-
quire isotopically pure samples or can barely be measured length according to the identity of the two-photon resonant
due to inadequate resolution. state. A typical set of mass spectra at different wavelengths is

All recent studies of Cl2 have benefited enormously shown in Fig. 1. The resulting MPI spectra (not corrected
from the high quality ab initio calculations of Peyerimhoff for variations in laser output across the dye tuning curves)
and Buenker.3 Their calcualtions have convincingly demon- are shown in Fig. 2. The data of Fig. 2 were taken with the
strated the importance of Rydberg-valence interactions, nozzle at room temperature. In order to identify vibratio al
which often result in double-well potential curves with ap- "hot bands", the spectrum from 308.1 to 318.3 nm was also
parently anomalous vibrational frequencies, and vibrational taken with nozzle heated to about 1000 *C.
level-dependent predissociations and Franck-Condon fac-
tors. Of particular relevance to the present study is the de-
tailed shape of the '[I. potential curve and the strength of III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
the interaction of the Rydberg potential curve with that of The mass spectra in Fig. I are recorded at three different
the repulsive ff. -o. valence state in the inner well. The wavelengths, each corresponding to a resonance of one iso-
appearance nf the multinhoton ionization (MPI) spectrum tope of C1i. It is obvious that the atomic ion signal in mass
will depend very sensitively on the strength of this interac- channels 35 and 37 are well correlated with their precursors
tion which will determine whether an adiabatic or diabetic in the molecular channel. Indeed the MPI spectra of both
approximation is more appropriate. atomic ions are superpositions of those of their precursors.
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FIG. I. Time-of-flight mass spectra ofchlonne. From the top to the bottom, above the double well barrier of the '11l, state.
the two-photon excitation energies corespond to the resonances of '°C1..
"1 Cl. , and "Ch,. respectively. The atomic chlonne ions of masses 35 and 37

S are attributed to the one-photon dissociation of the ground state molecular
ions of various chlonne isotopes (see te text for detailed discussions).

small rotational constant strongly suggest that the two-pho-
ton excited vibrational levels lie above the barrier of the dou-
ble well associated with the 3[I potential curve.

demonstrating clearly the power of the MPI mass spectrom- Although the rotational lines are not resolved in this
etry technique for separating the isotope effects and observ- work, we do expect some variation in the linewidth since all
ing photodissociation, the physics of which will be discussed these levels are Crossed by a repulsive curve, and will be pre-
later. dissociated to some extent. The spectra in Fig. 3 correspond

As pointed out before, the MPI spectra, in Fig. 2 were to a certain portion of the spectrum in Fig. 2, but were taken
recorded simultaneously for ion mass 35, 37, 70, 72, and 74. at reduced laser intensity and in the lower molecular beam
In the mass 70 MPI spectrum, the most intense feature is a density region. It is clear that considerable rotational cooling

regular vibrational progression which is readily assigned to has been attained, and ac Stark broadening has been min i

the inner well of the two-photon allowed (4sor) 'lF Rydberg mized. From the spectra, we can an tbihan upper limit to

state since the measured excited state vibrational frequency the width due to predissociation, and locate the vibrational
( z 654 cm- I for lowest 0t is very close to that of the X teHn levels where predissociation is most strong due to the favor-

state of the Cl ion(645ct a ). Thehighdegreeofnregu- able Franck-Condon overlap between the bound (4scr)

larity of this progression and the near equality ofits frequen- Rydberg state and the repulsive (r 0 -or,) valence state.

cy with that of the ion provide strong evidence that adiabatic Other features in the spectra ofnFig. 3 are also valuable in our

FIG.ription is more appropriate than an adiabatic one for the aoverall spectral analysis and will be discussed ater in this

thner well Rydberg-valence interaction calculated by Peyer- paper.

imhoff and Buenxer, 3
Another interesting feature ci the spectrum, especially A. .I

apparent s the atomic ion channel, is a nice progression with According to Peyen mhoff and Buenker, the unper-
very low vibrational spacings ( z 120 cm '), with bands all turhed ( rc t 4s)vI I Rydberg state interacts with the repu -
shaded very strongly to the red and imbedded in the more love t ' he ( r + o,) valence state at very small internuclear
intense high frequency progression assigned to the inner well distances and with the ion-pair valence state at large inteau-
(4sr) , .b The very low vibrational frequency and very clear distance (seeFigs. 3, 10, and 12 ofRef. 3), resulting in
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9 TABLE I Observed two-photon transition energies of the inner-well levels

_T 1 "" l' b-o of the '11, and '11, ion-pair states.

Progression I (cm- I Progression II (cm -

'[I, - -X I(t," = 0) .- X' (v =0)

0 o4027 34021 64021 63472
In 1 '[ - 1 (4681 64673 64659 64 126

2 65332 65312 65294 64785

3 65986 65 958 65929 65430
4 66640 66601 66562 66074
5 67270 67 234 67 184 66723c- 

h7Q - on 67 853 67 800 67 354

7 68 534 68474 68412 67979

8 69 220 69 149 69082 68650
9 69 779 69 702 69 624 69220
10 70 392 70 307 70223

25. 2903 70998 70906 70 812
12 71 600 71 501

LAS. R WAVELECC T (MM) 13 72 187 72081 71 970
14 72 771 72 658 72 546

FIG S Part of the pectrum of NCl. isotope taken at low laser piwer and in 15 73 343 73 227 73 106
:he most expanded region of the molecular beam The spectrum -,a cx-
hibits the _nange of stdth due to the predissoctation as a function of% itra-
iional quantum number It also reveals the close similarity ofthe band con-
.,urs ot the lrina n s, It - , ,- . nd the II-.- V -,\ T ]he

-: • -r from v"= 1 level because they show a constant frequency
ntense Q branch ohsered at low temperature is characteristic of two-pho-

w.n U = 0-Il transitions ofdtatomic molecules. shift from the corresponding series built upon the origin.
Although we have strong rotational cooling, apparently we
have little vibrational cooling, as is very often the case. How-
ever the observed hot hands are more intense than expecteda rather comtplex asymmetric double well potential. In the from 3% population of i' = 1level. Consiueraiioii o[" the

,nergy r, ion covered by this M PI experim ent, the vibra- po uves of , = Ih e g o n s e r a = 1 9 e

tional levels of the we:lr wel have very unfavorable Franck- potential curves of Cl. in the ground state (r, = 1.8915 A)

Condon factors directly with ti,c ground stae, as well as
extremely low photoionizatior efficiencies. However we TABLE I. Observed energies of the above barrier levels of the double-well.

note that the first photon of the two-photon resonant process '11, ion-pair state of chlonne rnzl-cules.

actually falls in a continuum primarily due to the repulsive
C 'ill state. This situation could result in significant excita- I- i cO '

tion to outer-well levels which could best be detected by flu- lnt

orescence. Neverthejess no such detection was attempted in 1 0 074

our present experiment. 2 702193 7o0366
The origin of the 'Fl. state has been determined crudely 3 70 366

by Spence et a!. (7.939 eV)' 2 and by Stubbs et al. (7.946 5 70648

eV)) 3 by inelastic electron scattering. An earlier work by 6 70788

Jureta et al. '' was reinterpreted by Spence et al. to give a 70929

value of 7.95 eV Only Stubbs et al. had sufficient resolution 8
( 71211(18 meV FWHM ) to resolve bands well enough to give fair- 0 71 347

ly good vibrational intervals. We assign the origin to the I1 71493

band at 64 027 cm ' (7.9384 eV) for the 35CISCl isotope. 12 71 629
Tables I and I I give the energies for all the observed vibronic 13 71 759

3 1,4 71 875
levels of inner well '[I, and 3  states, and levels above the i5 72007
double-well barrier of the '111 state. 16 72 136

One problem associated with identification of th -- origin 17 72 26315a 72 394
Is the possibility that some of the bands in the region of origin 19 72 518

may be hot bands. In fact, the reinterpretation by Spence et 20 '2 645
al. i nvolved reassignment of the origin band of Jureta er 21
aI. '' asa hot hand. We find the assignment of Spence etal. to 22 -2 888?3 S3016

be correct. We also identify hot bands, not only by precise .1 140

position measurement, but also from the results of the heat- 25 73 259
ed-nozzle experiment. 26

At room temperature about 3% of Cl, is the v" = 1 27 '3 492Is '73 617
state, and one might expect very weak hot bands. especially 9367

,3 733
with superson c let cooling. Nevertheless, a series of weak 30 73 851
bands is oberved and assigned to transitions originating
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and in the 4s Rydberg state (r,) of the Cl, = 1 988 A) Previous information regarding the origin of the 3fI|,
indicates that the Franck-Condon factor for the 1-0 hot inner well state is very poor. The data ofJureta etal." indi-

band is considerably larger than that for the 0-0 transition. cates that the triplet vibrational levels lie roughly half way

Analysis of high temperature data taken from 308.1 to 318.3 between those of the singlet system in disagreement with our

nm leads to positive identification of hot bands in Fig. 2. This data. The much higher resolution data of Comer et al. 3

identification is further supported b the m-asured isotope ,how clearly that the riplet levels are unresolved from the

shifts which are slightly to the red for the origin band but to singlet levels in agreement with ourdata. Although Comer et

the blue for the 1-0 hot band. Higher hot bands onginating al. do not even discuss the triplet state, the spectra in their

from C = 2 are also prominent at the temperature of Fig. 2 taken at 5 eV scattered energy and 90* show fairly

1000 'C but undetectable at room temperature (Fig. 2). convincingly that theorigin ofthe triplet systemnearly coin-

The measurement of iostope shifts is very valuable not cides with, but is at slightly lower (by about 0.01 eV) energy

only in the identification oforgin bands, but also in confirm- than a hot band at about 7.881 eV, which is in excellent

ing assignments of higher vibrational levels and characteri- agreement with our value of 7.8696 eV. Careful comparison

zation of the few unassigned bands of Fig. 2. Also evident is of their data taken at 5 eV and 90* with that taken at 100 eV

the importance of isotopically pure spectra since the isotope and 2* reveals a broadening to the high energy side of all

shifts for the highest observed values ofc' 1 15 are about 116 peaks except 0-0, indicating that all triplet bands except the
rm for masses 70-72. and about 37 cm for masses 70-- origin are slightly above the singlet bands as is clearly ob-

4. Such shifts will result in serious degradation of resolution served in our spectra. Ou, identification ot the origin is also

in nonisotopically selective experiments carried out on chlo- supported by the isotope shift and the high temperature data

rine with natural isotopic abundance. which enabled us to make positive identification of possible

It has been noted earlier that the relative intensities of misleading hot bands.

the bands of Fg 2 have not been crrectedor laser p i As in the case of '11, system, the vibrational level spac-

Mioreoer, the c = 2 band in Fig. 2 was found to be ,o i- ing in the region near the origin is fairly regular and very

tense that the laser intensity was deliberately attenuated ii nearly that of the ion. This strongly suggests that a diabatic

scanning the band in order to avoid instrumental saturation piCture is more ?ppropriare and that the observed red shift of

effects. This band is actually observed to be the most intense heavier isotopes is not unexpected.

one of the whole progression. a fact which is consistent with Due to the low intensity of the triplet bands and their

the data of Stubbs et al. '3 frequent near coincidence with hot bands, their positions are
not as reliably determined as in the case of the singlet system.
This is particularly true in the region near the top of the

B. bfl barrier separating both wells where some erratic behavior
An optical-optical double resonance technique has been can be expected as was observed by Moeller et al. (e.g., see

applied by Shinzawa ei al."' to study the vibrational levels their Fig. 5)4 who studied the one-photon allowed I i :

i1 the outer well of the E(04' ) component of this state. Due state which also has a double well potential. Due to these
.IL._ .c;ran F the Fra', k-Condon principle, the outer difficulties we cannot reliably determine the exact position

well was accessed in this study since the pumped state was ofthe top ofthe barrierof 3l1, state. However, weareable to
the lowest bound 0,, component ,sf '[I., state which has a identify levels above the barrier certainly down to the leve, at
large equilibrium internuclear distance. In their expert ient. 70 074 cm '. Levels very near or below the barrier are prob-
the detected levels are well below the maximum of the dou- ably identified up to iC = q at 69 220 cm -'. Thus, the top of
ble well. These workers also detected a second 0; state the barrier is probably located in the vicinity of 6Q 250 + 100
which they iabeled as f cm -' (8.586 eV), which is 5778 cm ' (0.71 eV) above the

We have identifiid a series of vibrational levels ascribed r' = 0 level of the inner well.
to the inner well of this state, beginning with the origin band. The assignment of levels to either the inner well or above
and extending well above the barrier Although this state has the barrier is readily done by making use of the otriking dif-
three spin-orbit components, 11 = 0,. and 2. we have ap- ference in band profile and spacing. Levels of the inner well
parently detected only one. We suggest that the observed are shaded slightly to the blue while those above the barrier
component belongs to 11 = I from the following consider- are shaded drastically to the red as can be seen from Figs. 2
ations. ( I ) The 11 = I component can "borrow oscillator and 3. This behavior is due to the change of rotational con-
strength" from the allowed 11.. - I state of the same stant from a value somewhat larger to one much smaller
spinorhit symmetry 21 ) The oibserved hand profiles of than that of the ground state."
some of the best-resolved, most-cooled bands are essentially We also have good evidence for vanation ofpredissocia-
identical for both the singlet and triplet progression under lion with vibrational quantum number of inner well levels ot
the barrier and correspond to the shape uxpected fora single both 'II. and 'I1, states. In Fig. 3 are shown vibrational
laser, two-photon transition wih -- I t I for xi hich band contours which were measured with the lowest possi-
the Q branch line strength decreasu's rapidly with increasing ble laser powers in order to avoid broadening effects (satura-
J. whereas in other transitions, the line strength increases tlion. ac Stark effects, etc. ). The variation in linewidths is
linearly with J ' It is clearly seen in Fig 3 that theQbranch attributed to the variation of the overlap of the vibrational
ofthe best resolved hands ascribed to both 'll ind 'If., ir wave functions between the bound 4so- Rydberg and the
molt prominent in the coldest spectra ,-(f repui,,ve valence states i I. and 'll ) as calculated
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bv Peyenmhoff and Buenkeri However, the present transition should provide a counter
example and in fact the long progressions observed in Fig. 2

C. Unidentified bands result from this circumstance. A detailed study of its ramifi-

On ly two strong and a few very weak bands in our spec- cations in terms of ultrafast intramolecular dynamics will be

tra remain unidentified. The strong band at 73 440 cm -' discussed in a separate paper. " Although the relative inten-

for two-photon energy) appears in all mass channels, has sities of Fig. 2 are only very crudely accurate, they are dra-

well resolved structure and very nearly zero isotope shift matically different from the electron scattering data of

which suggests that it may be the or-n band of a new, sys- Comer et al.' taken at 100 eV and 2*. The relative vibration-

tem. Attempts at identification by comparison with the elec- al band intensities of that data should represent the Franck-

Iron scattering data were inconclusive. An extension of this Condon factors between ground and excited states. While

"-r .'nt ,o shorter wavelengths is necessary to complete the electron impact data show a very strong decrease in rela-
the identification. tive intensity from the maximum at u' = 2 to = 1% of that

The other unidentified band at 66 230 cm (and at v'= 6 and v .- tectable peaks for v'> 6, our data extend to

66 105 cm -') of two-photon energy does not appear in the v' = 15 with no very great decrease in intensity. Actually the

electron scattering spectrum at any energy and argle. This laser intensities at v' = 0 and v' = 15 are very close, but the

strongly suggests that it may be a three-photon resonance. 2 + I MPI intensities are nearly the same for both peaks.

The electron scattering spectrur shows a level at this energy This is as expected for transitions through a dissociating

(12.319 eV or 99 395 cm-'). The level is assigned as the state to the attractive limb of the inner well. On the other

= 4 level of .R unidentified state which was thought to be hand, there seems to be no significant enhancement of the

,pit, forbidden from its energy and angle dependence. Our intensity of v' = 0 relative to L" = 2 as compared with the

observed isotope shift is consistent with that vibrational electron scattering data. This is readily explained sinc, the

quantum number but the band appearing in our spectrum wavelength region near ' = 0 ( = 313 nm) is fairly close to
the maximum of the absorption t-ross section at about 330

vas very strong and no other vibrational bands of this system th ax th e orrspon to ec tion o;vere otbserved nm and therefore corresponds to a "vertical" transition to
the repulsive curve with the resulting wave packet moving
outward only. Since the potential curve of the il state is

D. Photophysics displaced slightly to a shortcr internuclear distance than that
of the ground state, sigrificant enhancement of v' = 0 is not1. Effects of one-photon absorption by the C '1 t b xpctd

repulsive state to be expected.
Another possible effect of the dissociative transfer state

Unlike most MPI experiments the first photon in our is slgnificant excitation of outer well levels of approximate
experiment is absorbed by the moderatey strong dissocia- states. The electronic transition moments at the larger inter-
tive continuum of the C 'I. state. The decadic molar extinc- nuclear distances where these states have predominantly
tion coefficient varies from about 62 at 320 nm to 2.3 at 270 ionic character can be very large, corresponding to charge-
nm, ' corresponding to absorption cross sections of 0.24 to transfer transitions. The Franck-Condon factors are not in-
0.0009 mb ( 10- "

' cm2) over the range of our data and an significantly small when the effects of kinetic energy on these
oscillator strength f for the entire band of about 1.0 X0- . factors are corsidered as pointed out first by R. S. Mulli-
The next nearest one-photon allowed transition of very ken.i" These outer well states are expected to be detected
much larger oscillator strength is the transition to the lowest with very poor sensitivity in our experiment because of very
optically allowed (with fprobably of the order of 0.1 ) Ryd- low Franck-Condon factors in the ionization step. However,
berg state, the 4pa,, 'il, state at about 9.228 eV (from it is possible that some of our very weak unidentified bands
Coiner et a1.), with "virtual level lifetime" of about 10- " S. may be due to these levels. Such outer well levels are prob-
This value is about two to three orders of magnitude shorter ably much more readily detected by fluorescence as in the
than the time required for the dissociating Cl2 molecule on experiments of Tanaka et al.io
the 'II, repulsive potential curve to extend beyond the range

f significant transition probability to bound excited states.
Thus. it is .ery plausible that the repulsive state serves as the 2. Production of atomic ions
main "transfer" level and we can expect some unusual ef- The dominant mechanism for production of atomic ions
tects, particularly on Franck-Condon factors. is very probably due to photoionizatin of the resonant state

In a multiphoton transition in which all significant to produce C 2' ions followed by photodissociation of the
transfer or virtual levels are very far off resonance compared ions. A casual examination of the He I phtoelectron spec-
to the widths of their respective Franck-Condon envelopes, trum" of Cl, would suggest that one-photon photodissocia-
in average energy denominator can be used, in the manner of tion of C12 in the energy region of Fig. 2 (3.90-4.58 eV)
the Bebb and Gold approximation," in summing over all would be extremely weak, since this energy region is well

ibrational levels of a transfer level and the final result yields above the band envelope of the optically allowed 'nl. state in
I Franck-Condon factor which to a good approximation, the PES. However, this inference is incorrect since the ionic
involves only initial and final states. In simplistic terms, the ground 2-l and the first excited 17 . states have internuclear
\ystem remains in virtual levels for times very much shorter distances that are respectively smaller ( 1.89 k) and larger
than a vibrational period and hence "does not move." The (2.21 A) than that oftheneutral molecular ( 1.988A) which
"Ao-photon transition of NO is an example of such a case. leads to a large shift of the Franck-Condon region for ab-
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ADIABATIC DISSOCIATION OF PHOTOEXCITED CHLORINE MOLECULES
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State-setected hot cnionne atom- are cleanly produced in the 'P,,: state by photodissociation of CI. in the wavelength region
netween 323.6 and 331 0) rim. Ionization (by 3+ 1 MPI) with mass spemral analysis has been used to probe the atomic CI state.
The identtfication ot the repulsive state is determined from a state correlatton diagram based on Mutliken's work and from
Franc,-Condon considerations based upon potential energy curves calculated by Peyenmhoffand Buenker. The results are con-
'rstent with adtabattc dissociation of the photoexcited chlonne molecules.

1. Introduction tial energy or react before being directly observed.
The development of the photofragrnent spectrom-

Continuous absorption by chlorine molecules near eter by Wilson and co-workers [ 5] and its applica-
and in the UV region of the spectrum is due to elec- tion to the study of the photodissociation of
tronic transitions from the ground X '1 state to the molecules have been highly successful [ 6 1. In their
repulsive limbs of the potential curves of various ex- experiment, the nature of the transitions between the
cited states [ 1-3 ]. Photoexcitation at these energies ground state and repulsive state (i.e. parallel or per-
results in the generation of chlorine atoms which pendicular transitions) is determined from the an-
carry off excess energy in the form of translational as gular distribution of the photofragment yield, while
well as electronic excitation. The fragment energy will the product internal energy eelectronic in diatomic
change with the photoexcitation energy, making the but including rotational and vibrational in poly-
process very useful for hot atom reaction studies, atomic molecules) is inferred from measurements of
Ideally, one can completely control the translational the translational energy distribution. As an alterna-
energy of the reactive atoms by tuning the excitation tive, we use resonance-enhanced multiphoton ioni-
energy. Unfortunately, for systems like the halogens zation (REMPI) to probe the chlorine atoms and
which hae large spin-orbit splittings, one is often measure directly the internal energies of the photo-
uncertain of the partitioning of the energy between fragments from which their translational energy is
translational and electronic (spin) excitation. determined by energy conservation. This is espe-

Chlorine atoms play a key role in numerous gas- cially convenient and accurate for diatomic mole-
phase chemical reactions, including stratospheric re- :ules since their fragments are atoms which are much
moval of ozone ( 4 1. Their role in an electric dis- easier to analyze. From the exact knowledge of the
charge is central to the op ration of the XeCI excimer electronic energies of the photofragments, the known
laser, It is thus important to be able to prepare and dissociation energy of the ground state, and the pho-
detect chlonne atoms with high selectivity and sen- toexcitation energy used to dissociate the molecules,
sitivity. Despite their important role in hot atom we 're able to determine the translational energy of
chemistry, photodissociation processes have not been chlorine atoms with spectroscopic precision.
easy to study in detail. S- inctroscopically, dissocia- With tt's approach, we have carried out a study
tive transitions ordinarily appear as broad, almost on chlorine in a molecular beam where both the pho-
structureless, continua, and in photochemical sys- todissociation and the 3+1 MPI of the resulting

terns the dissociation tragments often lose their ini- chlorine atoms are accomplished with one laser op-
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erating in the wavelength region from 323.6 to 331.0 rules [ 6,9 1, i.e. the absolute value of AJ must be less
nm. All the atomic peaks in the spectrum have been than or equal to 3, and the panty change must be odd.
assigned exclusively to transitions from the lowest A careful examination of our assignments reveals
P_3 2 grouud state of chlonne atom, even though that no atomic 'P,1 2 state can be linked to any of the

transitions from the 2P, ,2 state are energetically ac- 14 observed peaks even though transitions from this
cessible in our wavelength scan. Thus, all excess pho- state should occur in the same wavelength region.
ton energy goes into translational energy of the This fact immediately indicates that the repulsive C2
photofragments and state-selected "hot" chlonne at- state excited produces -P3/ 2 atoms exclusively. Thus
oms are prepared with continuously adjustable the translational energy of the Cl atoms is precisely
translational energy in this wavelength region. determined at a given wavelength, since the disso-

ciation energy of the Cl, ground state is well known
[1] (19997.28 cm-'). In the wavelength range of

2. Experimental this experiment the kinetic energy of the Cl atoms is
vaned over the range 0.63-0.68 eV.

A mixture of 1.0% (C1,iHe ( CryoDyne Specialty It is interesting to note that, due to the large trans-
Gases ," as expanded continuously through a 25 .m lational energy of the photofragments, we actually
nozzle at a backing pressure of 3 atm into a vacuum observe a double-peaked signal in each of the two
chamber maintained at I x l0 - ' Tort. Approxi- atomic ion isotope mass channels. One peak is due
mantely I mm away from the nozzle the molecular to those ions produced with initial velocity in the
beam was crossed with a tunable UV laser beam fo- forward direction and the other with initial velocity
cused by a 6" focal length lens and obtained by dou- in the opposite direction. The difference in their ar-
bling the output frequency of a Nd: YAG-pumped rival time is due to the time required to reverse the
dye lasci (Quanta-Ray LoCR-2, PDL). The resulting velocity of the second set of ions, i.e. the so-called
photoions were accelerated into a time-of-flight mass "turn-around time". Ions with transverse velocity
spectrometer by a repelling field of 300 V/cm. Only components have reduced collection efficiencies.
"CP and "C1 are observed between 3236 and 3110 Otherwise one would expect to see a peak broad-
A., and both ions were monitored simultaneously as ening rather than a doubling. However. the precise
a function of wavelength. The resulting REMPI shape of this double-peaked structure should depend
spectrum was not corrected for variations in laser on laser polarization, the direction of the transition
power across the dye tuning curve. moment (parallel or perpendicular) and instrumen-

In our experiment, the C1 atoms were produced by tal parameters. Similar experiments have been suc-
one-photon absorption and subsequent dissociation cessfully carried out (e.g. refs. [5,1')] ).
of C12 in the UV region where the Cl atom has sev- From the measured "turn-arount time" and the
eral three-photon-allowed transitions from both value of the repelling field, we calculate the trans-
:P,,. and 2 P, 2 states. lational energy of photofragments to be in agreement

with the exact value derived above. Conversely, we

can use the known exact value to calibrate the ef-

3. Results and discussions fective field of the instrument for direct measure-
ment of kinetic energies of photofragments from

The relevant energy levels for states involved in other molecules,
the photodissociation and the subsequent multipho- Although it is easy to determine the product state,
ton ionization of chlorine atoms reported here are it is not trivial to determine the repulsive state of Cl12
illustrated in fig. 1. The corresponding REMPI spec- involved in the photodissociation. The reassignment
trum is shown in fig. 2 with assignment of each peak of the state symmetry near this wavelength region to
isted in table . C 'l'- by Wilson and co-workers [ 10] illustrates the

The assignment of the 3 - I MPI spectrum of the difficulty met by previous workers.
chlorine atom is based upon the data of Radziemski However, the high quality, ab inttio calculation of
and Kaufman [ 7 ], guided by three-photon selection Peyerimhoff and Buenker [ 11 ] enables us to predict
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9 g+

Fig. 1. State correlation diagram of chlorine. The confipiration de-sigriauon (e.g. 2440 ) correponds to the occupatiOn nuuiberof tile

(S50,), ( 2nr } (2; ) and (350.) orbitals respecui'ely.

which repulsive state of CQ2 is most likely to be ex- process proceeds adiabatically. Our observation that

cited. It is quite clear from their calculated potential only 2p312 atoms are detected shows that the proes
curves that the best candidate is the 'Flu state, since is indeed highly adiabatic in this wavelength region.
it falls into the region where the one-photon exci- Finally, we wish to point out that for . < 320.0 nm
tation from the ground X 'Z' state has the most fa- C1 were produced predominantly by photodisso-
rable Franck-Condon factor for transitions to ciation of the molecular ion [13 ], i.e.

those states originating from :P,, + 2Pu atoms.Ci ( 1I Cl A "I)

Following Muliken [1121] and using the non-cross- 2X
2I ~ ( r~

ing rule (states of the same Q2 and same u or g sym-
metry cannot cross) a correlation diagram can be _.-. CI+(Qp,)+ClQpo).
constructed for all 23 £2 components derived from
two Cl atoms in their ground configuration (see fig. When :. is greater than 323.6 nm, no Cli is detected
2). It can be seen from the figure that the 1fl state up to 331.0 nm. We also note that in an MPI cell ex-
correlates with two Pa atoms. However the p3rodi- periment on Cl, near 400.0 nm. multiphoton tran-
ucts predicted by the correlation diagram will be sitions originating from both 2P '2 and 2P3/2 states
produced only to the extent that the dissociation have been identified in a recent paper [(14]. Both
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Fig. 2. 3 + I multiphoton ionizaton specrum Of atomic chlorine.

Table I
-Nssnment of three-photon resonance.-enhanced multiphoton ionization spectrum of chlorine atoms

Symbol j Term value ( cm - )Symbol J Term value (cm-' )

3d'P 1/2 91660.58 3d2F 7/2 91906.79

3/2 91538.50 5/2 91089.45

5/2 91069.02

3d 'F 9/2 90948.5; 5s[21 5/2 91680.99
7 /2 90749.36 3 /2 91343.50

3d IP 1/'2 92194.19 5s'l 11] 3/2 92151.38
3/2 91564.30 1/2 92140.13

5s" [01 1/2 92602.70
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Production of vibrationally state-selected 0 + via newly discovered 4s-3d
and 5s-4d Rydberg states of 02a)

Haiyoon Park, Paul J. Miller, William A. Chupka, and Steven D. Colson
Sterling Chenistry Laboratory, Yale University. New Haven, Connecticut 06511-8118

(Received 13 May 1988; accepted 6 July 1988)

While resonant multiphoton ionization via Rydberg a time-of-flight photoelectron spectrometer with 21- sr col-
states has proved to be an effective method for preparation of lection efficiency.'
vibronically state-selected ions in some cases,' this method The triplet 4s-3d Rydberg state origins were calculated

has not previously been successful in the important case of by Cartwright et al.8 to lie in the 10.39-10.61 eV energy
0.. For example. (2 + I) multiphoton ionization-photo- region. (We note that the 3db5 states were not considered in
electron spectroscopy (MPI-PES) of the 3scg 0, C311g Ref. 8.) The lowest 5s-4d Rydberg state is calculated to be at
(L" = 0-3) Rydberg state has shown strong non- 11.17 eV. In addition, although Rydberg states in the singlet
Franck-Condon behavior in one-photon ionization of the manifold are formally spin forbidden, they cannot be cor-
r' - 1-3 levels..' [Ionization via the v' = 0 level occurs ex- pletely ruled out as evidenced by the appearance of 3sa, 'g
clusively with ,i = 0 (At = v - v') solely because the levels in (2 + 1) MPI from the 0, X 31- ground state.9 '
ground state 0, , = 0 level is the only one accessible at A search for the 4s-3d levels by (2 + I ) MPI has re-
the three-photon total energy. I The presence of significant vealed at least five vibrational progressions (labeled A, B, C,
intensity in the A: F 0 photoelectron peaks has been attribut- D, and E in Fig. I ) corresponding to the v' = 0-3 levels of
ed in large part to the presence of a shape resonance in the o-, these states. Also observed, as verified by photoelectron
ionization channel at threshold (and probably a Fano-type spectroscopy, are v' = 0 levels attributable to 5s-4d reso-
resonance in the -,. channel as well). '" Due to the shape nances [Fig. 1(d)]. Additional 5s--4d, v'> 0 levels have also
resonance, the transition dipole moment of the one-photon been seen and will be presented in a later publication.
ionization step is strongly R dependent. As a result, the A significant feature of the progressions in Fig. I is the
Franck-Condon approximation is no longer applicable and sharpness of the rotational structure. The rotational
significant off-diagonal (Av#0) photoelectron peaks are linewidths (FWHM) are on the order of z 1.0cm -', which
observed. is the bandwidth limit of the frequency-doubled laser radi-

The presence of the or, shape resonance makes produc- ation. In contrast, the lower 3sog 3 '1g Rydberg levels are
tion of state-selected 0, , ' * > 0 unfeasible via one-color much more strongly predissociated and only the v' = 2 level
(2 + I ) MPI of the 0, 3soa4 Rydberg state. 0"+ is obviously has resolvable rotational structure (FWHM = 6 cm - '). "
an important molecule in atmospheric chemistry and the In addition, the vibrational spacings of the 4s-3d bands are
facile production of state-selected ions with v ' > 0 would be nearly identical to those of the ion. The sharpness of the
invaluable for studies of ion-molecule reactions and other rotational structure and the spacings of the vibrational levels
chemical and physical processes. Since tlhe width of a shape suggest that the 4s-3d states are relatively unperturbed and
resonance typically increases with decreasing internuclear their potential energy curves should be nearly identical with
distance (hence increasing energy),' its influence on the that of ground state 02. Nevertheless, some off-diagonal
photoionization cross section would be exp,--ted to decrease (Av#-0) photoelectron peaks are observed" (especially in
at higher energies above threshold. Therefore, the use of one- progressions B, C, and D) which would indicate an R-de-
color (2 +1) MPI of 0 via Rydberg levels energetically pendent transition moment that can be attributed to strongly
aboe the 3srr, state holds better promise for preparing vi- R-varying features (e.g., a shape resonance) in the ioniza-
brationall, excited state-selected 02' ions. However, spec- tion continuum at the three-photon energy. The At; 0 PES
troscopic observation of higher gerade Rydberg levels has peaks are reduced in intensity relative to the At = 0 peak as
not, to our knowledge, been achieved to date. With this goal compared to those in the PES spectra of the 3so7, levels,'
in mind, ve have investigated by (2 1 ) MPI spectroscopy which is to be expected for a shape resonance increasing in
the energy region corresponding to the 0, 4t-3d and 5.s-4d width at higher energies.
R.dhcrg states. Wavelength scans were performed in a time- Possible overlap between two Rydberg states differing
of-flight ma,,s spectrometer while monitoring the i/ce 32 by one vibrational quantum number may also be affecting
mass channel and photoelectron spectra were obtained using the observed photoelectron spectra obtained for the lc\.' A- ,
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FIG. 1. The (2 + 1) MP1 spectra of the

<87000 87200 87400 87600 4s-3d, v' = 0-3 and 5s-4d, v' = 0 (starred80 8peaks) Rydberg states of 02. Frequency
v'-2 (c) units (in wave numbers) of the abscissa

C scale correspond to the two-pl",ton total
energy.
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progression C. The PES show two predominant peaks corre- electronic and rotational state assignments difficult. De-

sponding to v' and v' + 1. The two peaks have different tailed analysis and theoretical calculations will be necessary

wavelength dependences indicating they arise from different to interpret our spectra more fully.

states. However, a search for the origin of the band with
C - I excitation failed to find a state with any appreciable
intensity at the appropriate energy. If there is indeed an over-
lapping v' + I state, it may only be observable by intensity
borrowing from the nearly coincident C, v' level. Therefore, Work performed under Contract No. F19628-86-C-0214 with the Air

this state would not be readily observable below the C, v' = 0 Force Geophysics Laboratory, sponsored by the Air Force Office of Sci-
entific Research under Task 231004. Support also provided by the Na-

level. tional Science Foundation (CHE-8318419).

The vibrationally cleanest photoelectron spectra are ob- 'S. T. Pratt, P. M. Dehmer, and J L. Dehner, J Chem. Phys. 80, 1706

tained for progression E and show over 80% production of (1984).
TW. E. Conaway, R. J. S. Morrison, and R. N. Zare. Chen. Phys. Lett. 113,

0, ' X " 11, (t,! c'). " The electronic assignment of this 429 (1985).
progression has not been determined, although a plausible 'S. Katsumata, K. Sato, Y. Achiba, and K. Kimura, j Electron Spectrosc

argument can be made for a 3d3g state. Observation of the E, Relat. Phenom. 41, 325 (1986).
t" bands at higher energies than the other v' bands would be 'P J. Miller, L. Li, W. A. Chupka, and S. D Colson, J. Chen. Phys 89,

3921 (1988).
consistent with the usual energy level splittings of ndA Ryd- 'J. A Stephens. M Braunstein. and V McKoy. J Chem Phy', 89, 3923

berg states, i.e., increasing energy from ndar to ndn' to ndb. (1988).
Ejection of an Ptd6g electron would not occur through the 6, 'J. L. Dehmer. A. C. Parr, and S. H. Southworth, in Handbook on Synchro-

continuum, thus avoiding the influence of the shape reso- iron Radiation, edited by G.V. Marr (North-Holland, Amsterdam.
1986), Vol !I.

nance. Unfortunately, the angular momentum coupling case 'P. Kruit and F. H Read, J Phys. E 16, 313 (1983)

is an intermediate one for the 4s-3d states' which makes 'D. C Cartwright, W. J. Hunt. W. Williams, S. Trajmar. and W. A. God-
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Shape resonance and non-Franck-Condon behavior in the photoelectron
spectra of 02 produced by (2+11) multiphoton ionization via 3sur Rydberg
statesa)

Paul J. Miller, Leping Li, William A. Chupka, and Steven D. Colson
Sterling Chemistry Laboratory, Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut 06511-8118

Recently, Sur et al. and Katsumata et al.2 have reported oscillator strength. However, the configuration of this va-
photoelectron spectra resulting from (2 + I ) multiphoton lence state differs from that of the continuum with the same
ionization (MPI) through the 3s(Ta , (v' 2) stateofO, symmetry by only one molecular orbital. Hence above the
In addition to the strong Au = 0 peak, the latter also ob- ionization limit it adds to the oscillator strength density of
served significant intensities due to Av540 transitions. For the or, channel and the state exists only as a shape resonance
the At = 0 peak, their spectra showed the strong angular in this channel. Such a shape resonance has been calculated
dependence expected for direct photoionization of a 3sog to occur in the threshold region for (1,r.) ' photoioniza-
Rydberg electron, while the Aty -0 peaks showed no signifi- tion of 0,."7 If we estimate' its width from the calculated
cant angular dependence, indicating non-Franck-Condon minimal splitting between this valence state and the (3pa,)
behavior associated with shape and/or autoionizing reso- '1l, Rydberg state, 4 we obtain z3.1 eV. This value is a
nances, lower limit, since shape resonances typically increase in

We have measured the (2 + I) MPI photoelectron width with decreasing internuclear distance.'" Since this
spectra of the I,' = 0-3 vibrational levels of both '11, and flg width is much larger than the vibrational spacing (i.e., auto-
states of the 1 ,,g 3 sorg Rydberg configuration. The spectra of ionization is fast compared to nuclear motion), the adiabatic
the 3I1 states, obtained by a 27r steradian photoelectron approximation of Dehmer et al."' is appropriate and the de-
spectrometer,l are show-' i Pig. 1. Strong deviation from v parture from the Franck-Condon approximation is attribut-
conservation is apparent for v' > .. ihe spectra resemble ed to an R-dependent transition moment due to the shape
those of H, via the C 'H, Rydberg state - in which the resonance. This mechanism for inducing non-Franck-Con-
anomalies are due to autoionization of a repulsive state hav- don vibrational distributions was predicted" and observed 2"
ing an autoionization lifetime comparable to or greater than
the dissociation time.67

Since the vibrational spacings of the 02 Rydberg levels 2 1 0 v 4 3 2 1 0 V

and the rotational constant for v' = 2 are nearly the same as V 3
those of the ground state of the ion, we conclude that the
Rydberg-valence interaction is too weak (especially for .

= 2) to produce the observed Av$0 photoelectron inten- D
sity. In addition, preliminary photoelectron spectra of many d
levels of the 4s-3d complex exhibit similar anomalies even A
though these levels are much less predissociated (per- < 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.0 0.4 0.8 12
for A.: 0 processes is autoionization following Rydberg 0 V=O V'=2

C

turbed) than the 3so-, levels. Another potential mechanism .0) 2

core excitation. However, consideration of the excited core 2
3 rY Rydberg states seen in the one-photon spectrum" Z
'.hows that core excitation transitions are not resonant ex- LU
cept for v' = 1 and would have very small Franck-Condon
factors and low transition probabilities. Photoelectron spec-
tra in this region" '  do not support attribution ofour anom- 0 2 0 0. 0 04

O0 02 04 06 0 4 0.8 1.2
alies to this process. E 06O1

According to calculations," 6 the Franck-Condon re- Electron Energy (eV)
gion at our three-photon energies b c's~rl hy the repulsive L"(. Phuitieiciom |,'. .,i, , "', '2 I ) routiiphiln 'otiiailiin ua ihe
parts of a number of valence state potential curves. Only one Osei,,) '11 leels'C 0 A All encrgetical. accehsible peaks arc deiectable

of these states, the lowest 'II,, state of configuration rr, , is for each .alue of rr, for example, oni.\ 0 i energetirall, po,,,ihie from

strongly allowed (3sr, -.a,, ) and should have fairly large C,-- o
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Shape resonance Influence on the photoelectron angular distributions
from O2 C 3 H-/, v= 0-3

P. J. Miller and W. A. Chupka
Vterling Chemistry Laoratory, Yale University, New Haven. C inecticu: 06511-8118

J. Winniczek and M. G. White
Chemistry Department, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York 11973

(Received 7 June 1)88; accepted 21 June 1988)

Vibrationally resolved, photoelectron angular distributions are reported for the (2 + 1)
REMPI of the C 3 Ilg (3so'g), v' = 0-3 Rydberg levels of O. Ionization transitions leading to
different vibrational final states (v ) of 02 exhibit markedly different angular distributions,
suggesting different ionization mechanisms. The experimental data are qualitatively
reproduced by very recent ab initio calculations which attribute the non-Franck-Condon
behavior to the presence of a ka,, shape resonance imbedded in the ionization continuum.
Much of the remaining anomalous behavior is attributed to a Fano-type resonance in the n,
channel.

I. INTRODUCT!ON C 
311g, v' = 0-3 levels. Our results strongly support a reso-

Recent (2 + 1) resonantly enhanced multiphoton ioni- nant ionization mechanism (i.e., a shape resonance and pos-

zation-photoelectron spectroscopy (REMPI-PES) studies sibly autoionizing valence states as well) as being responsi-

of the O, C 311g (3s0' 4 ), v' = 0-3 Rydberg levels have re- ble for the Av #0 photoelectron peaks.
vealed strong non-F~anck-Condon behavior in the one-pho- Photoelectron angular distributions measured by

ton ionization step ofthe intermediate resonant level." 2 Such s + I) REMPI using a single, linearly polarized light
an effect was surprising since the potential energy curve of source are expressed by' -1 -

the 3s0'9 Rydberg state is expected to be quite similar to that
of the ground state ion. This is based on the fact that the W,(0) cc E aP (COs 9)
rotational analysis of the 3sag, v' = 2 level (the only level k =0

with resolvable rotational structure) gives a rotational con-
stant virtually identical to that of the ion.3 In addition, the Here P2k (cos 0) terms are Legendre polynomials (order
vibrational spacings of the Rydberg and ion levels are also 2k), 0 is the angle between the light polarization and the
nearly ider.*ical. In one-photon transituio, c tween states of photoelectron propagation vectors, and the a2k coefficients
similar geometry, the Franck-Condon principh strongly fa- contain information on the partial wave character of the out-
vors At, = 0 transitions over all others. The presence of sig- going photoelectron in addition to alignment information of
nificant intensity in Av#0 transitions has important impli- the resonant intermediate state. For spherically symmetric
cations in techniques that rely cn v-conserving ionizing states (J< 1/2) or states depolarized by collisions, the high-
transitions, e.g., the preparation of state-selected molecular est-order, nonzero Legendre polynomial in Eq. (1) is
ions for subsequent ion-molecule reaction studies.4'" P 2(cos 0). Higher-order terms may become important in

Previously, strong non-Franck-Condon behavior in the one-photon ionization of highly aligned states. The maxi-
REMPI-PES of H2 , C in. (v' = 0-4) has been observed by mum order is limited by kn,. = n + I but angular momen-
Pratt et al.6,7 Photoelectron angular distribution measure- tum constraints can reduce k,,n, further In an (n + 1)
ments have shown significantly different behavior for the REMPI process in which only one intermediate J' level is
Av = 0 and Av:A0 photoelectron peaks.7 The anomalous populated and the rotational state of the ion is unresolved,
photoelectron spectra were subsequently attributed to exci- k..., is given by the smaller ofn + 1, J' + 1, or 1,,., (where
tation of the Rydberg ion core followed by electronic auto- lm. is the maximum orbital angular momentum of the eject-
ionization of the doubly excited state.8 9 This indirect ioniza- ed photoelectron)." For our purposes, information on
tion process was shown to account for the intensities of the Im,,. would be very useful in determining the extent of the
Av - 0 photoelectron peaks observed in REMPI-PES. Such contribution of high I partial wave components to the outgo-
a situation, however, is not expected in the case of 02 since ing electron. Indeed, a shape resonance can be ascribed to a
the only energetically accessible core-excited levels all have high centrifugal barrier (hence high I contribution) which
very small Franck-Condon factors, three are form. ',y spin leads to temporary trapping of the electron. Any fit of the
forbidden (21l -. 11), and only one is accidentally resonant. photoelectron angular distributions that involves higher or-
A second mechanism involving a shape resonance at the ion- der terms (k = 2,3) terms may be the signature of higher I
ization threshold has been proposed to account for the non- contributions to the outgoing photoelectron angular mo-
Franck-Condon behavior of (2 + 1) REMPI-PES of the mentum due to scattering by the ion core and would be in
02, C 3! Rydherg state .2 " To further investigate the role accord with the presence of a shape resonance. The angular
of a shape resonance at the three-photon energy, we have distributions presented in the following sections are intend-
obtained the photoelectron angular distributions for the ed to investigate this possibility.
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in ground statc photoionization of N_, and later treated niques. Choice of Rydberg orbital allows some variation of
quantitatively by employing accurate (Hartree-Fock) pho- the outgoing partial waves.
toelectron wave functions.2' Such calculations have now Several vibrational levels can be used, making accessible

been carried out on 0, (see the following paper) and show a wide range of internuclear dstar.es as compared wi.. te

that the a. shape rconance is responsible for a significant narrow range afforded by the v = 0 ground state now used

part of the non-Franck-Condon effects observed in our data. exclusively. In the present case, the very extensive autoion-

While these calculalions yield significant intensities for ization features which hinder the study of excitation from

Act 0 transitions and agree reasonably well for the At . D the ground state are suppressed. Two-color experiments
transitions (except for t' = 1 which is the most perturbed should greatly extend these studies.
level and for which an accidental resonance occurs at the
three-photon level), they suggest that still other mechanisms
which preferentially enhance At' > 0 processes play a signifi-
cait part. Work performed under Contract No. F19628-86-C-0214 with the Air

These remaining discrepancies could be due to several Force Geophysics Laboratory. Support also prosided b, the National
Science Foundation (CHE-83 18419).
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EXPERIMENTAL Babinet compensator (Karl Lambrecht). Electron signal

A w )asCollected as afunction of the angle (0) between the laser

~s~r otI at Yale Lnis ersit using a tin-f polarization vector and the flight tube axis of the spectrom-
T F 'netcboe photelto spetoi- ete r. Signal averaging ',vas accomplished by usirg a transient

l~ o whch re em n oder digitizer (Le Croy, 8828) in a -buxcai- mode in whith the
rZl e o Oh Lre rihhorceci estudNhies, Inorer appropriate vibrational peak was integrated after averaging

0kt 1 10 ) sr collection angle C a. - the TOF spectrum for a given number of laser shots. For the
Ks er :oALbraosDti.4 stronger .Ai = 0 photoelectron peaks, angular distributions

1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .(i h" crhc p sere obtained in 10' incrcnents; at 100 laser shots per mecre-
spcc. meniet over twenty 360' scans. Angular distributions of the

-- Ti...e. Quant R osite DC-..' 0 weaker Al,- 0 peaks were obtained in 200 increments at 100

I' - R ' R~ ), ad ~6( plaser shots per increment over 40 scans of 360". Data collec-
ble Pl'm I Q0RQu ,ana RS \VFX oIf, the tion and polarization rotations; were controlled through the

j o)uld oljpu iC Qmm l s-Rla lens f h appropriate CAMAC modules inteifaced to a POP 11/73

'AwCJ' It ntre' A L beam o ()M, at rielit minicomputer.

r.: t1, fliht tube dx!s I h,: -i beail was pro- IREUT
I ) f lo) ii -)neat i hroueh a 0.0)70

h rnal rotational cooling. The (2 - I REMPI photoelectron spectra of the

ss c:re k e pt Li fbier os (n! I n lorde c -!o mnIIin ize C 'I I r. 0 -3 le% els have been presented pres iousl\ and
- ~ ~ ~ I ThL r'or lde, tfer n .VIC 1.o 1 cc o pectra. the rf 2 spectrum is reproduced in Fig. 1. Also shown~ are

res ed ud s o.j-,rolriziok& a thc photoeleet ron an oular distributions for the c * ibration-
pt rii- p 'In" o ltcd I-). a S li- a] final state,, of 0 'PicTh experimental angular data are

D, 92.

On: iren iiand a npuii r dit n hut ions, tonr thei

I.............................................. 2 tItnTrndiate state of C) 1 li

asucr %kas clength A a, 2- 055 nni trhe solid
in Oil: anigular ltntihutiori' are lea~i-

111 I ii..~ , ill th. ljaia~ pOHiits I AT.I i 1

In hs I, \t
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TABLE I Angular distribution coefficients for 2 - I REMPI A' (0 less satisfactory for the At?&0 values, although it should be
(It >. - 3 noted that the experimental uncertainties are larger due to

the weaker signal of the "off-diagonal" peaks (see Fig. 1).
a, iExpt a I Theor) a, Expi ) u,, I ExpI On a qualitative basis, the inclusion of the shape resonance

I 1i ( I 46 0.02 0.05 reproduces the overall decreasing trend in the off-diagonal
1 0 27 011 ().0L( ,7 a, values and their small value relative to the Av = 0 transi-

I ,6 53 -- 0,0S 15 tion.
i - 00 0 00 Since the calculated shape resonance is associated with

( 0 12 0 43 X0.) 0 02
0 t,- o 21 005 - 1,12 strong enhancement of / = 3 continua, it is somewhat sur-

- I _ 1 0.06 (11, prising that angular terms with k = 2 and 3 Isee Eq. (I)] are
1 04 0 1 002 - 1(i not more prominent in the observed angular distributions.

3 1 , 3 I 23 ((.15 : ' ' As noted earlier, the a,, (k > I ) coefficients depend on both
1 ()15 0 6 017 is

f1) 0 () 35 0.65 0(1 the ionization dynamics associated with higher I continua
I t,4 166 0 (14 1Of, and higher order moments of the alignment distribution. Ei-

3 4 8,( 0 79 0 10 - 0J)2 ther factor could result in small contributions from higher

order terms. In the present experiments, rotationally non-
Error :siirnaid to he~ -- 0)1)5
R• Ereorcc Io. %eccitd form on specific excitation could lead to a nearly spatially isotropic

distribution of intermediate C state levels by exciting
through overlapping branches which result in opposite

shown as points and the smooth curves are least-squares fits alignments, e.g., R and Q branches. Alternatively, the con-

f the data to Eq. (I ) with k_, =3. Fitted cocfficicnts. u,,, tribution to the dynamical factors from the various I con-
are given in Table I for all the C, t' = 0-3 intermediate states the oe

invetigtedin his~vok Ecit~;~~ ~'veli~ghs erechn cients. Cancellation of this kind was found in a theoreticalinestigated in this work. Exci6I) REMPI of H in which ionizing transi-sen to match those used in the previous angle-integrated tof w 3 + aRE sprse a a resul ofageraic
Uides andno ttept as ade o ecit spcifc rta- tions with AJ = +_ 3 are suppressed as a result of algebraicstudies: and no attempt was made to excite specific rota-

tional lines within a v' vibrational band. As can be seen from Cancellation ofda and dir transition strengths. Theoverall d-

Fig. I and Table 1, the A' = 0 photoelectron angular distri- wave contribution to the ionization step, however, was

hLutions are stror.:gly peaked at H = 0' (and 180') and are strong. Given the success of the present calculations in pre-
cry well described by a simple I - azP(cos 6) distribution dicting the a. coefficients (which also depend heavily on the

v e well describd I ts csimple Ic a (oshlyidentiawith inclusion off-wave (1 = 3) continua), the observation of
ith ua 1.6. In this case, w can roughly identify a, with small a, aqd a, coefficients most likely results from a combi-

thenation of the factors discussed above and not to the absence
distributions in conventional PES from unaligned ground of h aco s incthe coinua.

states. This approximation ignores small contributions to , of high I components in the continua.

which depend on higher moments of the alignment distribu-
tion (A. and A,). The asymmetry parameter can take on !V. DISCUSSION
values in the range - 1 f3 <2 with the maximum ( [3 2) The decreasing a2 values for the AL, eO peaks is qualita-
corresponding to ionization into a single I = I continuum. tively similar to that previously observed in (3 + I ) MPI of
The relatively high value of a, (or,6, for theA = 0 transi- H2 C'!1, (t' 0-4).' In the case of H2, non-Franck-Con-
tions is consistent with ionization from a 3so-, Rydberg state don behavior has been attributed to excitation of the Ryd-
for which -",' " I=- I continua are expected to be strong. berg ion core ( lsar -2pr, ) followed by electronic autoion-
By contrast, the Av r0 angular distributions exhibit much ization.i In the present case of (2 + I ) REMPI of the 0,,
less asymmetr, with an overall trend of decreasing a, coeffi- C 'H, state, the angular distributions and vibrational
cient for decreasing i- c" = ,'_ to c' - 0). Further- branching ratios are qualitatively, and in some instances
more, several At -t-( distributions have substantial quantitatively, reproduced by the shape resonance calcula-
P,(co,, 0) character (e.g., r' 3/t,' - 2 1 indicative of high tion,; of Stephens et al. ' ' As a result, the observed non-
/ .ontuna and excitation-induced alignment. The large var- Franck-Condon behavior can be ascribed in large part to the
ations in the angular distributions for the different Ir ioni- existence ofa k(7, shape resonance in the 3a, - ka ioniza-

tz.ation channels clearly indicates a strongly R-dependent tion continua. Discrepencies between the calculated and ob-
(i(nization mechanism, served At, ( 0 peak intensities and angular distributions still

Table I also includes theoretically calculated a. values remain and cannot be solely attributed to the effect of the
w hich include the effects ofa ka,, shape resonance predicted shape resonance. Including the effects of intermediate state
to lie near the three-photon energy." These calculations alignment could improve the angular distribution calcula-
treat the R , of the transition dipole moment ex- tions, however, lack of rotational selection in the present
plicitly and have been successful in accounting for much of exPe,'in-et precludes an accurate as',essment of this effect.
the A ;0 peak intensities.' " Excitation-induced alignment The additional intensity in the off-diagonal photoelectron
of the intermediate state was not included in the calcula- peaks may possibly be accounted for by a repulsive state
tions. so that onlv a coefficients could be derived For the which is autoionizing on a time scale comparable to or faster
A 0 transitions. the calculated a, coefficients are n excel- than its dissociation time as in the case of H.. The prime
lent quantitative agreement wsith experiment. Agreement is candidate for this second mechanism is the rrX, v ca-
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leti:e tartc rcespotisible for the broad Schlanranri-Runge ab- with rotational resolution as has been demonstrated for
sorption bands seen belowx threshold. In the single-contigu- NO, 2

2

ration approximnation, this %.alence state .k ould not be
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The 4S-3d And 5s-4d Rydberg complexes of 0, have been observed by (2 + 1) resonance-
enhanced multiphoton ionization spectroscopy. All states show sharp rotationlal structure.
Vibrational analysis (and rotational analyses of two bands) shows that all observed states are
purcly Rydberg in character with no delectable perturbations. Photoelectron spectra of the
more intense peaks show the 1v = 0 transition to be dominant, but large contributions. from
Avuzit transi: ions are observed and attributed to features in the ioniztion continuum. The
.%~- transitions are relatively weak for bands ascribed to excitation of a 3db [n, Scale and
provide a method for producing nearly pure vibrational preparations W = 0-3) of 0,; ions

in the ground electronic state. Large amounts of 0' ions are observed and possible

mechanisms of formation are discussed.

INTRODUCTION to detect and identify members of nd series, (iii) to cake

A large number of Rydberg series extending to high photoelectron spectra via these series in order to explore the

pnntrcipai quantum numbers and converging to excited states possibility of production of vibronically state selected 0,'

or the 0,' iot have bween idertiied.'' In contrast, only the ions,and (iv) toexte-d the study ofresonancestn theionia

very lo%-est members ot' Rydberg series converging to the tion continua. The Studies of the ionization continua should

ground state have previously been identified. This situAtion form a valuable comnplement to the similar studiesi2 on the 3s

is due in large part to the fact that the npi T, and na 3n state for several reasons. The higher members of both ns and

kyd berg scr. -N which are single-photon optically allowed nd series are expected to be significantly less perturbed or

from the X 4ground state, interact very strongly with predissociated by valence states than is the 3.r member. The

valence states of the same symmetry, yielditg adiabatic po higher photon energies of this single-color experiment per-

tential curves which differ greatly frcii that of the ground mtt.hexlrion ofhighcr energy regions of the ioniztion

state 0, ion. This results in very complex spectra and iden- cntinupum.t soeT rini he photoionization vi dlvl;(-pcnin-l
tification of the higher members of the series has not been d prisocvaatninhehtiiizincni-

made.' ' With the Assistance of high quality theoretical cal- uum channels.

culatioas, the lowest member of these series have only re- EXPERIMENTAL
cently been reliably identified and well characterized. The (2 + 1) resontance-enhanced multiphoton ioniza-

Amnong the opticay forbidden Rydberg states co:,verg- tion spectra of 02 were obtained by detecting the 02 and
ing to the ground state of the 0' ion, only the 3sr 'ti I and 0' ions with a time-of-flight mass spectrometer. T1he output
'IIs states had been identified in inelastic electron scatter-ing of a XeCl excianer pumped dye laser (Questek 2240, Lamb-
experim:nts I~ Recently, these states were studied by a da Physik FL2002) was frequency doubled by focusing into
(2 - ) resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization a 8l-BaI120. (IB0) crystal. The frequency-doubled laser

(RL;kl) process. t In these studies, rotational analysis bearn was refocused into a molecular beam formed by super-
of the: v' =2 band of the 3so '11l. - -x X 1% transition, the sonic expansion cfgas from either a pulsed or cw noz.zle. The

u' ) band of the 3sor X11 - - transition and the gas used was either pure oxygen or a 25% mixture of 0, in
UI 3 hand of the 3sa 'fl, - -a 'Ai transition were feport- argon. In this experiment, the funidamrental laser beam was

cd. Most oif the other hands of tkese systems were strongly not separated from the frequency-doubled beam since there
predissociated and showed no rotational structure. wats no evidence that it had arty effect on the REMPI spectra

In a continuation of the above studies, it was recognized or photoelectron spectra.
that the photoelectron spectrum produced in these experi- The ionization signal was detencted and amiplified by an
metits e:xhibted stro-ig non [Franck -Condrc ciavior due electron multiplier tube and/or microchannel plate, and fed
to a shape resonance ant; an autoiconizing rt-iance in the into a Tektronix 7912D programmable digitizer interfaced
a',sociaieul ionization continua. " The 0, molecule serves as to an LSI 11/23 computer for mass analysis and signal aver-

d Lonvcmnuit molcLule for investigating these effects since aging. Wavelength scars in rthe 2443-210 nm region were oh-
good theoretical calculations of the position of the shapc tained by recording the ionitition signal in the rn/z. - 32
resonance anid its effect on the R {internuclear distancx) (02' ) and m/z -- 16 (0 ') mnass channels.
dependence ol the jit)h~tii~h 'atiOli cross section exist. Photoelectron spectra were obtained at different excita-

I hie iurpose ol this inve'itigatt~n Was (i) to extend the tion energies by focusing the frequency-doubled laser bc:,m
nsm Rydbcrt series to h&!ber principal quantum numbers, (it) to a point about 5 mrm from anl effusive nozzle in a time-of-

6k,?6 j Chern Phys ao o i), i Dciticmue~r 1908 64 () 19i88 American institute of Phrysics



liht , i otoelectron spectrometer with 2. sr collection efli- are reproduced in both figures, aligned in frequency so as to
ciency." The photoelectron signal was detected and ampli- exhibit the vibrational progressions within the two Rydberg

ged by microchannei plates. complexes. With a few possible exceptions, all the rotational
peaks are laser resolution limited in width ( :1 cm - ) -The
few possible exceptions may be composite or slightly ac

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Stark broadened features. In no case is the rotational
The 2 -I ) REMPI spectra are ,own in Figs. I and 2. linewtdth (FWHM) greater than 3 cm -'. The extent and

Figure 1 ,hoA, predominantly the bands associated with the complexity of the cold spectra of Figs. I and 2 immediately
/ 0-4 lc ls of 4-3d complex, Ahile Fig. 2 hows pre- indicate that it is not due to the 4-o and 5so Rydberg states
dominantl?, tho,,e hands associated %ith excitation of the alone but must be due to the 4s-3d and 5s-4d complexes, as

1-2 L7 % , ut %-4d complex Since the u' = 3 and ' 4 expected from theoretical calculations. Nevertheless, the
level) of' 1h --3d complex oerlap the L= 0 and C = I spectra must contain bands due to the 4sar and 5sa 'H, Ryd-
'eveis ()(thc -d complex, these sections of the spectrum berg states and possibly the 4soa and 5sa I states as well

1 'tg . d .sg 3g 3dK, IA 3dtg IT+
, V -

85'i 85".O. 85400 8500

"T- FIG The (2 - I REMPI spectra of

the 4s-3d, L; = 0-4 Rydberg states of 0,
'z () 2Frequency units (ini wave numbers) ofthe

I dbsc2issa scale correspond to the two pho-
ton total ecrigics. The top panel shows ih

Iencrgics. caJculated by Cartwright et j/I

(b) v'= (Rd., b)

8900X) 892100 9u
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FIG. 2. The (2 + 1) REMPI spectra of
the 5s-4d, v' 0-2 Rydberg states of 0,.
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We note that although the 3sur members of these two series 3 a . and 'A states formed on the 02' X 2H., ion core. The

are fairly strongly predissociated, the 4sa members (mixed lowest member of the series, the 3sar 1, state has been pre-

at least to some extent with 3do') arc much less predissociat- viously identified by (2 + I ) REMPI 8 The next member of

ed. This is expected since the square of tYke perturbation ma. the ns selnes, 4s '1-11, is ex pected to form par of a 4s-3d

ti-x element for a Rydberg-valence interaction is expected to complex since s and d electrons have comparable quantum

scale approximately as (n*) - , where n* is the effective deiects, modulo one, and indeed the spectra shown in Figs. I

principal quantum number. Therefore, predissociation and 2 can be explained by such a complex. Such complexes

should be lower for the 4sa state by approximately the factor have been very well investigated in the case of NO.'" In that

I .88/3.00) 1:0.25 if the Franck-Condon factor is neglect- case, it was shown that this interaction results ir, a strong

ed. A visual comparison of the two spectra suggests that the mixng between the ndar and (n + I )sar series with a value of

degree of narrowing for the 4sa state may be several times 9 10cm. -'for the interaction matrix element for the 4sor-3da

more than that, indicating that the Franck-Condon factors pair. A comparable interaction strength in oxygen is suggest-

for the Rydberg-valence mixing are smaller as well. This is ed by the calculations ofCartwright et al.' who calculate the

expected for the strongly repulsive state assumed to be re- '.sar- 3docrenergy difference to be 0.22 eV compared to 0.23 eV

sporisible for the predissociation. This lack of predts~octa for NO, although the energy order is reversed. It is plausible

tion together with the unperturbed nature of the vibratiow.; to attribute much of this energy difference to s-d interaction
levels give assurance that any significant non-Franick-(Con- since otherwise the calculated energy difference seems too

don peaks in the photoelectron spectrum must be due to large.
either the invalidity of the Born -Oppenheimer separation or Table I shows the theoretical Too values for the gerade
to unusual features in the ionization conttnua, Rydberg states of'O, obtained by the ab initto calculations of

Electronic state assignment Cartwright et a/i' Also shown are the measured energies of

[be ground state of the 0, molecule has the contigura- peaks (A)--( X) (see F~igs. I and 2) as well as those of the

tion 1 10, , )-(2oN )- (J .3a, )( 17 )r '( 1-,, )2. The previously observed 3.ja Rydberg states. The calculated en-

Rydberg series which converge to the ground state of the ergics. after a %light downward adjustment, are also shown at

(.ion and which are the strongest two-photon allowed the top of Figs. I and 2. This adjustment, 75 cm ' 'for 4s-3d

,,cries from the ground state of'O. involve excitatior. from ibe and 30 cmn fior 5s-4d, was estimated by comparing the

I -, sal-nce orbitalint n5,7 and nd(ry.5 7ri) orbitals giving '!, calculated values for the 3vo, states with the expertimen tal

J2 Chem PhYs Vol 39, No 1it t Decotmoei 1988
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TrADLE . Tbfcwl'.l L, vluc And ubwrrcd ji..k p.uiaom (in cV) for ones and scaling the error in the joIUaiOlIt potentials by
gp"bItxt ItI U1 0 (ij, -'. Two staLtes, the 3dcy '11, aiid lI1, (if - 0) lts

fhicurre.i , kitu (CV)* NtU)ur (ire not shown in lig. I since they are utf scale to lower
cnergl,!s. However, their calculated energies Arc coincieicn-

dj Tiplct Singici p.k tally about one vibrational spacig ( z 18b70 cm -') below
lut i W cytI . ICY) peak (G). The photoclcciroi spie-trum of ,:ak (G) j,

, I 23 t 34 .o., '11, 8 141
'  ,Iuwn in Fig. 3. The spectrum shows an unusuaIy la,-c

I I M 1() ' 1041 3L, , 1In 22h" Itensity O' the u* I- peak, namely about one third ol that

J 2, • L) (A) Iu.,4 of the expected uv 0 peak, while all oitier peaks are much
A Lu 5h 10 t2 Pc.&k A 0.558 lower. These two photoelectron peak, also show very doilcr-
- U IU Lu. 1) LU 5u_ ent wavelength dependence, as shown In Fig. 5, indicating

lib, I! L lU ),j that the region about peak (G) probahly contains two over-
. ... ... , 0 . 7 0
I, t 1001 10 C2 it Lu.)?T lapping bands corresponding to the v' = 0 and v' = I levels,

4J,7 I 11 17 11.1 1 to )74 of two different electronic s ates. The same situation holds
4J i, I 24 .2o K to567 for all higher vibrational bands ofthat region. Therefore, we

1% 11.23 It 23 L Lu t.2 tentatively assign thev' = I hand ofig. 5to the 3d r 'I Ii (or
i " I 24 11.23 t 11 234 possibly fl,, ) state. An R .MPI-NIS wavelength ,can of the

4 L6 K" IL 231

4, .. u 2 region where the corresponding u' - 0 level %hould be locai-

1,. i L1 27 It 27 V,' I 53o ed yielded a very weak structure (see Fig. 6) about 30 timc,
" 1 t. less intense than the u' I peak ol' Fi1 . 5. Front Franck-

Condon factors alone one would expect it to be lower only hy
'. c.c.,c . a factor o1 2 or so. The reason 10r' thi-, discrcpancy is nt
"}Lt.IIChi 7known. It is posi- iblc that the u' > 0 pcak,, are abnormally
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4 3 2 1 0 v 654 3 2 1 0 v-

3.5 45

TWO PHOTON ENERGY ("

. V'-2 ' i FIG. 6. Wavelength scan of the 0- intensity in the region expected for two
- photon excitation of the u' = 0 3do Rydberg state (swe the text).

30 40 4.0 5.0 the 1 states at about 10.62 eV (or = 85660 cm -') or some-
Ei,¢on KE (eV) what higher which is in fair agreement with the position of

the (L) band.
FIG 4 Photoclectron spectra oft' = 0-3 levels ofthe band (L) in Fig I and

tentatively ssigned to the 3d6 Rydberg state (see the text) This band While it is clear that the calculated general placement of

ields the purcst preparations of vibrationally excited O, ion. the 4s-3d complex is vcry good and some correlations are

suggestive, no reliable assignments can be made. In fact the
assignment of states is more complex than the table of calcu-

high due to intensity borrowing from near resonant u' ± I lated energies and a thoughtless application of selection rules
levels. suggests.

Unfortunately, Cartwright et al.6 have not calculated The complexity of any analysis is due in large part to the

the position of the 3d6 n11, or 'Fl. state. We tentatively as- fact that the angular momentum coupling case is intermedi-

sign peak (L) (also its progression) to that state for the ate between LS and JJ. The singlet-triplet splittings calcu-

following reasons. The calculated average energy of the 3dM lated for various states of the complex range from 0.01 to

triplet complex is 10.59 eV. Both the 3dM and 3d6 are unper- 0.04 eV and are thus comparable to the spin-orbit splitting

turbed by the 4so'. The normal splitting pattern ofa d orbital in the n,-t ground state of the O2' ion. This is in contrast to
has the energy increasing with A, i.e., 6 above 7r above o. the case of the 3sastates where the singlet-triplet splitting is
Thus, we expect 3d& to be above the average of 3dMr, prob- found to be about 700 cm 'for v' = 0, and LS coupling is

ably at 10.60 eV or slightly higher. The 3d6 Rydberg orbital appropriate resulting in a fairly normal triplet structure for
will be split by interaction with the'211 ion core into [I and 4i the 3n, state with a spin--orbit coupling constant of z 100
state at higher and lower energies, respectively. This split- cm-'. Even in that case, the significant intensities of the 'll,
ting will be about twice that of the 3dm" orbital into I and A transitions are at least partly due to LS uncoupling with

states (0.02 eV total splitting) yielding the () states (optical- resultant singlet-triplet mixing. In the case of the 4s-3d
ly forbidden in two-photon absorption) at 10.59 eV and complex this mixing will be very strong, reducing the dis-

tinction between singlets and triplets, and therefore we can-
not assume that transitions to singlet levels will be weak.

Since the singlet-tnplet splitting of these Rydberg states
will scale roughly as (n*) - , we can expect that at sufficient-
ly high values of n0, a JJcoupling scheme will become ap-

/ p; iate and wi!l be characterized by pairs of bands separat-
/ ed 'y z 197 cm t the value of the spin--orbit splitting ofthe

. I- (* ion. This situation is apparently still not reached for the
5s-4d complex since no such separations are clearly evident.
The spectrum is further complicated by the fact that term
spittings, which also scale with (n*) -3, are now compara-
ble to, and in some cases less than the spin--orbit coupling. In
principle, rotational analysis ofthe more extensive spectrum

......... 5- 1321. U106of a warmer gas should be a great help in the assignment.

T'*0 PHOTON ENERGY However, for much of the spectrum this will probably re-
quire both higher resolution and greater intenstiti than

FIG 5 Wavelength scan of the photoelectron intensity in the region of used in this expenment, although ac Stark effects wtll be a
hnO Gmonitoring both v * 0 and v - I photoelectron peaks. Rela- limiting factor. Experimentally, some help in state assign-

tive rotatinnal peak iniensities differ to a small extent between this %.an and
that ot the total on scan shown in Fig I due to the different rotationi ment may possibly result from a study of photoelectron an-
irmperature and la,er intensity employed in the photoelectron wan. gular distributions.
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Vibrational analysis ground state. The close agreement between the vibrational

While a detailed electronic assignment is nct &ne in constants for all the Rydberg states and those of the O" ion
this work, assignment of vibrational 3eves can be made with is convincing evidence that none of the states are detectably

confidence, primarly from the resuk of the photoelectron perturbed. This is an important consideration in the inter-
spectra (see Figs. 3 and 4), and the great similarity of the pretation of the photoelectron spectra to be discussed later.

bands corresponding to different vibrational levels. The Table II also contains some evidence relevant to elec-

spectra in Fig. I have been vertically aligned using the peak tronic state assignment. We note that peak (L) and its pro-

(L) and its counterparts in the higher vibrational quantum gression yield the largest values of w, and n,x,. This implies

number band systems. Those of Fig. 2 used the peak (U). that the Rydberg electron in this orbital is slightly less anti-

The excellent correspondence of most of the other strong bonding (or slightly more bonding) than the electron in the

peaks is evident. Table II lists the observed energies of the other Rydberg orbitals, A consideration of the molecular

most intense peaks, the values of w, and ,,.x, calculated orbital correlation diagram"S shows that the 3d6 orbital has

from each progression and the values for the O, ion in its just that characteristic.
The origins (v' = 0 bands) of the 5s-4d complex were

found to overlap the v' = 3 region of the 4s-3d complex. This
TABLE II Obsered position of band ongins and derived vibrational con- was readily established by inspection of this region [see Fig.
sints in cm - f or the 4s-3d complex. 2(d) 1, noting the presence ofadditional structure absent for

the lower energy regions and by noting that this additional

structure appears at energies corresponding to effective prin-

A U 65 1568 0.0 1698 i 1to2 2998 cipal quantum numbers increased by approximately one
i 67 022.4 0 1 above those for the 4s-3d origin. This assignment was con-

S8 85 .4 -U 0 firmed by the photoelectron spectra of two of the most
S45. 8 - 0 1 prominent bands attributed to the 5s-4d complex. Figure 2

-; 92 425.3 - 0

D J 55 187.3 00 S95 I i 05 3 002 shows the spectra attributed to the v = 0-2 bands of the 5s-
67 050.3 00 4d complex, aligned using the peak (U) so as to exhibit the

991 5t12 0 1 nearly identical line positions for these vibrational levels.
3 9) 80.I - 0 1

4 42 4445. - 01 Since the vibrational progressions could be observed only for
E u 85 1980 0.0 1893 8 5.95 3003 the first three members, vibrational constants could not be

a7 0tU.6 - u.7 accurately measured. As expected, the energy difference
3 88 889. 04 between v' = 0 and o' = I bands is nearer to that of the 0'90 6870 1 0

4 92454.0 02 ion than for the 4s-3d complex but the second difference is
G 0 85 248 4 0.0 1895.2 16 15 3.009 too large for undetermined reasons.

1 87 110,8 0.5
2 88 942.0 -07 TABLE 111. Observed position of band ongins for the 5s-4d complex and

9 047406 -04 higher members.
4 92 506.1 01h

H 0 85 256.8 0.0 1896.0 16.1 3.010
I 87 121 1 -0.5 Obs.
2 ss953.4 - I.2 Peak u' (Cm') .5

1 9075i 0 06
4 I2 518.7 0.1 M 0 90604.2 4.028

1 8 s5 2820 00 1897 1 16 1 3014 1 92472.9 1969,7

i 7 1474 - 0 5 2 94300.8 18279 40.8
2 388 06 -1 0
3 ?,, 79 6 06 N 0 90613.7 4.031

4 2 548.3 0 I I 92 428.7 1869,0

K 0 5 386.9 0.0 18938 156 3026 94311.0 1828.3 40.7

1 7 248,6 07

2 9013 9 - 30 P 0 90 t80. 1 4051

4) 8 1 1 (J7 I 92 548.3 1868 2

4 v2 650,k. 0 1 2 94 3771 12 Ks 394

L Si 5694 5 )0 18993 1645 3066 R 0 90740.bb 4069

92 bl3} 4 19i
2 9 3.938 06 1 926104 18695

2 94440.5 1830 1 397
•i 930 ;0

U 0 90867 9 4 109
I 92 738 3 18704

I 822 44 57 474 29 40.8

W 0 93 035 5 5036

I '44 h99 7 IS42

I", 9 i4 S65 X 0 943491 o031

Overlapped with peak 3D) (, 31

m'" e," .r..>.ii lqu;etiin number "Overltpped with rie"k ( I 3
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The two fairly large peaks, peak (W) and peak (X) in
Fig. 2 do not fit into the 5s-4d complex. They nay corre-
spondtothe v' = 0bands ofthe strongest members of the 6s-

5d and 7s-.6d ~~complexes assuggested by the values of their 79ifI -.t
apparent effective principal quantum numbers. A"

Rotational analysis - NJ Tj j

If we assume that band progression (L) corresponds to =
3d6 ll or l[1 - XIZ' transition and that the upper

state behaves like Hund's case (a), we expect 15 rotational
branches corresponding to Ai = 0, ± 1, ± 2foreachofthe ......
spin components in the ground state. But, since the three 9100 9 20 9120 91250 9350

spin components of each N in the ground state have almost r*O PHOTON ENLRGY I

the same energies (the largest separation is about 2 cm- ),
we notate the rotational branches according to the values of FIG. 8. Rotational structure and analysis of the i( = 3 band of the 3d6 F!,
AN. In order to distinguish the transitions from F, F, and State Iband (L) in Fig. I(d)). The dots indicate calculated positions of

rotational lines.
F, components in the ground state, we add 1, 2, and 3 as right

subscript to AN, respectively.
Figure 7 shows the rotational assignment for the 3d6 1 shown in Figs. 7 and 8, we apparently observed all 15

(u = I ) - - 1- ( = 0) transition from which a rota- branches which should occur only for the transition tothe F.
tional constant B, = 1.72 + 0.01 cm -', and an origin component of a 31n state. Thus we can plausibly assign this
v, -- 87 563 0 - 1.0cm were obtained. Rotational analy- state to the F, component of the 3d6 "Il. state. However, we
Ms of the v' = 3 band (Fig. 8) of the 3db I1I could find no convincing evidence for the other F, and F,
(u' = 3) - -X 'Y- (u = 0) transition gave a rotational components and the rotational structure of the transition to
constant B, = 1.68 ± 0.01 cm -', and an origin the F, component of a 31 state is the same as that ofa I
v, = 91 197.0 t 1.0 cm -'. The rotational line positions for state since they have the same fl = I quantum number.
this transition are shown in Table IV. Most of the observed Therefore there is still a possibility that this state could be a
rotational lines fit to within I cm- ' of their least squares 'l state although the strong intensity of this band (see Fig.
calculated positions. The V = 0 and 2 levels of the 3d6 state 1) argues somewhat against this assignment. However, as
were not analyzed due to either weak signal or paucity of discussed earlier, the transition to the 3sa '[I, state shows
rotational lines. stronger intensities than expected, and one might plausibly

For a '11 state, there are three spin-orbit components expect relatively strong intensities for transitions to the sing-
and each component shows a different rotational structure. let states of the 4s-3d Rydberg complex. An REMPI exper-
In the case of a transition to the F 2 component of a '1 state, ment using the spin-allowed transition from the metastable
there occur all 15 rotational branches, i.e., N,, 02, 0, P, P2, a 'A, state ofO made by microwave discharge" will be very
Ps, Q1, Q2, Q3, R ,, R., R3, S1, S., and T, branches. But for the helpful for reliable assignment of this state.
F, component, there should occur M3 , N 2 , and O branches
but no R 3 , S,, and T, branches. For the F, component, there Photoelectron spectra and Ion state preparation
should occur S3, T2, and U, branches but no N, 02, and P, Simple application of the Franck--Condon principle to
branches. In addition to these differences, some rotational the single-photon ionization of well described single-config-
structures with low rotational quantum numbers are also uration Rydberg states of molecules leads to the prediction
different from those of the F, component of the "Il state. As that the vibrational quantum number ofthe ion core will be

conserved almost exclusively. Photoionization of certain
Rydberg states of some molecules such as NH 3, NO, and N.

show such behavior. ib- i' However, there is a large and grow-
Q3 ing number of examples which show large deviations from

Z P.2  -- R21 this behavior. A general analysis of reaons for such appar-
." (2 , , s1 R I ently anomolous behavior has been given. 9 Among these

0 ] - , reasons are the presence of shape resonances and autoioniz-
' -ing resonances in the ionization continua. The latte- reson-

-Ti ances may be core- or doubly excited resonances, or valence
states which are either optically allowed or even forbidden

_________but strongly autoionizing into the optically allowed contin-
_,.______uum. Recently, strong Av0 transitions in the photoclec-

i?3I' 97150 t4so o U650 81700 817o tron spectra of 3sca I11, Rydberg states of 0, have been as-
T'A) PHOTON WNERGY .~,, I cnbed to specific resonances.':' However, many of the3so

F (i 7 Rotational structure and analysis o( the u' - I hand of the 3d6 f1, Rydberg levels are strongly predissociated and significantly
slair I hand Jt in F t II hi The dots indicate calculated ostitrons of perturbed, while the 4s-3d and 5s-4d Rydberg states de-
r ;Atinai t ne scribed in this work are not detectably perturbed and there
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TABLE IV. Expermental and calculated rotational line positions (in cm -') and deviations (A 1 _- V,.

is m
- ) for the 3db 11, (W = I and ' = 3).- -X '-" transitions.

ui = I (B, = 1.72) v' = 3 (B) - 1.68)

Obs. Branch CaIc. A Obs. Branch Ca~c. a

87531.0 0,(7)" 87530.7 -03 91 1848 P,(7) 91 183.7 - 1.1
87538.2 0'(5) 87537.1 - I1A P2 (5) 91 184.1 -0.7
8754.2 0(3) 87545.8 -04 91 187.1 P,(3) 91 186.5 -0.6
57 555.8 P,(3) 87 5546 - 1 2 11 188.9 P,(3) 91 188.o -0.3

P,(3) 87 554.7 - 1.1 P,(3) 91 188.5 -0.4
87562,2 Q (I1) 87560.1 -21 91 193.2 Q2(l 91 194.1 0.9

Q,(I) 87562.0 -0.2 Q(l1 91 196.0 2.8

Q2(
3 ) 87 563.0 08

57 5702 R,(l) 87 568.9 - 1.3 91 201.4 R,(I 91 202.7 1.3
R,, 1) 87 569.9 -03

87579.8 R'(3) 87578.7 - 1 1 91 212.5 R'(3) 91211.9 -0.6
R,(3 87 578.8 - I 0 R,(3) 91 212.1 -0.4
SIl) 87579,2 -06

87591.0 R'(5) 87 590.7 -03 912232 R,(5) 91 223.1 -0.1
R,(5) K7 590.7 - 0 3 R,4 S, 91 223 I - 0 1

87593.4 /,T l) 67593.0 -01 ) 2273 T,(i) 91 227.2 -0.1
875966 S,(3) 875959 -07
87605.5 RV7) 876049 -06 91 236.0 R,(7) 91 236.1 0.1

R,(7) 876049 -06 R,(7) 91 236.1 0.1
87613 5 ., t i 87 t14 7 12
876159 1 3) 87616.b 07
87620.7 R,(9) 87621.4 07 91 251.5 X, (9) 91 251.0 -0.5

R,(9) 876 21.3 06 R'(9) 91 251.1 -0.4
87639 1 R,(11) 87640.2 I 1 91 267.2 R,(I ) 91 268.1 0.9

RI1) 87 640.1 11 R,( Il1 91 207.9 1.1
876 it 6 R,(13) 87661.3 -03 91287.0 R,(13) 91286.9 -0.1

R'(13) 87661.2 -0.4 R,(13) 91286.7 -0.3
87684.1 R,(15) 87684.7 0.b 91 308.0 R,(15) 91 307.9 -0.1

R,(15) 87684.5 0.4 R'(15) 91 307.7 -0.3
87709.8 R,( 17) 87710.4 0.6 91 329.0 R,( 171 91 330.8 1.8

R,(17) 87710.2 0.4 R,(17) 91 330.6 1.6
877380 R,(19) 87738.5 0.5

R ( 19) 87738.2 0.2

'Explanation of notation: The example of 0,(7) corresponds to an 0 branch (AN= - 2) onginatng from
the F2 component (.V = 7) of the ground state of O.

fore provide more ideal levels for the study of thc effec i j,' identity and relative amplitudes of various continua are ex-
such resonances. One of the imponant goals of this research pected to be different since most, if not all, of the Rydberg
is to find Rydberg states whose photoionization produces states have a large amount ofd character. The photoelectron
nearly pure preparations of specific vibrational state of the spectra, taken using the more intense peaks of Figs. I and 2,
02 ion. An initial report of this work has emphasized this are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Qualitatively, it is seen that al-
aspect. 2' though the Av = 0 transition is (nearly ?) always the most

Figure 4 shows the photoelectron spectra of band (L) intense one, very considerable intensity is observed for
which was tentatively assigned to the 3d6 1l. Rydberg state. Av#0 transitions in most spectra. Photoelectrons corre-
As shown in this figure, all vibrational levels of this state sponding to higher vibrational bands of the O+ ion than
show strong peaks for u = v' but very weak peaks for shown in the spectra of Figs. 3 and 4 could not be observed
v ' - u'. From the analyses of these spectra, we can estimate due to a retarding potential of a few volts applied at the
that over 80% of photoelectrons are produced by Au = 0 beginning of the photoelectron spectrometer flight tube.
(i.e., v" = v') ionization. This Au = 0 ionization corre- This was necessary in order to maintain vibrational resolu-
sponds to ejection of the Rydberg electron, with preserva- tion of the fairly energetic ( ;4 eV), low u ' photoelectrons.
tion of the electronic and vibrational state of the 0.' ion Figure 9 shows the potential energy curve for the
core. Thus resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization via ground electronic state of the O.' ion. Also shown are the
the 3db 11, Rydberg state can be a useful source for the pro- potential energy curves for the valence states most likely
dution of the v ' - 0, 1, 2, and 3 levels of the 0,' ion in the responsible for the Av - 0 transitions in the photolonizatton
A 1, ground state. of the 3sa Rydberg states.;:") It should be noted that above

In the single-color expenments of this work, the final the potential energy curve of the 0," ion, the 1 '1I1, state
photoionization step excites continua at considerably higher becomes a shape resonance in the c, ionization continuum.
energies than in the case of the 3so Rydberg states. Also the The curves, which are taken from Guberman, ' z differ from
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i n.1, curve shown. Thus, the theoretical calculations indi-
cate that the a. shape resonance will probably affect the
photoelectron spectra of all vibrational levels of the 4s-3d

V complex which have strong or continua.

The 1 .- and 1 '7. valence states should have mucho 2
it, ! 6 I less effect on the 4s-3d photoelectron spectra than in the cs

16 of the 3sa states. However, the photoionization of the 4s-3d
64 5states is beset by complications which do not affect the pho-

toionization of the 3sa states. There are a total of 62 valence

14 states resulting from the ground configuration oxygen in 'P,
> XtD, and 'S states and they all autoionize (i.e., go above the

13 - X 2r 2 O2 potential curve) at sufficiently small internuclear dis-
"2 u tance. Even if, as with Guberman,2 2 we discard those which

> 13u +  differ by more than two orbitals in addition to all singlet
" 1 . states (which may not be justified since some of our observed

- 1 3 \nlu levels may have significant singlet character), ten states re-
main. Of these, the ones which pass through the vibrational

2 3&u wave functions of Fig. 8 are shown in that figure and can
J plausibly be expected to affect the photoelectron spectra.

1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.s 3.0 Furthermore, while core excitation ofthe 3so Rydberg states
was shown to be Icry unlikely since it would require a spin-INTERNUCLEAR DISTANCE (a0) forbidden a nH. .-XV , transition, the photon energies

FIG 9. Potential energy curves for the vanous 0, valence states (including used in exciting the 4-3d Rydberg states arc exactly in the
the I 'l. shape resonance) which are expected to influence the photoelec- range for the allowed core-excitation A 2l1. .- X l, which
tror. spectra of the Rydherg states. Also shown is the ground stale O1 po- is a well known, although not very strong, transition (radia-
tential energy curve. Honzontal lines (with schematic vibrational wave tive lifetime = 0.69 .is,f = 0.001 36).' The effect of core ex-
functions) indicate the energies reached by the photon ionizing the u' = 0-3 citation (i.e., excitation to 4s-3d Rydberg states with an O
levels of the 4s-3d Rydberg states. A 1, core) will be negligibly weak for at least v = 0, due to

a very small Franck-Condon factor (=2X 10 - 4 ) in addi-
tion to the low oscillator strength. Larger values of the

other theoretical calculations2 ' 4 by < =oO.3 eV. In the case Franck-Condon factor ( i0 '-i0 2) for v = 1-3 make it
of the 3sa Rydberg states the final (continuum) energies posibie tnat core excitation plays a significant part in pro-
(i.e., three-photon energies) were 12.22, 12.57, 12.92, and moting Av#O transitions (since the decay of these core-ex-
13.26 eV for v = 0, 1, 2, and 3, respectively, and it is easily cited states occurs by configuration interaction and is gov-
seen that, at these energies, the valence states shown, espe- erned by the Franck-Condon factor between the
cially the 1 '1-, (shape resonance) and 1 3-Y states, have core-excited Rydberg state and the ground state of the O
very favorable Franck--Condon factors from a Rydberg state ion26 with its very different potential energy curve), but the
with a potential energy curve nearly identical with that of the low oscillator strength makes it unlikely that the effect will
02' ion. However, the transitions ( = 15.88, 16.23, 16.57, play a dominant role. In order to contribute significantly,
and 16.90 eV for u = 0, 1, 2, and 3, respectively) from 4s-3d these bound core-excited autoionizing states must have ap-
levels go to considerably higher energies as shown in Fig. 9. preciable widths so that the requirement for exact resonance
In this figure, the horizontal lines in the region = 16-17 eV is relaxed. They must also have sufficiently large autoioniza-
show the final energies reached from the 4s-3d Rydberg tion efficiency relative to predissociation. Some of these
states with v = 0-3. These lines are drawn to span the classi- states will be excited from the ground state of 02 by a single
cal (vertical) Franck-Condon region accessed by transition photon and these questions can be addressed by examination
from a Rydberg state with potential energy curve identical of that spectrum. The single-photon ionization efficiency
with that of the ion and qualitative vibrational wave func- curve 2 7 in the relevant region from 720-785 A shows a
tions are shown. wealth of broad autoionization structure, some of which al-

It is apparent that, at least for the 4s-3d Rydberg states most certainly belongs to the states of interest here. How-
with lower values of u, the 1 '1. and I 'I- states will be ever, assignment is practically impossible at present due to
much less important than for the 3scr Rydberg states. If the overlap with stronger series converging to many vibrational
position of the shape resonance Is actually shown by the levels of the a II,. and b 41 - states of the O + ion. This
I '1I. curve, its effect for v = 0 might also be expected to be great complexity is graphically illustrated by the Hel photo-
rather small. However, a calculation2

1 of the cross section electron spectrum.'
for 0, 3sa- kc photoionization at the internuclear dis- Two general statements can be made about the REMPI
tance R = 2.09 a, shows the maximum due to the shape res- photoelectron spectra. All vibrational levels of the band (L)
onance to be at = 7.2 eV with a width of = 2.6 eV as indicat- progression (Fig. 4) show little intensity in the Aov 0 transi-
ed in the figure, The variation of the resonance position with tions. The spectra of v' = 0 Rydberg states (see Fig. 3) are
internuclear distance sdhould run roughly parallel to the among those which have least intensity in Au #0 peaks, espe-
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ciady if one excludes progression (G) which probably over- tifled multiphoton dissociation process has been observed2 '
taps the v' = I level of the 3dcr Rydberg state as mentioned at 22.5.7 nm, i.e., the region between i'/ I and o' = 2 of the
ewbter. The first observation can be rationalized by our ten- 4s-3d spectra of Fig. 1.
twtive assignment of this progression 1,4d45 Rydberg state. In the second mechanism, 0O' ions produced by
In its photoaonizatior. there will be a propensity for REMPI may be photodissociated by a two-photon process.
,&= ± I and A.A =0, + 1. T".- core the a. contin-uum As mentioned earlier in connection with core excitation of
with its shape resonance will contribta only weakly to the the 4s-3d Rydberg states, the transition A 211 -X '211k is
total photoioinization cross section and this source of,&u~r0 known to occur in this region. However, in contrast to the
transitions will be absent. The second observation can be excitation of Rydberg states, the lines of which can be very
explained by noting that the core excitation will be negligi- broad due to autoioinization and predissociation, the lines in
ble, as is noted above, and any effects due to the R depen- this case are very sharp (radiative lifetime = 0.69 uis,
dence of the photoionization cross section (e.g., due to the f1= 0.001 36)' and exact resonance with a 4s-3d Rydberg
shape resonance) is minimized by the small amplitude of the transition is unlikely. Nevertheless, the one-photon near-
vibration. Quantitative explanation of the spectra will re- resonance condition could greatly enhance a two-photon
quire detailed calculations such as those earned out by dissociation process. We have measured theO0'/0,' ratio in
McKoy and his co-workers. However, in light of all the fac- this region and photoelectron specra show that we produce
tors mentioned above which make the Frarick-Condon prim- large amounts of 0, uv = 3 ions. The A 211l

ciple invalid, the observed photoelectron spectra are not at (v' = 17)-K 2fl (v-' 3) transition should appear in this
all surprising, region. However, the resulting data of Fig. 10 do not give any

support to this mechanism although the 0'/0,~ r4:io ap-
Production of 0' Ions pears to show other broad structure.

lit the present experiments, the structure in the wave- Evaluation of the mechanism could be advanced greatly
length dependence of the 0- intensity was qualitatively the by two-color experiments arid by measurements of the kinet-
same as that of the 0,. intensity. However, the ratio ic energy of the 0O' ions.

0'0'was found to vary considerably from one peak to
another. Some representative data is shown in Fig. 10. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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Anomalous line shapes in delayed optical-optical double resonance studies
of N 2a)
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Optical -optical double resonance (OODR) experi- a 1ll t= I level and several vibrational levels of the c, ' ,,
me;'ts using ionization detection on several short-lived vi- and c4 ' ,: Rydberg states. When the two pulses were over-
bronic levels of N, have reveaied an unexpected phenome- lapped in time, normal double resonance peaks were ob-
non of cfonsiderahle potential importance to this widely used served as sharp or power-broadened Lorentzian line shapes,
technique. In these pulsed-laser experiments, the first depending on the intensity of the probe pulse [see Figs. I(a)
(pump) laser populated the a 'II, 1, = I state, which is suf- and 1(b)]. V en the high-power probe pulse was delayed
fi(,i,-ntly long lived ( z 100 ps) to allow measurement with by = 13 ns, ,.ch ensured no significant temporal overlap
either a simultaneous or time-delayed second (probe) laser. with the pump pulse, those peaks that were readily power
The prohe laser was used to study transitions between the broadened, (specifically these corresponding to transitions
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delayed in time, the rising edge of the laser pulse is strong

enough to saturate the transition to the c, 'l., v = 2 state, .,. 2 " 2u i X ' ,

" '2 +' .  g- and yet is too weak to ionize this level at a significant rate.

R, The c 'I] , v, = 2 state decays to a nonionizing level ex-
tremely rapidly', and the entire population of the a '1lg,

P4) v., = I state is depleted before the probe pulse becomes strong
* enough to ionize the c, 'I1, v = 2 state efficiently. When the

014) probe laser is off resonant, the early part of the pulse cannot
"bleach away" the a v I stat, population, and the
signal is due to the intense central (in time) pa.t of the pulse

Ithat can photoionize the upper state at a rate faster than its
spnntaneous decay rate. When both lasers are overlapped in
time, the loss of population via the short-lived c3 'Ff, v = 2

z ~~~~state still occurs during the pulse. Howertepulio

of the pump state is constantly replenished by' the temporally
t . I

4) oxerlapped pump pulse, thus presenting complete bleach-
ing.

The proposed mechanism requires that the ,pper state
lifetime is significantly shorter than the probe pulse width.
In addition, the probe transition oil resonance must be so
strong that it is readily power broadened (ie., saturated) at

such low laser intensity that the photoinnization rate is con-
siderably smaller than the decay rate of the upper state. In

2P4) the case of N2, radiative decay is the dominant decay' chan-
nel, and the lifetimes of the c3 'It,, and c4' 11: states are

4 both about 1.0 ns.2 The necessity of the second requirement
is clearly illustrated by the fact that those peaks which could
not be power broadened under the conditions described in

..... ___i ig. ;,a; snu¢,., nu chage in pak mT-ap, ic,, tU prube
pulse was delayed. This difference in behavior is due to the

2 much smaller rate of the probe transition which in this case
FIG I Optical pt,_al double resonance peaks obtamied by pumping the only occurs in the high intensity part of the probe laser pulse.
t!o.photon S( 2) transition to the c e I level ofthe a 'It, state and probing However, the ionization rate during the intense part of the
the one-photon transmiion to the ce 2 level of the c, t1_ state of N. (a) pulse is so high that the molecules have no time to decay
LoN, probe las,-r po'wer (1 t0H/pule) and no delay between the two before they are ionized. The mechanism is further supported
pulses (b) High probe laser power ( zMO pJ/pulse) and no delay. (c)
High probe lier power t 100/J/pulse) but ,ith 13 ns delay. by the effect of the overlapped 355 nm radiation. This much

higher intensity pulse significantly increases the ionization
rate, which then effectively competes with the rapid radia-
tive decay of the c3 'H,, or c,'" 1 state. This is evidenced by

to c4' 'Y,' , v =- 0 and c, '11, u - 2) shoxued a pronounced the enormous increase of the overall signal as the dip is re-
central dip that appeared to go to the baseline [see Fig. moved at high 355 nm pulse energies.
1 (c) ]. In general, if a transition could not be power broad- Although the nec,.ssary fast decay is radiative in the
ened, there was no change in peak shape when the probe present case and in the helium experiment,' we point out
pulse was delayed. One such example was the transition to that, unlike atoms, molecules can decay rapidly to very poor-
the c,' '1: c -- 2 state. In addition, peaks corresponding to ly ionizing states by a number of additional processes Pre-
probe transitinns to states with lifetimes long compared with dissociation and other radiationless transitions (e.g , inter-
the duration ofthe probe lase, pulse do not exhibit such dips. system crossing and internal conversion) will be effective

lf, under strong dip conditions of Fig. 1(c), some 355 mechanisms if the bound-bound probe transition is very
nm light was introduced simultaneously with the probe strong and the ionizing transitioi, is relatively weak. Thus,
pulse, the dip decreased in magnitude. Increasing the inten- this dip phenomenon is expected to occur in many other
sit of the 355 rm pulse produced a further decrease in the molecular systems. One case invol, tng a state wtih previnus-
rel ttise site of the dip along with an enormous incrcase in ly jnknown lirtime has already been observed for the NO
the signal level. At high 355 nni pttlse energies the nortnal, molecule.3 In that case, the decay has been shown to be pre-
piwer-brioadened peak shape wkas recovered. dominantl.,, predissociative. The .rbsooa-nn of this phe-

[he appearance ofstrong dip tn Fig. 1 (c) car he easily nornenon readily places an upp:r himit on the lifetime of the
under,,tood in terms of a kinetc modcl which has h,.'n pro- probe state. Such limits are iftern dtfiicult to obtai using
posed to explain a stmilar effect een in the one-ct, reso- other techniques. Finally, it Ihould be noted that, in general,
nan t pht,oi tiation ofelectron-irtpact produced met asta- the anomalous line shapes of ioniztlon detected OODR
hie ;ttornit heliii ' When the pthe laser is res, :nmi and studies will not be observed in fl nr cccnce-delected 001))R
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Multiphoton ionization studies o'i NO: Spontaneous decay channels in the
(4pir)K 2 H(v= 2) Rydberg state

R. J. Miller,") Lepirig Li, Yumin Wang, William A. Chupka, and Steven 0. Colson
Sterling Chemistry Laboratory Yale University New Haven, Connecticut 06511

k Received 12 August 1988. accepted 5 October 1988)

Time-delayed optical double resonance multiphoton ionization (MPI) studies involving
i,4pr) K I (v -= 2) - ( 3sa)A 21 - ( = I ) -- .- X '[11(L 0) NO show dramatic loss of t he
ionization signal amplitudes on a time scale that is very short relative to the lifetime of the A
state. Frism direct comp ,r-ons of MPA' and lasc r induced fluorescence (LIE) dip temporal
profiles, it is concluded that loss of the signal amplitude results from inefficient ionization of
the K state. MPI temporal profiles. measured in a supersonic jet are identical with tihose
measured in a cell indicating that collisional effects are riot important. For delay times rs, 20
ns, ionization signals can be observed only at high probe laser intensities, The resultant spectra
exhibit marked power broadening and a pronounced dip appears in the center of each of the
p-'wer broadened resonances. T[he observed line shapes are rationalized in terms of the spatial
and temporal distributions of the probe laser field in conjunction with a dynamical competition
be-tweon pnotoioinization and spontaneous decay channels in the K state. Such arguments lead
to an upper bound on the K 2 11 (v = 2) lifetime of z ns. The short lifetime of K 'H (VL= 2) is
attributed to indirect heterogzeneous predissociation through the .4porM 21 state and/or to
homogeneous predissociation via the a 'I I comtin uum.

1. INTRODUCTiON process has been rigorously established in ceil experiments

Optical-optical double re-sonance multiphoto:; iorni~- using a time delay between the pump and probe pulses.'-"

lion (OODR-MvPli) spectroscopy nas proven to bcoa power- Indeeu, the E 2 'I - l) -A 'I- v" = 0) and
0) -- (ti = I ) tra.isitions hav bec%

ful ec~i~u fo th stuy o hih Rdbeg sttesof iatm- sed' to study the time dependence of rotationa' relaxation
c molecules. Pie double resonance approach )yclds the -ihnA' v 0 ; .- 15 nue vcliinnecessaryspecIa simplification in regions ofhigh density of wihnA 2 (v 0lJ 3.-.5iduebyclsos

- specra ogiwith NO, Ar. N2, and CH.
states and phozoionization detection prov'ides extreme sensi-
tivity and the ability to investigate nonradiative stts Ii In preparation for opt Ical-radio frequency--optical tri-

contrast to spectral s~mputflc,,tion achieved by rotational pie resonance experiments designed to establish the utility of

and .ibrational cooling within a supersonic expansion, the phototonization detection methods in the measurement of
,dout- esonncemetod alow prparaionof peciic o- tine structure and magnetic hyperfine structure parametu-rs

'rnvlevels over a wide range of internal energtes. Sys- of excited electronic states, a 30 ns delay was introduced
- between the pump and probe laser pulses."~ With this dela .

ttemratic %ariation of the prepared state provides for the thor- seta11~vnK' ' 2 . t"=I)wr b
Ough examination of congested spectral ! gions and tar tne sevdt hn-ra tiay!Tentalxpim tswe

nsestiqation of pert uri_. nons level by level. evdt hnedaaiall h nta xeiet xr
!n the casL Of nitric OX16e, theC (3-5u).4 , Rdb'-rz conducted On A'= 3 of the .40, = I ) state. Under the de-

"lae i aconenentan inerstiigintrmdiae tat_ ' _1 laved conditions the amplitude ot the M4PI spectrum was

A chosen ros bronic 1 :vel of the A ,late is populated by reo- drastically reduced. The N= 6 and 9 levels of the.A (vt = I )
fontiwophotn ~ ' sate the stare were also investigated. At these higher rotational 1ev-nan tw-phto~ .x..iiation of the A 1groundi~ stve Th e:s, K,[1(,) 2), is pe-turbed by F ,A(u= 3) such thatpumn laser. The probe laser is scayned thru) ih single-pho- bt li! 2 ~'u uI" 69 n

ton re',o'iances with the higher R\ .inx'g saeof interest
.vhich is .uh%,.quiert'/ ionized I'. absnrpt, _on of one oi mor F C.~ ' 3 .- 4 -~ r" 1, N" o.9) transitions are ob-

servable. Under the delayed conditions all signals nvol-;idditiona' photons !roni the total la.ser ield A plot of -he
ph_.toioniza'ion current as a function (if probe laser trequen- vingK 211 i t: 2) were again greatly reduced in amplitude:

c%. give-, i rotatii nally resolved excitation spectrumn (f the theE 'A(L C - 3 i -- A -' * (" - LA -Ax 91 signals remained
highr Rdbeg sate Suh e~ericris hve rovdedtht sharp and strong. These results cannot be rationalized by a
;irt oer'atinsg tanstios ivnit-icant lo)ss of the .4 state population during the delay

of sverl Rsber-Rvder ier~al. Such a Lonlecture is inconsistent with the known
n d it r e hn cl, ied t' . lI d t .o p e Iv th r ':. n4 lifetim c (it' (his sate, w ~ ith rie results of Ito and Co-

While '0R-P . ,prmini 'r, Inu I- workers' "described above. ind s 'ib the ohwers ,ations that
Pd~ ~ [ xit tile P1r and prheircna pidwwcf-pl in tie he I.'- It I ' gnai a1plitudes were undiiminished !'he

'2d fiscrte pnt' nediacirofhe ae i~em ',cipc :in ii icr reult ailso areues aj;ainst any, rationalization, such as

idiahati( todlowing it) he pump transition., i hal depen Is
(1~1 4i~'~S5harie Ps~~ '.ii.~. -'Ii r" *(4 pen ~usints'-differtl *' m~~ .~n ;- ~ ~he Ah

Avi n r'' state s, iwnpulated in dela',ed an, ' - ridlela,,ed eXpeTrmnt1s
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s '~--~- *~ -- !-l !xccf nvjta m'thgrounded tungsten vrid w~as removed. the flight
!.I "t : !:,, , 'rr't-,,r,-diDZ I ,;be w as m a intia ined a t 5 10 1Tarr, and the detector was a
c~YMenS\,' v. -re de- ICT'ej 'Ll I "- Fhorni EMI 9642/2B electron multiplier. In the current ex-

.~..' niA oaoln: perimenits. pure NO, at a stag' nation pressure of 30 psig. was
ncAa -. ' 'k ,c- rl ncuceu fIL. lscnc xpanded continuouslv through a 12.5 pam nozzle into the

Ir n~P I n-cm mai n ' ac uum k.chamber wkh ich vwas, mai ntained at 10 'Torr.
'.'-. t! i Ard cv Ehe laser Interaction region %kas approximately 5 mm down-

iniomc - -w, cwmtd w i timc streac from the nozzle.
71foce c Thc L, 'r ,_ystem consistedl of two independent, tunable

stimtt e .~ *-*i c. C laer l,..'tems rhe pum11p lser, that used to populate the
d,..~ e.j Ll'- tate, W.as a Lambda iPhysik 2002 dve laser (Coumarin

Cal lUl ]) I C'bI Ohe .77t0)f 1 j 1 e 44T~ ), Cl- H. Off ecited by, a Questek 2240 exciiner laser oper-
1ser I .. I : , , ' *ce.; tcpr I -:ca preeZ na.eand iht .ucd in XeC 1 8 nm). The probe laser, that used to stimu-

dynarmLcal PIP'l-l:". K ~ _ '' thu. a,-, re- late the K-A 2,1 ) transitions, was a Quanta-Ray PDL-l
3p~n~tle -.- c i' ~nadye laser tCoumnarin 450/CH IOH ) excited by the third har-

monic (_55 nmn from a Quanta-Ray DCR-2A Nd:YAG

if. EXPERhME?.iA. laser which was operated tn the long pulse) (z ns) mode. In
U * this configuration, the temporal relationship of the pump

~cC ecigein 'Ind probe dye laser pulses could be varied at will (see below
.-aijnonia Lf~~i, ine spatial overlap of the beams.

,usep- .~<-~ '-~-''r~c'~CQi ~ Tn pup i~Cf elisredpulse energies of z5 mi.-"hisl
fhc~ci ~namr *was attenuated a, necessary u-log a Clan-Taylor po-

mid7f 1s1 %\ls !ocUsed' onto the intiiaction region using a

~~~ml~~~~ 1- ma... . cle i h lens. Probe laser pulses of I miJ

trhe set :L _-)e. ~ .t~. e n 1amn "as not focused except as

axis Of the apaa> ''' -' . ne-:-IAhoSi .vis . IT, :il c\periments the I-nearly Ipolarized

tectot s w -rtmin- a a In.r' 1" ht T u1'nn an.Td prohe laser GearrscounterprOparaied through the
anges o ie oula Ni - interaction region with herelectric field vectors onented at

'The pht'ai1. hct' -sof the coaxial 'Kind right angles to one another.

aftr tatot~rrel It.co~se ' cntA detection elec- In certain of the molecular beam experiments, one addi-afterthatolffcrellit ational laser beam (532 nim was used to directly ionize the A'
trode 1/15 In 1-,en;'cnted within a
stainless steel vltrd 6. _2 i -' tong). The eico-. state population. This beam was derived from a Quanta-Ra%

ofth shild ke! ckl -IDCR- I I Nd:YAO laser and, when used, counterpropagated
of te sieldwete ~a...'ems'-i se te..Xra 1111th respect to the punmp laser beam.

al sctio b '.U~ * in rse.. All) timing sequences were controlled by a Stanford Re-
that :-har2-a !-r C 'aet' Interaetion in' ,ca I Sv-eri D 15dl pulst generator interface,, to

i 1I1 2 L sonmjt t Duriing time ,cans, t he del, a,
;~a-1 1j j. , 4. .2 em5 -1tertS'C es

in e ~~ at c".......-';'5;. -~ ' . ci -ented I!rt 7 ms, tter,. ils Data w as acenuired usii a

dL 7( Itt~ll 7 11 f! ', -,nix -1) ha nnc)ime digitizer itted vo h -

rHAi' mpll:( m ! ma Il. RESUJLTS

ci 2. ' . 'A - ~-~ v~ a Ft cure I simm)rart/es the '.arious stimulated and spoita-
Ce ~m-~ ,. - - .. : a-Yr m--ustr'm!isitions used In the experiments Figure 'A lIe:,

"anis Mi ! - C. r I -;c t r -t in\lia' t(2setut obltained in thc cell at a pressure It

I I.' -~-r') . ' . ' .' Ile '. Se r ul'c. rlpe in timle
id"' - . . . , - IA..:i Lict ''tipted t0 ies'naTn.-e Aith

- ' ' t . im f Ibm' ,l it tim I, n~'.!

I tni a n ' i% tnt 'lc hite raturc f crure -'H
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(3s5a)A2' - -v,= I.i T=3) k ,\
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FIG. 3 Decay curves illustrating the effect on the A state fluorescence it,-

X
2 (v-O) duced by probing P,, (J = 3.5) of K( = 2 ) -A v'L ,N ' = 3) at two

different delay times. The solid curve represents the best fit of ' convolution
of a Gaussian impulse function and a single exponential deca, *unction to

G I 5,chenac energy evel diagram summarizing the ,,aed and data obtained at negative delays The set of data points depicts the fluores-

,pontaneous transiiion5 used it the experiments cence profile obtained with - = 20 ns Pump: 0,(J" = 5 5) of

A(v' = IN' = 3) -- X(,,' = 0).

fluorescence and the amplitude of the MPI signal as a fun7-
tion of delay time 7between the pump and probe laser pulses. MPI responses: the initial portion of a fluorescence decay

Figure 3 illustrates the effect on the decay of the A state curve (Fig. 3, r = 20 ns) is directly compared to an MPI

fluorescence induced by prcbing P,(J ' = 3 5) of temporal profile obt3ined hy scanning the delay time in 2 ns

K 21I(v' = 2)- A 27+ (v' = 1,N* = 3) at negative and at increments. Each rotational branch of the K-A(2,1 ) spec-

positive delay times. (Negative time is defined by a condition trum was examined in turn and each manifested comparable

in which the probe laser pulse precedes the pump laser temporal dependencies.

pulse.) Figure 4 depicts temporal profiles of he LIF aasd A series of experiments was then conducted in the mo-

iF
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P11

R 2 1

Q2 FIG 2 Optical-optical double resonance

'MPI spectra illustrating the effect oi a time
2I A delay - between the pump and prole Loer

A A~~J Ipulses. A. 8, 3B 30 ns. Spectra were
measured n the cell at I Tort pore
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time ' and of the rate coefficient for quenching of
A(v = I) by ground state nitric oxide.' " ' 2° Loss of the
OODR-MPI signal clearly occurs on a time scale that is very
short relative to decay of the A state population.

The dip in the A (v = I ) fluorescence induced by excit-
A ing the various rotationai branches ofK-- 4(2,1 ) at - = 20

ns (Fig. 3) establishes that under the conditions of these
4 experiments the A state population can indeed be bleached.
Z 'B

Such fluorescence dips are readily detected at delays r > 50
ns. Direct comparison of a dipped fluorescence profile and
the temporal dependence of the MPI response (Fig. 4) dem-

3 90onstrates unambiguously that the K - A (2,1 ) transition can

T-AE (ns) be easily saturated at delay times that are long compared to
loss of the ionization signal. inspection of Fig. 4B indicates

FIG. 4. Temporai dependencies of the LiF and MPI responses measured in that the MPI temporal profile is nothing more than the con-
celt expenments at I Tort pure NO. A. Fluorescence decay, r = 20 ns .Zg volution of the pump and probe pulse widths. It is concluded
3). B: MPI. Pump: 0,.(J' = 5.5) of A(v' = I.N'= 3)-- -X(v' 0) h
Probe: P, (J = 3 5) of K(" 2) - A (.v = I.N' = 3). that ionization of the K state by the prooe laser field is highly

inefficient.
lecular beam apparatus. MPI temporal profiles measured Given this conclusion and assuming that the cross sec-
under the collision-free conditions of a supersonic jet expan- tion for the one-photon, bound-continuum transition is a
sion -ere indistinguishable from those measured in the cell slowly varying function of frequency over the domain of the
(Fig. 4B). Figure 5A shows an OODR-MPI spectrum ob- pu.. and probe fields kv, = 23 183 cm- ', v, = 22 455 to
tained in the beam apparatus with the laser pulses over- 22 520 cm i), one must physically rationalize the precipi-
lapped in time and in space. In this case, the pump laser was tous drop in the MPI signal amplitudes as the laser pulses
tuned to resonance with the P, + 0,,(J= 4.5) rotational just separate in time. Viewed from a different perspective, it
brarches of the two-photon A - -X( 1,0) band such that is equivalent to consider why the spectra become so strong
both the F, and F, spin components of A (v = I,N = 3) were when the laser pulses are overlapped in time. Although the
populated; as in all p :or experiments, the probe laser beam lifetime of the K state is unknown, these observations are
was not focused. This spectrum is again consistent with pre- consistent with the hypothesis that the K state undergoes
viously reported spectra.3 The spectrum reproduced in Fig. rapid decay, via spontaneous or collisionally induced pro-
5B was recorded under identical experimental conditions ex- cesses, provided either that the presence of the pump laser
cept tnat the intensity of the probe laser pulse was increased pulse serves to replenish the K state population, or that the
by focusing the beam onto the interaction region using a 300 higher intensity of the pump laser field merely affords an
mm nominal focal length lens. With the probe laser beam ionization rate that is sufficient to compete successfully with
focused, introduction of a delay time -" = 20 ns afforded the the decay process. The facts that pumping of the
spectrum illustrated in Figure 6A. Note the pronounced dip 4 -- X( 1,0) transition was maintained well below satura-
in the center of each of the power broadened K.-A (2,1) tioi, while theK-A (2,1) transition was saturated (Fig. 4A)
resonances. Figure 6B shows the spectrum observed when argue strongly against the former condition. Based upon the
ioni7'ng the K state population using an intense, 532 n above hypothesis, it was therefore expected that by increas-
pulse that was overlapped in time with the delayed, ing the intensity of the probe laser field the photoionization
probe laser pulse. rate would become more competitive with the decay rate
IV. DISCUSSION thereby enhancing the MPI spectral amplitudes observed at

delay times greater than the laser pulse widths.
Figure 2 illustrates the dramatic loss in the signal ampli- Figure 5 illustrates the effect of probe laser intensity on

tudes found in optical--optical double resonance multipho- the MPI spectrum measured in the molecular beam appara-
ton ionization experiments involving tus with the pump and probe laser pulses overlapped in time.
K'[l(v' -2)-A 2 (v= I) when the probe laser pulse At high probe laser intensity (Fig. 5B) the K -A (2,1 ) sig-
is delayed by r), 20 ns relative to the pump laser pulse. It was nals exhibit substantial power broadening and several addi-
conceivable that such observations could be associated with tional spectral features appear. These ne, features, labeled
an anomalously fast decay of the 4 state population, with a with an asterisk in the fig ire, are tentatively assigned to one-
diminished abi. itytostimulatetheK.-A(2,1 ) transitions, or photon transitions to the (3db)Frl(v = 3) Rydbrg state
with inefficient ionization of the K state by the probe laser These F-- .4(3.1 ) transitions presumably result from
field. Each of these potentialities was considered in turn K l (v. 2) - F 2A ( ' 3) - B -1 (v = 29,30)-

With the probe laser pulse precedi-ig the pump laser B' A(c 8,9) perturbations which are known' to occur at
pulse. the ,4 state fluorescence follows a single exponential salues ofJ,16.5. At high probe laser intensity, signals result-
decay curve (Fig. 3) giving a radiative lifetime for the ing from ionization of the K state levels are now readily ob-
A(u = I ) stateof115 + 5 nsat I Torr pure NO. Thisre-sult is served at delay tinies r. 50 ns. In allcases, a pronounced dip
in 2xcellent agreement with expectations based upon inde- occurs in the center of each of the power broadened
pendent measurements of the zero-pressure radiative life- K-.4 2,1) resonances (Fig. t)A
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Analogous dips in the ionization yield as a function of of these systems share the common feature that the ioniza-
laser frequency have been recently observed in multiphoton tion process is resonantly enhanced through an intermediate
ionization investigations of the 2 'S metastable state of helt- state that is subject to rapid decay. The mechanism by which
urm., of dense magnesium vapors,' of the a particular intermediate state decays may vary widely. For
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example, the 3 'P state of He and the c, [l, (v = 2) and shrinks accordingly. A more rigorous description of these
' " (L' = 0) Rydberg levels of N. undergo radiative de- effects that is based upon two dressed states coupled to a

cay,' while the 4pir '11;' (L = I) state of H, undergoes continuum and that satisfactorily reproduces the observed
predissociation. In he case of dense magnesium vapors, line shapes has been presented by Haberland, Oschwald, and

the 3s3p 'Pstate is involved in a collisional process leading to Broad.-'

the rapid formation oftheA '1." state of magnesium dimer This rationalization of the line shapes is predicated on

which subsequently predissociates to atomic levels that are the tacts that any real laser pulse has a finite rise time, and

not ionized. - Whatever the mechanism, the rate of deca of tha, the rate of photoionization is a function of the time

the intermealat,: ie ,ei must be comparable to itu rate of pho- , -epndc .,n.t" in::sitv, whereas the rate of decay ts inde-

toionization. pendent of that intensity. Such 3, explanation yiclds the ob-
Recall that dips in the centers of power broadened ioni- vious prediction that if a second laser field of sufficient inten-

zation signals are observed when the resonant intermediate sity is used to drive the ionization process, then the dips will

state (the K state in the current experiments) is populated by vanish leaving only the power broadened ionization profiles.

'and ionized by the same laser pulse. Under such conditions Such an experiment has been conducted in the case of the

the observed line shapes can be qualitatively understood in K(v = 2) state of NO using a very intense, 532 nm pulse

terms of the temporal and spatial distributions of the driving overlapped in time with the probe laser pulse. Figure 6B

laser field in conjunction with a dynamical competition clearly demonstrates that under these experimental condi-

between the photoionization and pertinent decay chan- tions no dips are observed in the ionization profiles.

nels.2' Two conditions must be satisfied for the observation Photoionization excitation spectra exhibiting dips in the

of such line shapes. The first condition is that the rate of centers of the power broadened K- A (2.1) resonances and

decay must be greater than or approximately equal to the the disappearance of these dips in the presence of a second,

inverse of the rise time of the laser field. The second condi- more intense ionization field strongly support the conclusion

tion is that, at the resonance condition, the cross section for that the K(v = 2) state of NO is subject to rapid decay. Esti-

the bou . 1-bound transition to the intermediate state must mates ot the rise time of the probe laser pulse lead to an upper
bemuch greater than thecross section for the bound--contin- bound on theK "liLv = 2) lifetime of -z 2 ns.
uum transition leading to photoions. At the resonance con-
dition the ratio of the cross sections is therefore such that the
rising edge of the laser field readily saturates the intermedi- B. Decay channels

ate level long before the field intensity is sufficient to ionize The mechanism by which the K(v = 2) state decays re-
that level. Given the first condition specified above, t;,ii situ- mains to be identified' Note that the only decay channels
ation allows ample time for the intermediate level t ) decay that need be considered are ones leading to low energy atom-
before it can be ionized. The result is a low ion yield, or dip, ic or molecular states that cannot be ionized under the condi-
at the resonant frequency of thc bound-bound transition. As ti-ns of these experiments. The possible channels include
the laser is detuned from the resonance condition, the cross collisional deactivation, radiative decay, and predissocia-
section governing population of the intermediate level de- tion. The observations that the MPI temporal dependencies
creases rapidly while the cross section for ionization remains measured in a supersonicjet expansion are identical to those
essentially constant: the ratio of the cross sections quickly measured in the cell and that the dips in the ionization pro-
approaches unity. The intermediate level is now populated files occur in molecular beam experiments preclude the im-
only when the field intensity approaches its maximum, be- portance of collisional deactivation of the K state popula-
coming sufficiently high to po :-- broaden the transition to tion.
compensate for the detuning. At such high intensities the No report of emission from the K state of NO has been
rate of ionization competes successfully with the rate of de- found in the literature. However, an estimate of the radiative
cay. The result is wings that reflect normal power broadened lifetime of this state can be made because the lifetime of a
line shapes. member of an (niA) Rydberg progression is, to good approx-

The effects of the spatial distribution of the laser field imation. directly proportional to the effective principal
are closely associated with those of the temporal distribu- quantum number n raised to the third power." - The radia-
tion. At the resonant frequency, the volume element sur- tive lifetime of the (4pir)K ,1 Rydberg state can therefore
rounding the focal point in which the field intensity is ade- be estimated from the experimentally measured radiative
quate to populate the intermediate level increases as the field lifetime of the (3pir) C -'I Rydberg state. For rotational lev-
amplitude increases with time. In this expanding volume ele- els below the threshold for predissociation (J3.5), the life-
ment. the field always becomes intense enough to populate time - 2x of C(u = 0) is 32 -- 5 ns. Using the quantum de-
the intermediate level well before it becomes intense enough fects reported by Miescher and Hither, ' one calculates the
to ionize that population. Once again there is ample time for radiative lifetime of the K state to be 100 ns. The short
the population to decay before it can be ionized. Thus the iifetime of the K(rt = 2) level cannot be attributed to radia-
region of space about the focal point contributes directly to tive decay.
the low ion yield observed at the resonant frequency of the -This conclusion is supported by experimental evidence.
bound-bound transition. As the laser is detuned from reso- Consider the dipped fluorescence decay profile illustrated in
nance, the field intensity required to populate the in'- medi- Fig. 3. Were the K state to undergo rapid radiative decay, it
ate level rises rapidly and the effectual interaction.. egion would be reasonable to expect that a significant fraction of
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the K state population would decay to the low vibrational fore be written explicitly in terms of the A doubling Av, (J)
levels of the A state. 0 The subsequent emissions from the A such that
state levels would certainly be detected as a secondary maxi- Av., (J)

mum in the fluorescence profile appearing just after the dip F, = F_. (3)

induced by excitation of the K state. No such secondary AE;;

maxima are observed. In fact, following the dip, the fluores- For H und's case (a). the hypothesis of pure precession gives

cence decay profiles do not deviate from a single exponential A.'1 ) qJ(J +- l), (4)
decay function having a time constant that is identical, with-

in experimental uncertaint', to the lifetime of the originally where the A doubling parameter q is defined by

pumped A(v = I) state. 2B,1(l± +)
By default, the short lifetime of the (4pir)K 21l(v = 2) q - (5)

level must be ascribed to predissociation. Each member of AE1
the (npir) Rydberg series is perturbed by the B 2'R valence
state1'4 such that those vibronic levels lying above the disso- in which B is the rotational constant and = is the orbital
ciation limit of the B state to N(CD) + O(3P) at z 71 630 angular momtntum quantum number. Using B.. = 2cm
cm are strongly predissociated.14 The K(v = 2) level lies I = I and AE = 373 cm -', Eq. (5) yields q = 0.043 cm -

well below this dissociation limit at 69 019 cm- ad there- (qo, =0.03539'. In absorption. the M(v 2) level of
fore does not undergo direct predissociation via the B state 1

4N'O is found to be diffuse. 4
'
1 lacking rotational struc-

continuum. While coupling of the K(v = 2) and ture. with F,,, , 5 to 10 cm - . For the range of
B(v = 29,30) vibronic levels 3 ' makes possible the exis- K(v = 2) rotational levels (J = 1.5 to 4.5) probed in these
tence of an indirect predissociation channel, this potential experiments, substitution of Eq. (4) into Eq. (3) affords

explanation is deemed unlikely because firm evidence for F, _ 2 to 30× 10- m - These level widths corre-
predissociation of the bound levels of the B state is lacking. spond to predissociation lifetimes0.21 given by (2rcf) - ', of

The weakness of the K(v = 2) couplings to the vibronic lev- the order of 2 to 0.2 ns.
els of the L 'Ii valence state'- argues against any significant While this indirect heterogeneous predissociation
indirect predissociation channel involving this valence state. mechanism predicts lifetimes that are consistent with the
Deliberation of the potential energy cit- 's "- ,fthe - xper ;mental observations, it must be noted that this channel
ironic states of NO yields no reasonable candidat.es for pe- caii ,,c-ount for only half of the observed dips: the M

troic tats o NOyieds o rasoabl cadiLite tu pr.- state can couple only to the 1H component of the K state.
dissociation of K(v = 2) by spin-conserving homogeneous saecncul nyt h opnn fteKsae
orydissociatn o 2bsioogeneous mechanFor example, this channel can rationalize the dip found in
or by direct heterogeneous mechanisms. 'eQ,+R 2 ln fteK- 21 P pcrm u o

Miescher and co-workers' 39 have shown that the heQ, +R, lineoftheK-A(2,1)MPIspectrum, butnot

(4pir)K 2 11 and (4p') M .4 states of NO constitute a p that found in the Q1, + R, 2 line (Fig. 6A). No 21- state is

complex satisfying the Van Vieck hypothesis of "pure available to provide an energetically feasible, analogous pre-

precession."' 2 This hypothesis assumes the "unique per- dissociation channel for the I - component of K(v = 2).

turber" approximation42" 43 such that the A doubling of the Some additional predissociation channel must also be

(npr) 211 state is a direct manifestation of the heterogeneous operative. The only remaining possibility is direct homoge-

perturbation of that state by the (npr) 21 member of the neous predissociation via the continuum of the a nH valence

complex. This situation is of significance because the M 27 + state. Weak predissociation of the (3pir) C 17 levels is attrib-
uted to the a '1- state.- 6 3 ' Thus, as in the discussion of the

levels are known to be strongly predissociated through the

repulsiveA .211 state.' 5" ' The applicability of the hypothe- radiative lifetime above, consideration of thc predissociative

sis of pure precession means that the effects of indirect heter- properies of the C state allows estimates of the predissocia-

ogeneous predissociation of the K 2I levels can be evaluated tive properties of the K state.

in terms of a simple system of two weakly interacting states. The onset of predisociation in the (3piC21 state oc-

Furthermore, the analysis requires knowledge of a minimal curs at v = 0,J= 3.5. At higher J, C(v = 0) predisrociates at
a measured rate 2 ' '"' of ;:- 1 0 s -'. For C(v = I ), a lifetime

number of observables: the M-X(2,0) linewidth in absorp- rs
tion, the rotational constant, and the energy separation 01 ,, <0. - ins has been reported.' 7 In absorption, the vibrational

the K(v = 2) and M(v = 2) levels, levels (v u 0 to 6) of the C state are sharp at a spectral reso-
Consider asystem of two eigenstates ) and " orre- lution of zO. 1cm -; yet emission from the v> I levels is not

spondingtothe (nrand npof ) membersofthe p complex" observed.26 (A low resolution emission spectrum of
The widths r ( in cm ad ) of the two levels are related by C(v = 1) has been recently reported in an experiment using

dispersed synchroton radiation as the excitation source."
F ; = (c r, , ( I ) This balance between sharp absorption features and unob-

where the coefF-'ent c,, describes mixing of the cigenstates., ser-able emi-ion; itoplies that the predissociation lifetimes
Perturbation theory expresses this mixing coefficien. as of all of these vibrational levels of the C f state fall within

the range of 0.5 to 5 x 10 'r s. The electronic part of the

c = HcJ/AE , (2) perturbation matrix element characterizing predis.:-ztation
scales as (n*)- "'. The potential energy curve of the "'H

where H, is the matrix element characterizing the interac- state is, however, not known with sufficient accuracy l-
tion and &E,, is the energy separation between the two dis- low reliable calculation of Franck--Condon integraL. ,xs-
crete eigenstates. The weighting term in Eq. ( 1 ) can there- suming that the Franck-Condoni factors for the K '11--a '1l
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Appendix 11

Origin of Slow Electron Generation in the 1+1 Photoionization

Process via thu (3so)A2E+(V=0) State of NO Molecules

William A. Chupka and Leping Li

Strrling Chemistry Labor-tory, Yale University

'New lvf6n, Connecticut 0:511
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In recent years many ma.rn' ye en mae of

-- otoclectron spectra producei 1y 1.. o .nto r, ionization of NO

to its Ryu'berg states as tn-e Lisnnt in term edia te. Since

acetilcurves of unperterbeci FHyterg states with a specific ion

-c re are very nearly identical wit ance of the bare ion, a v

e !,- leti on rule is generally exo-eo'ted to nold for t he ir

Or.~flzaion. Violation have oc.f- ioi iwiich can be attributed

oi perturbation of the Pydoerg 5tat e. Inr cases for which the

a erg st ate is phctoion ized r,' toctons , vio lations ha ve been-

,-n t o be djue to accidental esnLeS t the penultimate photon

-2n e rp-,y . However, one strong v z Ic~ ras teen f oundL whiJch

iov- yes single-phnoton ioniation, o* nperturbed Rydberg state,

v7e Y the (3sj)A2E+. v-0 state o-f N'-. ',-e photoelectron spectru7

'a enmeasured by ',1i 1ler An- 7oon and by Vlswanatnan,

.. V.oet A2nd staillyow

o .e onained 1+1 photoelectron oetavaAt(.)saeso

cn an t p e as corresponding tote a~ec!tel zv-O peak producing

in tne v -C level. in addition , a - ,.gnly comparable peak was

oheredwhich corresponded to odono of NO+ ion with V +=

-weth er with electrons of -IC <Iri ~~etic energy. Furthermore,

i- wavatnan. et al. observed that to (L -vC lectrons had an7

-Anwilar distribution which pek, i n toe direction of photon

;.. a'izion and was very weak ang les, i.e. approximately

-os is itribution expected f', rl-ooo ionization of an s

electron (if intermediate stalle aiigrnnent effect is negligible). in

contrast t ne slow e 1e c t r o r a. nearly is o t.rrp ic a n gula I r

distribution which was3 o Ite rv; i n Doth 2+2 as well as 1 1

iorilzation schemes Viswan:-:tri: ell- -I. also snow ed that even

rlf te rotational struc ture of to e A'-X transition of roomn

teo :ero Nra ) eytenIecl over T $oo,.e anon :ious slow elcotIrons

a-r tri~o'i nly over a .rrwe wvelength re ,icn cf

n .t .nrr r ne y c-) r icer' e~ a r vt ion a)r. s ro v id i r

Ior ev i'roce art ai r ~ 0) rolo z iriw s ttP i s i nv oIv e;

* ,,I 6Z tr v 73 o s. -rr, t o be ae t--



" ,1ntlfy such a state. it is tre purpose of this pappr to identify

c state and show that it's dec. y _haracterlstics can explain the

_jser vations.

, cow present evidence t, a' t.e , v-7 Rydterg state is

's'onsible for the observed - 'ectrons in the 1-1 REMPI

ss via the 3so, v-0 state. ' positiun of this level has not

reported but can be est. accurately in che following

c a,,r. The 3po, v-2 level < Ler reporte 3 to Ie t 77,333

C t h ha3S also been see, the single-photon ionization

.pectrJm Qo' 7et-cooled NOC).><r such a hign principle quantum

bev, th' vibrational intervu.. o .4ill be given accurately (except
or small perturbations) by e ntervfils for the ion. These

intr'vais are also given in Tat. of ref.. The energy interval

;, 'en v,.-2 and v,-7 is giver, ' ,,'9 c 1 w~hict, -hir added to

.3 cm , gives tre positi., 8pc,v-T as PS,0cm . This

.i, hivided by 2, correspr_:; : a one-photon -,'elingth of

-nm. The wavelength given .. er er ces I and Z ,s 7> .2nm.

riie the close agreenent is -r 3tifylng, we rist cnre3ider other

:5sikbities as well. We have ', !;owed te anove pr's(,'Iption for
-s,pd and f Rydberg states orted in ref.3 and t-nj 7o other

core wir i close drou:t I
, state with e core wnicrn is tie eou ' i1. energy to

c,(ount for the slow electron gz-e:oerat'on at. 226.2nm.

......r oossibility that shoulu be considered is core-excitation

to the 3so Rydberg state f -- C seriec convrging .. o the a3 E+

sitate of the NO+ ion. Some stru,><:,re which might be -.itt.ributed to

tr.is state has been observed .y Reese and Rosenstock " . However,

-ie e ergy corresponding to two 226.2nm photons fals in a valley

b,t:een observed structure. Also the core excitation is spin-

forbidden, and the resulting autoicnization by configuration

interaction will yield a broad 5  photoelectron vibrational

distributiun totally uuullke tIat observed. Thus this possibility

can be excluded.

a a i I I I I I



Three more ractors must be addressed successfully in order t~o

support the above identification: (1) The autoionizatiol must favor

strongly the p -roduction of tne v.,-6 state of' the ion; (2) the
inestyo e lwelcrnpeak must be expiained in light of

tne very sma>. Franck-Gondon factor for the 3so,v-O -+ 8pa,v-7

transition; t- -ne nearly iscotropic angular distribution must be

explained1. We aduress these in. turn.

it is not Fi'-iclent to ascrible glibly the production of v+-6

ionIs to Vibrational autojonization With its strong Av--1 propensity

ruile. The reason for caution derives from the fact that the npmT

Hiydlrecrgs are -;e'! known to be predissociated strongly and to be

su.tject to p-edissociation-induced autoionlzation 7  to which the

,'v=-1 propensitv rule does not apply. The degree of predissociation

of hehigr:--r autoionizing npa states is not known, but will

o irely becomu iro t sufectyhigh values of n ar.d N (total

,vngular Tm-eo,.Tu excluling e- etron and nuclear spins) due to

Z-uncoupling 3!in cons3equent mixing with the npwr state of the same

n and V'. .> t -uncoupled levels will then decrease in

autoionization ,,fficiercy and )e subject to predissociation-induced
autionzaior ~ir~inceasngfraction of Av A 0 transitions.

We f- estimate the mixing of 8po with 8pim due to 9t-uncoupling.

Since tn ese states well satisfy the conditions Of' "pure

preceson"' we calculate ',he A-doubl in g parameter q -

2B2Z (Z + I)I/ \ C).4 cm- using the value v Z~ 40 cm- 1 from
Table 2.3 of re..We then estimate the contribution, Ar8 0  to

the decay width of the 8pa state due to the perturbation by the

8piT state Using 3simple two-state perturbation treatment as:

The ratio Is pr /Fp PVis given, ii Table I from Wich it is seen

mrat strong mixing occurs for N>3. This is supported by the

observed line n-, acing and wldt-ns shown in Fig. 1 whicn irn a section



of the single photon ionization spectrum of rotationally cold NO. 4

it is readily seen that the N-2 peak of the Spa, v-2 state is

-significantly bruaderieu bV interaction with the nearby 8pr, v-2

state (the same situation should hold for thle 8pa, v-8 state as

well'), in contrast, the 9so, v-2 peaks show no sign op rroacenimg

since there is no stror, interaction with a predissociaoing state.

4e note that a careful examination of thig figure sl-c(_ s that --he

effective rotational constant, B, is slightly larger thnan tlba:, 0:

the ion for the Spa state due t o the X-doubling, while thuit of tne

9sa state is somewhat smaller, due to interaction -1-i the cc

state.9 For larger values of' N we can expect increasing raioe of'

predissoclation, strongly decreasing autoionization efficiency anc

the weak emergence of AvAG in addition to the Av A -1 transitions.

However, we note that tne slow electron phenomenon is due to tne

lowest values -of N 311nce the experiment of Miller and Compto

was carried out on f.upersonic jet-cooled NO molecu,-les nearly

exclusively in th-e lowest rotatic.ial state and tne expe-i-ments of

Viswaratnan et al2were carried out at the same wavelength region

near 226.2nm. Therefocre we need not be concerned w it n

predlissro'iation by mixing witn the 8pT state.

The Spaj state may be homoweneouisly predissociated tn,-rr,

be subject to predissociarion-induceu autoionization. Alithough troe

8 pa state is probably significantly predissoci -.ed, w snow tha.

tre amount of predissociation- indluced autolonization is niegligiblle

compared with purely 'vibrational autoionization. First we estima!tc_

tne rate of vibration ii autoionization of' the t~j v'7- zate. For

this purpose we need th e value of ud~ /dR, i e. 'ne '_:!vati,-e o'

the nPc3 quantum. def+ -t as a function of i'n~'~ istance.

'7
fiustl-Suzor andJ _Jnge:r hav e stimated the val ie of ts 7,uantity
for trne nP7 stiteS sI givo--n d6 I /dR c.. a cn b

2ert--in r t tone v,,Ii> for tone nco states iill. finii ant];v

larger t ha n t h is vae !ue to the fact ) '0 I 1 g fro"-

n c, ..arate'dPcl atoms toc anted, t r. c pnr i c r ;itI mer

I~C y un it y f or 'K;ut'mis ucra-- F ', -T' P

0 (z



'; ', p.329 of ref.5). In tne case of H 2  it is larger by a

factor of -5. We note that direct estimation of this quantity using

2o (9) of ref.7 together with the abulated 1 2 value of the

rr2tir.aI constant, Be, for the (3po)D2E+ state of NO would yield

an incorrectly small value for d5 /dR , since this state is

sat Yr'y zer Lurbed ,y the A' valence state giving it a rotational

4no- Lt anomalously near that of the ion. The appropriate

e rt-urced value is presently not available. We also note that

value of c a /dE for H2 is -O.1 (a0u. (or 0.3 A1 ) and we

c t ex.Pect it to be much larger for NO. Therefore we use a

v e of 0.' a.u.) - I or 0.30 A- 
. which cannot be in error by

7,- --:an a factor of about one and a half.

'ate of •it-rational autoionization my be calculated by

- ,-as given in references 1C and ',

n r: vv,2 -1 (2

d 6

dR

-r'e!y hcrmonic oscillator

VSIT 2 WCW IR

;r v - -at, I.e. .r. re state v decays to t'e c',"7tru -,, I - ,

- n i E . : s-pLifies to

A1

I 7. I ingN re nini m m mmla Il I



where MR is the reduced mass In atomic mass units (e.g. 7.467 for

NO) and the quantum defect is -0.66 for npa and -0.75 for np. 1 3

Using Eq.(3), we calculate the vitrational autoionization width to

be 2.1 cm - 1 for 8pa, v-7. It is also of interest to calculate the

vibrational autoionization width for the 8pa v-2 state which has

been observed in absorption 4 as well as in single photon

ionization of a jet-cooled NO molecular beam . Using Eq.(3) a-. the

parameters given above we calculate r - o.6 cm- 1 . The observed

width has been given as %1 cm- 1 (see Table 3 of ref.14) and this

is in agreement with the peak widths shown in Fig.1. Therefore we

conclude that a significant fraction of the width is due to

vibrational autolonlzation.

We now estimate the extent of predissociation of the 8pain v-2

state. We can make a crude estimate by comparing the integrated

intensity of the 8pa, v=2 peaks from the Fig.1 with the intensity

of the .po, v-2 continuum (i.e. the continuum to which the npa, v-2

series converges), since they are related by the condition of

continuity of oscillator strength. The intensity of the kpa, v-2

continuum may be estimated as follows. The continuum shown in

Fig.' consists of v-O and v-1 continua of all partial waves. From

Franck-Condon factors for photoionization (see p.28 of ref.15), the

v-2 (all partial waves) is about 0.56 of the sum of v-0 and I

continua (i.e. the continuum of Fig.1). Furthermore, the kpa

absorption cross section relative to the total absorption cross

section for all partial waves for high Rydberg states (and hence

adjoining continuum) is estimated to be 21 % (Table V of ref.7).

Thus the intensity of the kpa, v-2 continuum is estimated to be

-0.56x0.21 - 0.12 of the continuum of Fig.1. If the 8pa, v-2 peaks

of Fig.1 represented 100% autoionization (i.e. corresponded exactly

with absorption) their integrated intensity should be approximately

equal to the hypothetical intensity of the kpa, v-2 continuum

Integrated from n-7.5 to n-8.5. The latter integration was derived

from Fig.1 of ref.4 using the factor 0.12 estimated above. This
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procedure yields the estimate that the 8pa, v-2 band of Fig.1 is

low in intensity by a factor of four or so, i.e. the autolonization

efficiency is -25 % and the predissociation rate is -3 times

greater than that of autoionization, Thus yielding a total width of

about 4x0.6-2.4 cm- 1 with an error of about a factor of two, still

in reasonable agreement with the crude estimates of 1 1 cm I. The

same procedure applied to the 9po, v-2 and 10po, v-2 states (data

of Fig.1 of ref.4) yields autoionization efficiencies of about 10%

and 25 1, respectively.

It is also of import.ncr tn czmpere th:z c1daacceristics oi ttle

8pr, v-2 and 8po, v-2 bands of Figure l. From experimental

absorption spectra (see Table V of ref.7) the ratio of relative

absorption cross sections, o(pm)/o(po), is estimated to be - 45/21

-2.1. A comparison of the integrated intensities of the bands of

Fig.1 yields the ratio 8pn/8po -0.15. Therefore we estimate that

the autoionization efficiency of the 8pi, v-2 state is only

-0.25x0.15 - 0.04. From similar examination of npir states which

can autoionize with 6v--1, we conclude that the autoionization

efficiency is generally -0.1 or less, i.e. he "survival factor" for

predissociation is > 90 %. Most of this autoionization is

predissociatlon induced and will be spread over the entire

photoelectron spectrum. We now show that only a minor part of

photoelectron spectrum produced by autoionization of npa, v-7 will

be due to predissociation-induced autoionization.

While the electronic contribution to the rate of autoionization

and pred1ssociation both scale as (n*)" 3, the Franck-Condon factor

for predissociation has no simple behavior with either n or v. A

review of reported widths of npo states with n>4 and v-0 - 5

shows them to be in the range of I to 3 cm - I and we can assume

that the predissociation width of npo, v-7 will be in that range,

if no other predissociating state becomes effective. However, as

can be ceen from Eq.(3) the vibrational autoionization rate

increases linearly with v, so that the autoionization width
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calculated above is 2.1 cm 1  Therefore we estimate that

predissoclation and autionization rates are comparable giving a
-'4

total decay width of - 4 cm . The predissociatlon can be expected

to yield < 10% predissociation-induced autoionization spread over

the photoelectron spectrum (v+-O to 6) while the vibrational

autolonlzatlon is expected to yield > 90% yield of slow electrons

and v,-6 ions. Thus the v,-1 - 5 photoelectron peaks are expected

to be at most several percent of the intensity of the v+-6 (slow

electron) peak. The experimental results are in accord with this

estimate.

The remaining aspect to be considered is the magnitude of the

very small Franck-Condon factor to be expected for the A, v-0 -

8po, v-7 transition. We can readily estimate the order of

magnitude required to explain the intensity of the slow-electrons

relative to the fast ones. First we estimate this relative

intensity. The most reliable data are those of Vswanathan et al. 2

who used a time-of-flight photoelectron spectrometer. We integrate

the peaks shown in their Fig.3D which shows the spectrum taken

with laser polarization parallel to the electron flight direction

and with an accelecating potential of -9 Volts. This insures

practically complete collection of slow electrons and nearly

complete collection of fast ones, as iA indicated by the fact that

the fast "turn-around" peak has an area very nearly equal to that

of the forward fast peak in spite of the fact that the former will

have consicerably lower collection efficiency due to loss of

electrons with considerable perpendicular component of velocity.

We find the ratio slow/fast to be -0.20 wnlch is certainly an

upper limit and should not be in error by more than 20 % or so.

However, the experimental conditions of Milic' and Compton are

closer to ours, i.e. they used rotationally cold NO while

Viswanatnan eL al. used roci: temperature NO and the latter data

mdy include transitions from higher rotational stato which would

mu, ctj4 ogly predissociated, thus lowering this ratio from the
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value -1.0 obtained from the data of 2 for this ratio.

We now estimate the relative cross sections for direct ionization

of the 3so state and for electronic excitation (i.e. without

Franck-Condon) of the 8pO state with dec;y width, as discussed

above, of -4 cm -1 . The oscillator strength of the transition D,3oo
16

A,3so was measured by Wray to be 0.18 and calculated by

Gallusser and Dressler 17 to be 0.30. We take it to oe 0.25. Using

the well-known (n ) 3 -depenjence of oscillator strength, we obtain

the oscillator strength of the transition A,3so - 8pa to be f -

0.25(2.737/7.66) 3 = ,.011. We then calculate the average cross-

section for absorption over the 4 cm -  broad line by 18

Tre 2h df df
0 - - = 1.098101 6 cm2 eV - . (4)

mc CE dE

We take df/dE = O.C11/(5.0xl0 - 4 eV) = 22 (eV) - , and get a -

1.098x10- 1 6 x22 = 2.4xi0 - 2 5 cm 2 for absorption and about half that

for ionization. This cross section is approximately 102 - 103 times

greater than that expected for direct photolonization of the A

state. Thus a Franck-Condon factor of the order of 10- 3 or

somewhat greater would suffice ti >,:_-'ain the intensity of the

low-energy electrons.

A FrancK-Condon factor on the order of 10 - 3 requires some

justification. The molecular parameters of trn A,3so state are

virtually identical with those of the ion (we = 2374.3 and 2376.4

cm-  respectively; B. = 1.9965 and 1.99727 cm respectively) so

that Lite Frnck-rondon fact.or between v=O and 7 is many orders of

magnitude smaller than 10- 
. However, Lhe F:-pi. - rce-CoTndon

approximation is certainly not appropriate in this case, as we now

show.

If we assume that thr- Born-Oppenheimer approximation is valid (an
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assumption to be discussed later), the t.ransition amplitude for a

particular vibrational channel vi 4 vf is given by

D(v f,v 1 ) ' 'v (R) + D (R) Xv (R ) dR , ( )

f i

where x(R) is a vibrational wave function and D(R) is the R-

oependent dipole amplitude where R is the internuclear distance.

The Franck-Czondon approximation consists of assuming that D(R) is

independent of R. While this approximation is often fairly accurate

for vibrational transition probabilities which are significant

fractions of the total electronic transition probability, it shiould

always be suspect for such small values (<O13 ) as we consider

here (and also for large values of both vibrational quantum

numbers for which the wave functions extend over a considerable

range of internuclear distance).

Of particular relevance to the present discussion is the set of

potential curves shown in Fig.2. All the curves bDut one (the A'

curve labelled "Michels") are adapted from Fig.1 of a paper by

Bardsley 2 0 on dissociatiove recombination of electrons with NO+

ions. The curve for NO is accurately known from extensive
21

vibration-rotation spectra. The remaining curves are those of

excited valence states of NO. All but A' are bound states with

ooserved vibrational levels. The B and B'states are particularly

accurately characterized, the L and I states somewhat less so.

However, the position of the purely repulsive A' state is

inferred 2 2 only from its presumed perturbation and predissoclation

of other states and is very uncertain. Its location will have a

very significant cffect on photoelectron spectra and we argue here

that it is situated about 3 eV higher than given in Bardsley's

paper ana is more ilkely located near the curve labelled

A' (Michels).
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The A' state is unique among the valence states shown in another

respect. It's configuration 2 3  ".(3g) 2 (1 r u *) 4 3u * differs from

those of the Rydberg states (and adjoining continuum),

""(3c ) 2( u ) 4(nUA), by one orbital only (The u and g symmetries

are approximate only). Therefore above the NO" curve it exists

only as a shape resonance 2 4 in the o continuum. It is in fact the

same orbital responsible for the well known shape resonances in

N2
2 5 , CO2 6 and 022729

The position of this shape resonance at the equilibrium

internuclear distance of NO In its ground state has been

calculated by Smith et al.30 and probably observed experimentally

by Southworth et al. 3 1 and both determinations are shown by the

vertical bars in Fig.2. This position for the shape resonance is

supported by the calculated potential curves of Michels 2 3 . His

calculated curves for the B, B', L and I valence states are in good

agreement with the curves of Gallusser and Dressier used by

Bardsley, and shown in Fig.2, except for the A' state which he

calculates to be about 3 eV higher. Tn Fig.2, we show Michel's

A'state curves as measured from his plotted curves slightly

extrapolated. The error in transferring this curve from his small

scale figure is less then ±0. eV. Nevertheless it is seen to be in

good agreement with the calculation of Smith et al. and the data

of Southworth et al., and in gross disagreement with the curve

used by Bardsley.

There are several important consequences of moving the A' curve

to the position calculated by Michels. Firstly, the cross section

for dissociative recombination of the -2 state of NO + as

calculated by Bardsley seems too large by a factor of -2 (see his

Table 1). Secondly, the higher position of the shape resonance

explains why the 1+1 photoelectron spectrum of Viswanathan et al.

at wa;.,, Lgths in the region of 226 nm, except for the very narrow

resonance at 226.2 nm, shows no detectable Av A 0 transitions and

on the narrow resonance shows only [v - 0 and Av - 6 peaks, as
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does the spectrum of Miller and Compton. The two photon energy is

about 11.0 eV which would place it near the center of the shape

resonance accoraing to Bardsley's curve. This would result in

sifnlificant intensity of Av A 0 transitions but cannot be directly

responsible for the relatively intense slow (AV-O) peak. This

follows from the theory 2 4 which has been successful in predicting

vibrational distributions resulting from the effects of shape

resonances. Since these resonances are generally much broader tan

vibrational spacings, it is appropriate to -se an adiabatic

approximation which consists of* using equation(5) w1th a R-

dependent transition moment. The variation of t is moment over the

relevant range of R is usually sufficiently slow that a Taylor

series expansion about the equilibrium value of R is justified,

with the first few terms of most significance. If harmoitic

oscillator wave functions are used, it is easily seen that

transitions with Av - n come only from terms of the power n and

greater. An example of an unusually strong effect of a shape

resonance is that of 02. The accurate calculations of Stephens et

al. 29 for 6v A 0 processes show a monotonic decrease in intensity

as AvJ increases from zero. No such transitions are seen in

1,2either experiments '
2 , strongly supporting the absence of the A'

shape resonance at the lower energy.

While the A' shape resonance is very probably too high in energy

to play a direct part in the photoionization process considered

here, it can play an indirect pa.- since it certainly affects the

potential curves of high-ri eYc u states in the region of R where

it drops below the NO + curve (see Fig 1 of ref. 19), thereby

affecting Franck-Condon factor- by breaking the near-orthogonality

of the Rydberg and ion vibrational wave runctions for high values

of v in the neighborhood of 7. (It could :Riso lead to small snifts

in energy levels as well, of course, making our excellent

agreement with the udlclatcd position of the 8po, v=7 level

fortuitous)
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Another source of an ennanced Franck-Condon factor for v-7 is the

presence of the other valence states of Fig.2, especially the I and

B states. While the transition moment for their excitation from

the A,3so state is very small since the transition is

configurationally forbidden (which would require a "twc-electron

jump"), they will be effective (see p.1490 of ref.19) since they

interact with the a and iT ionization continua respectively with

fixed-nuclei widths of 0.048 eV and 0.074 eV, respectively. 2 0 ' 2 2 At

a fixed internuclear distance those states would manifest

themselves as Fano-type resonances with q-0 ("window-resonances")

in the ionization continua with which they interact, the position

of the resonance being R-dependent. Since the autoionization widths

of those resonances are much smaller than vibrational intervals,

they will lead predominantly to predissociation and a minor

fraction of autoionization spread over all energetically allowed

vibrational levels of the photoelectron spectrum as in the case of

H2 * 19,32 The predissociation will also lead to population of any

high n and v Rydberg states whose decay widths include the photon

energy used, specifically the 8pa,v=7 state but also any other

state of lower n and higher v in this energy range. All such

states will decay by vibrational autoionization (in addition to

predissociation) predominantly witn v- minimum, yielding the slow

electron peak.

The quantification of the effective Franck-Condon factor for the

production of the v -6 "slow electron" peak is not readily

accomplished and this remains the only weak part of our

explanation. Nevertheless the above considerations at least make

plausible the required factor of --l - 3

The nearly isotropic 3ngular distribution of the slow electrons

remains to be rationalized. Tne fast electrons h3ve a nearly COs2e

distribution as is expected for photoionization of the 3so electron

into a p partial wave nearly exclusively (i.e. the asymmetry

parameter 34, b-2). Any type of resonance in which the outgoing
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zlectron is temporarily trapped so that it maKes many "oolllsio-s"

with the ion core will lead to enhanced angular momentum

exchange. In our case this will lead to decrease of the value of 6

toward the isotropic value of B-0. This general trend has been

confirmed theoretically and experimentally many times. 24

While the angular distribution of electrons detached from a p

orbital in a negative ion should be isotropic 33 at threKiold d.e to

suppression of the d-wave relative to the s-wave by an angular
18

momentum barrier, such a barrier does not exist for pure Coulomb

field. However, a shielded Coulomb field as in a many electron

atom or molecule can nave such an effective barrier and direct

photoionization of a p electron or ohctcionization v ia an

intermediate resonance in which core-scattering can lead to s-

waves, one can expect the jominarce of s-waves at threshold and

hence an isotropic distribution. This is nicely illustrated by a

calculation by Berry 3 4 (see his Fig.5) which shows the s-wave

dominating overwhelmingly for the first 0.7 eV above threshold in

a model calculation of vibrational autoionization by dipole and

quadrupole Interaction leading to s,p and d outgoing waves from an

initially bound p electron. It is of interest to examine the

scattering process by which the 8pa electron is scattered into an

s-wave so efficiently. Normally this requires a large variation of

ion core dipole moment as a function of internuclear distance R.

The dipole moment of NO + has been calculated 3 5 (referred to the

center of mass) to be 0.72 Debye at Re and to vary approximately

linearly with internuclear distance with dD/dR-3.4 Debye/A. It is

interesting to note that in Berry's calculation, he used a value

dD/dR-1.4 Debye/A and found the autoionization rate of s partial

wave is about 80 times larger than that of the d partial waves

near threshold energies (less than 0.7eV). Therefore the very large

value of 3.4 Debye/A of NO+ not only rationalize "Z-mixing" in the

resonant autoionizatlon state but also suggest that a significant

part of the vibrational autojonization may be attributed to the

long range interaction between 8pa Rydberg electron and the
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oscillating dipole moment of NO+ ion core.
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Figure Captions

Fig.1 - One photon ionization spectrum of cold NO showing N-C, I

and 2 lines of 8 po, v-2 and the strongly predissociated 8pn, v-2.

Note evidence of interaction by pure precession leading to visible

broadening of the N-2 li-ie.

Fig.2 - Potential curves of excited valence states of NO and of

the ground state NO ion. Note that the A' state becomes a shape

resonance above the NO+ curve. Experimental evidence suggests that

the higher energy A' curve is the correct one.
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Appendix 12

Photoelectron Spectrum of the E state of 0 2

William A. Chupka and Leping LI

Sterling Chemistry Labordtory, Yale University

New Haven, Connecticut 06511

Abstract

It is argued that the photoelectron spectrum of the mixed Rydberg-

vale nce E state of 02 as measureu by Miller et al [J. Chem. Phys.

88, 2972(1988)] is better described by the method given in that

paper than by the calculational method given recently by Wang et

al [J. Chem. Phys. 89, 4654(1988)], since the latter method treats

the overall three-photon process as coherent whereas experimental

evidence indicates that the last step, in this and most other

cases, is uncoupled from the excitation process.
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Photoionization and photoelectron spectroscopy of Rydborg states

nas proved to be a valuable tool for investigating the properties

of the Rydberg states and their photoionization continua as well

as for the preparation of ions in specific rovibronic states. The

simple application of the Franck-Condon principle to the

photnionization of unperturbed single-configuration Rydberg states

yields the prediction that the vibronic state of the ion core will

be preserved and a number of such cases are known experimentally.

However a growing number of casEs exist for which strong

violations of this propensity rule occur. An analysis of reasons

for such violations has been given in tErms of unusual features in

the ionization continua, such as shape and core-excited resonances.

it has also been shown1 that the photoelectron spectrum can also

be a sensitive indication of perturbations of the Rydberg state.

PReccntly an extreme case of such a perturbation has been studied

for the 02 molecule2 . The E u - state has bpen described as formed

by the very strongly avoided crossing of the B3 u valence state

(upper state of the Schumann-Runge bands) with the 3P 7 3
Eu -

Rydberg state. The three-photon resonant, four-photon ionization

spectrum of the v=O level of this state shows that the peak

corresponding to the formation of the v=O state of the ion is a

minor onc comprising -10% of the total intensity. The observed

photoelectron distribution was qualitatively explained by an

approximate method which considered the overlap integrals of the

v=0 vibrational wave function of the calculated adiabatic E state

potential curve and those of the ion, weighted by the fraction of

Rydberg character of the E state as a function of internuclear

distance, since photoionizatlon of the valence state is

configurationally forbidden. Recently Wang et al 4 5 have obtained

both adiabatic and diabatic potential curves for the E and B states

by modelling the observed photoabsorptlon cross-section to high

precision using a coupled Schrodinger equation method 6 and by

comparing calculated with measured isotope effects. They consider

their potential curves to be superior to previously calculated

ones which are similar but have significant differences. Using
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their potntial clirves they calculated the photoelectron spectrum

in two ways. The first method, suggested by Miller et a! 2 and

which Wang et al consider too crude an approximation, used the v=O

vibrational wave function of the uncoupled adiabatic E3 Zu-

potential. The second, which they consider far more appropriate,

used the Rydberg solution of the diabatic coupled Schrodinger

equations in th. overlap integral with ion vibrational wave

functions. Both methods reproduce the general trend of the

observed spectrum but the method of Wang et al produced somewhat

better overall agreement with experiment.

While the latter method would be appropriate for certain

experiments and represents an important step toward the proper

treatment of the MPI expe,-iments, it is suggested here that it

suffers from an approximation which makes it less valid than the

first method for t1 he experiment in question. The method of Wang et

al depends on the assumption that the overall multiphoton

ionization process is coherent, i.e. that the amplitude for

production of a specific final state, f, of the ionization

continuum from the initial state i, is proportional to the usual 7

fourth rank tensor element

Ej, k <flwl >< lwlk><klwlj><jlwli>

with appropriate photon permutations and energy denominators,

where p is the function of Wang et al and all other states i,j,k,

and f are stationary states. However, for experiments of the type

of Miller et al, all experimental evidence 8 indicates that the

ionization step is not coherent, i.e. a real population of the

resonant. stationary state is created and then photoionizated over

a time determined by the photoionization cross section of the

resonant state and the laser intensity and describable by a rate

equation. In fact researchers9-11 have succ ssfully used rate

equations to model the competition between predissociatlon and

photolonization in order to determine rel ative predissociatlon

rates from ,MPI rotational line intensities. The narrow rotational

structure observed in such experiments ,ttrsts to the long life of
IC0'9



the resonant state in the laser field.

All this previous experience suggests that, for the experiment in

question, the non-stationary function of Wang et al should be

propagate!d in time and its formation, decay and photoionization

integrated over the laser pulse. This is not simple and is

complicated by the fact that the temporal and spatial structure of

the laser pulse is not well-controlled. However, some semi-

quantitative estimates can be made from the Rydberg-valence

interaction energy and the known properties of the v=O level of

the E state. In the absorption spectrum of 1602 the band is

diffuse 12 , while for 1"02 the rotational structure 1 3 is well

resolved with line widths < 1cm - 1 . Thus the line widths for 602

are very unlikely to be much broader than - 5cm - I corresponding to

a lifetime of 10 - 12 second. The non-stateionary state of Wang et

al will evolve in a time of the order of femtoseconds to

approximately the v-0 wave function of the adiabatic E state

potential and a small amplitude of dissociative part, the whole

then decaying according to the predissociation rate of about 1012

sec (the photoionization rate is estimated to be = 3x10 I 0 sec 1 ,

laser pulse length =10 nsec, energy -ImJ, focal diameter -1001j,

cross section -10 - 17 cm 2). Subsequent photoionization of this state

corresponds to the method one.

Thus, while the method of Wang et al is certainly appropriate for

modelling the absorption spectrum of 02 and could be appropriate

for processes proceeding coherently via this absorption such as

(off-resonant) Raman scattering, it is of questionable suitability

fc' the photoinnization experiment of Miller et al unless extended

-s described above. However it may be possible to perform

experiments which mirht approach the conditions required by their

method. An experiment using a (few) femtosecond pulse, whose

Fojrier transform spans the E-B interaction region would be

appropriate b ' very difficult at present. The effective

experiment-l time might be shortened by operAting sufficiently far
I IC



cff resonance as in fluorescence emission spectroscopic

experiments but photoionization intensities are too weak under

such conditions with present laser powers, and greatly increased

laser powers could introduce other effects. Since the coherent

four-photon process izill have some finite amplitude, it would be

interesting to ;ttempt an approach toward conditions mentioned

above (e.g. by use of pico- or sub pico-second lasers) in order to

assess its possible importance and elucidate this poorly-studied

aspect of resonant vPI.

FinaLly, one may ask why, if the diabatic coupled method is less

appropriate than the adiabatic one, does it produce somewhat

better agreement with experimental data in this case. Several

reasons are plausible. The calculated photoelectron intensities are

very sensitive to the position and shape of the adiabatic E

potential curve and a small shift could change the order of

agreement. An R (internuclear distance) dependence of the

photoionization cross section, of the kind found in the ungerade

ionization continuum of gerade Rydberg states of 02, could have an

equivalent effect. While the presently relevant gerade continuum

has received little theoretical attention, the cilculations of

Guberman show that a number of autoionizing gerade valence states

exist in the relevant region a-lthough they do not give strengths

of interaction with Rydberg states or continua. Nevertheless it is

clear that very close quantitative agreement cannot be expected,

nor used reliably to assess the validity of calculational methods,

if these and other 17 properties of the continua are ignored.
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Appendix i4

Detection and Identification of 0 Atoms formed

by Multiphoton Dissociation of 0

Cr, ud state ( 3P 2 ,1 , 0) oxygen atoms were detected as products of a

rultiphoton dissociation process initiated by a single color pulsed laser

par; in the wavelength region around 225-226 nm. The detection process

used a 2-photon resonant, 3-photon ionization process (with mass

resolution of product ions) illustrated by the following scheme

O(2p' 'P) - -O *p3 3 p 3P) - 0+(2p 3 'S) + c-

A figu-'e (Fig.l) showing the resonant MPI spectrum of the three fine

structu- (spin-orbit) components of the 3p ground state of the oxygen

atom is attached. The total fine structure splitting in the resonint.

(up)pr) state is only 0.7 cm -' and is unresolved in the figure. These

results illustrate the high sensitivity for detection of ground state

oxyg n atoms attuinable by MPI methods.

It is of some interest to determine the mechanism of formation of the

ground state oxygen atoms. The complete absence of molecular oxygen

ions in the same mass spectrum showed that they did not result from

photodissociation of molecular ions. Ins,ead the process must initially

involve photodissociation of mol.cular oxygen by either one or two

photons (higher order processes can be neglected at the laser powers

used). The photons have about 5.5 eV energy compared to the

dissociation energy of 5.1 eV for rroleculkr oxygen so th-it a single
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phot on proc-ss is energetically possible. However the absorption cross

se. tion in this region of the spectrum is extreme]y 3m-311 (- 4.6 x 10-24

crr2 ) " , anc. at our laser powers we estimate crudely that thp possibility

of a two-Dnoton dissociation process must also be considered.

in order to distinguish between one- and two-photon processes, a

measurement was made of the kinetic energy of the 0 + ion. While, in a

twe-photon process, not all the excess erergy above the dissociation

liit is n-cessarily available as kinetic energy since the undetected

oxygen atom can be either 'P, 'D or ") states, the four possible kinetic

-nergi s are sufficiently different to allow us to distinguish among the

vciricus possibilities. The kinetic energy measurement was made by

measuring the time-of-flight of 0 + ions as a function of the electric

field strength in the region of ion formation. The results, which are

somewhat tentative since the ion source configuration was far from

optimum for this purpose, supp(,-t a two-photon dissociation process

forming two ground state (3 p) atoms.

Possible states which can be excited by two photon absorption from the

ground 3 g- state of 02 can be obtainerd from potential energy curves

ealeulated by Gub(rman 3 and others. The 1 3nlg state of Guberman's Fig.6

or, less likely, the 1 1.7g state of the same figure are the most

pla usible cmndidates.

Extension of such measur-mrents as thoe giv, promise of exploring very

i;,nly exeited states, forbidden in one-photon 'hsorption, which (Iay play

I '_



a part in other photophysical process in oxygen, such as e.g., the

dissociative recombination processes treated by Guberman and others.

MPI methods for detecting 'D and 'S oxygen atoms have been planned, but

not carried out due to termination of this contract.
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